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S a le s  A r e  D o u b l e d  A t  C o a s t !  
A s  B .C .  A p p l e  W e e k  M a k e s  
V a n c o u v e r  A p p l e  C o n s c io u s
Increases W ere Noted Even Before Week Actually Started 
— Mrs. Isobel Stillingfleet Royally Received A t Van­
couver— Luncheons, Banquets, Packing Demonstra-|
tions And Many Other Programmes Arranged__The
Courier Obtains Special Story On Her Activities
A  N  increase of 100 per cent is reported in sales of apples to Coast 
centres, because of the great activity created by B. C. Apple! 
Week in Vancouver and district. The results of Apple Week are 
dcfimtdy successful, the one-desk committee, handling the marketing 
of the Okanagan crop, has stated.
The campaign has more that doubled the average sales at the 
Coast, declared Mr. David McNair, “Before the actual com­
mencement of the campaign on January 22, the preliminary arrange­
ments seeiped to have thejr effect, for there was an up-turn in mar-
continuance of this increased selling even alter the official i—  — °
l*nlisli ( ohimhia. 'rimrsday. jamiary 27tli, NUMIUCR 26
Winter Tractor Travel Is Risky
‘Apple Week’ has ended.”
Tribute Is Paid <|»------------
Those wlio have watched the Jump 
in sales during the past week in Van­
couver have paid tribute to the interest 
evidently aroused by the visit of the 
top ire  Apple Queen. Mrs. Isobel Stil­
lingfleet. of Kelowna, and have praised 
the efforts of all who joined in making 
the project the success it wa.s*. The 
work of A. C. Foreman, Secretary of 
the B. C. Products Bureau of the Van­
couver Board of Trade, has particular 
ly won notice and highly favourable 
mention.
News of the one hundred per cent in­
crease in sales to the Coast during 
Apple Week was confirmed on Wed­
nesday by telephone calls put through 
Oie one-desk officials to members of 
the trade at Vancouver.
Mrs. Stillingfleet left Kelowna on 
Friday afternoon for Vancouver, where 
a&as was met by Mayor G. C. Miller,
-and various other dignitaries of the 
Coast centre. Bands were playing at 
the station and the young lady who 
won the British Empire honours at the 
Imperial Fruit Show was given a 
rousing reception.
Ever since her arrival at the Termin­
al City, Mrs. Stillingfleet has been 
“seeing the town” with a vengeance.
Euncheons, banquets, radio talks, -pack­
ing demonstrations, and every form of 
programme and . entertainment have 
been ari’anged to publicize the visit of 
this; now-famous Apple Queen.
OnTuesday morning, she gave a 12- 
minute talk over Radio Station CJOR.
This address was recorded in the belief 
diat Interior stations may wish to re­
peat it.
Following is a special story, subriiit- 
ted to The Courier by Mr. Clive 
Planta, of Vancouver, on the activities 
of the various groups concerned in 
B. C. Apple Week,
1 Continued on page 4)
Empress Theatre Here 
Is Second In Ratings 
Across Canada
Mr. Les Campbell, Manager of 
the Empress Theatre, Kelowna, 
received the glad tidings this 
week that he was awarded sec­
ond prize for Canada in Group 
D theatres in the Go-Getter con­
test, for increases in ,quota from 
October 1 to January 7.
With this second prize award 
goes a-cheque for $100. Mr. Caihp- 
bell states that there are thirty- 
nine theatres in this Group D 
throughout Canada. First prize 
went to the Fort William mana­
ger, Charles Bahrynowski, who 
topped all theatres in all divis­
ions in Canada, as well as Group 
D, but was only five per cent a- 
head of Mr. Campbell’s marks.
Except for the heavy snow­
falls at unusual times ip the late 
fall, Mr. Campbell might have 
been right on the top of the list, 
he feels. However, he has en- 
*deavoured to obtain a . first-rate 
li.<=ting for his theatre at all 
times, thus creating additional 
revenues.
S t a n d a r d  C o n t r a c t  D i f f e r e n t i a t e s  
B e t w e e n  I n d e p e n d e n t s — C o - O p s  
I s  C h a r g e  O f  S a l e s  S e r v i c e  H e a d
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SC O T T ISH  F O L K  
C O M M E M O R A T E  
N A T I O M L  B A R D
I Attendance At Banquet And 
Dance On Burns Nicht As 
Large As Ever
YOUNG CRIMINALS 
ARE DEALT WITH
Five Lads Sent To Coast For 
Petty Thievery Offences
ANNNUAL MEETINGS 
ARE TO BE HELD
Some Changes In Executive Of­
ficers Are Forecast
Trouble witli youngsters of early 
Teen age has just about been cleaned 
up. Sergeant A. Macdonald, ; of the 
Provincial Police, reports this week. 
There has been an unusual number of 
small petty thefts in the past few 
months which the Police have attri­
buted to delinquent juveniles. The 
entire gang of ten or twelve has been 
rounded up, he states, and their cases,
have . been disposed of. . , . ^  , ....
One lad, Orval Fitzpatrick, just over 
iuvehile age, has gone to Oakalla for 
- ttiree months in , connection with car 
and stoi'e thefts. Two of the juveniles 
with him were sent to the Industrial 
School and another was placed on pro­
bation by Acting Juvenile Court Judge 
T. El McWilliams.
But another gang of youngsters was 
in operation and one of these has been 
sent to the Industrial School, as well, 
for petty thievery. Another has gone 
to the, Superintendent of Neglected 
Children, and the others are on pro- 
totibn and have to report at frequent 
intervals to give an account of their 
behaviour. t
One lad, while tlve cases were pend­
ing, carried on his thievery practices 
and. was caught once inore. Ho even 
went so far as to steal, forge and cash 
a cheejue, besides stealing from cars 
which he found unlocked.
With the gangs definitely broken up. 
the Provincial Police feel that they 
have cleared up most of *the trouble, 
and the town will be freed of con­
siderable petty crime.
Various Kelowna organizations are 
holding their annual meetings in the 
near future, and new executives are 
expected to be in office in many in 
stances. • '
It is undei'stood that Mr. W. A. C. 
Bennett will seek a second term as 
President of the Kelowna Board of 
Trade, and that he will go in by ac­
clamation. The annual meeting of that 
group is to be held in the Royal Anne 
Hotel on Wednesday, February 2.
Another annual meeting for the near 
future is that of the Junior Board of 
Trade, at the Royal Anne on Friday, 
•February 4. Mr. Dick Parkinson is 
retiring as President of this organiza­
tion, and Mr. Don Fillmoi'e is a likely 
successor.
The Kelowna Hospital Board nieets 
. Iho ,Royal Anne, ,bn. Friday . after­
noon, February 11, and it is anticipated 
that a large number of persons will 
attend this session to hear an account 
of the Directors’ stevvardship for the 
past seasony There may be an inter­
esting debate on the advisability of 
seeking a further addition to the Ke­
lowna General Hospital this year.
The Kelowna Library Auxiliary 
plans to meet at- the Library quarters 
on Monday, January 31, for the annual 
meeting and election of officers.
Another popular annua: meeting
will be that of the Kelowna Aquatic 
Club shareholders and members, sche­
duled for the Board of Trade rooms on 
Monday, February 7. The Aquatic had 
a successful season in- 1937, and is 
looking forward to an even more in­
dustrious one this year.
^Not all f  I eight destined for Canada’s northern mining country 
goes in by air. Much of it travels in trains drawn by 50-ton tractors 
An average trip is made at a speed of two or three miles per hour for 
from eighteeh to twenty-eight days in temperatures that often drop 
to forty below zero. Occasionally the going is bad, as this picture in­
dicates. When the frozen surfaces of lakes and rivers give way, tractors 
sometimes sink to the bottom, and at times big logs and heavy tackle 
are necessary to pull them out.
PETRIE’S CORNER 
JOB NEAR FINISH
/T^ -------
New Fill Cuts Off Two Right-
Angle Corners On Road
Next week will see completion of 
the work bn the new ,cut-off at Petrie’s 
Corner, which has been carried on 
under a Provincial Government con­
tract by the Interior Contracting Co. 
Ltd., of Penticton, states Mr. A. S. 
Hatfield, of that concern.
This work was'commenced last Aug­
ust and three-quarters of a mile of 
road has been widened and filled in. 
Two right-angle corners will be elim­
inated by a new stretch of straight 
road, which required a deep fill to 
construct.
The approach from the south to this 
new stretch has been widened for half 
mile or more but only under diffi­
cult circumstances, Mr. Hatfield says.
large amount of terrifically tough 
“hard pan” was encountered all along 
the way, and most of-this material had 
to be drilled and shot out.
This difficulty, along with usual 
winter troubles, caused a great deal 
of delay in concluding the contract, 
he stated. “It was the hardest ‘hard 
pan’ we ever encountered,” he added.
New fencing along, the right-of-way 
was also accomplisheil by the Pentic­
ton company. _
ELKS INSTALLED 
AT BIG GATHERING
Several Towns Represented 
Joint Annual Ceremony
At
Kelowna Elks travelled to Vernon 
on Thursday evening last to attend the 
installation of h'"'.h their own officers 
and those of Vernon Elks’ Lodge for 
1938. The installing officer was Distx’ict 
Deputy Grand Exalted Ruler, G. A. 
Stuart, of Olivei-, assisted by K. W. 
Kinnard, Vernon. Twelve visitors at­
tended from Oliver, 23 from Kelowna, 
12 from Salmon Arm and one from 
Penticton.
E. Mattock was installed as Exalted 
Ruler of the Vernon Elks’ Lodge.
Kelowna officers are: Exalted Ruler, 
Fred Williams; Leading Knight, B. 
Greening; Loyal Knight, Harry Witt; 
Lecturing Knight, Jack Mayor; Sec­
retary, Jack Jennens; Treasurer, Sid 
Davis; Inner Guard, W. Ryder; Tyler, 
P. Lewis; Past Exalte(KRuler, Charles 
Friend; Trustees, J. Jones, H. Chapin, 
S. T. Miller; Chaplain, Laurie Scott, 
Esquire, Ian Bennett; Historian, Harry 
Fernie; Organist, Nestor Isowsky.
Members of the Kelowna City Coun­
cil were guests of the Rotary Club of 
Kelowna at the weekly luncheon on 
Tuesday.
W . F. W h itew ay Is Chosen Chairman 
O f  Retail M erchants Bureau For Year
M r. Chester O w en
Variety Of Subjects Under Re 
view By Kelowna Merchants 
In Season Just Past
SHOWER FOR EX-KEI.OWNA GIRL
ENTIRE COUNCIL AT  
VgRNON TO HANDLE 
RELIEF TROUBLES
Public Liability Insurance For 
$20,q00 Placed By Arena 
Commission
PENTICTON, Jan. 27.—A .February 
bi ide-elcct. Miss Martha Gaube was 
the guest of honour at a miscellaneous 
shower on Thursday evenixig, January 
13, at the home of her sister-in-law, 
Mrs. Otto Gaube. Winnipeg Street. 
Hostesses were Mrs. O. Gaube and her' 
! sLster, Miss “Jimmy” Livingstone. Miss 
Gaube resided .in Kelowna for 
•y t ime -up to a 'year ago.
some
• With an attendance of almost 35 
members, the Retail Merchants Bureau 
of the Kelowna Board of Trade review­
ed progress during the past year and 
appointed Mr. W. F. Whiteway as 
Chairman for the ensuing year, when 
the annual dinner meeting was held 
in the Royal Anne on Monday evening.
There were few changes in the ex­
ecutive members of the Bureau, these 
being elected according to classifica­
tions. A  slate, selected by each class­
ification,. was put to the' meeting and 
was adopted as follows; Hardware. 
Percy Harding; meat markets, Felix 
Sutton; dry goods. A, Williams;, drugs, 
D. Whitham; grocers, H. Waldron; 
bakers. G. Sutherland; jeweller.s, W. 
W. Pettigrew. Mr. Chester Owen will 
be a member of the Executive as Past 
President.
Retail Merchants Set 
Closing Days For 
Year 1938
VERNON, Jan. 27—Since 1930, Chair­
man of the onerous Finance Commit­
tee, Alderman C. J. Hurt has been re­
placed in thi.s post by Alderman A. R. 
Smith, who wa.s first elected to the City 
Council at the recent voting.
This is the major change from last 
year, it would appear, in the list of 
committees as announced by
meeting of 1938, on Thursday afternoon 
o f last week. Alderman Smith was 
also named to head the Board of Heal­
th, which includes maintenance and ex­
tension of the sewer system.
Another departure from last year is 
that the whole Council will sit as a re­
lief committee, instead of having one 
alderman assume the chairman’s duties 
for three months.
Alderman Hurt is again head of the 
Parks Committee and has been named 
to the City Hall Committee.
Other committees are virtually the 
same as 1937,
Public liability insurance- to a maxi­
mum amount of $20,000 has been plac­
ed by the Civic Arena Commission, the 
City Council was informed by a letter
Harry Bowman at the Counci l ’^ ' l f r s t ' w h i c h  wasreceived Monday evening. The Com­
mission asked if the Council felt that 
the sum was an adequate one, and ap­
proval was given by the alde.rmon.
Held 17 Meetings
In. his report as retiring President. 
Mr. Owen told the meeting that 14 
sessions of the Executive had been 
held in 1937, along with three general 
meetings. Several additions to the 
membership of the Bureau were also 
noted during the pa.st^  year.
. One of the chief progro.ssivo moves 
of the Bureau had bebn in connection 
with the Garbage By-law. The Bur­
eau had a.ssistod Alderman G. A. Mc­
Kay with alterations in'the set-up, and 
Mr. Owen ^believed that the new 
scheme was working to better ad­
vantage.
Under the direction, of Mr. Percy 
Harding, the merchants had cp-opei;at- 
ed with the Bureau Committee in de- 
^rating and planning for Coronation 
Day. Mr. Owen thanked the merchant.s 
for their support in making Kelowna 
attractive for this fc.stivc occasion.
As usual, the Bureau had co-operated 
ni B.C. Products Week and had had 
Ml". A. C. Foreman, Field Maneigor for ^
Kelowna stores will remain closed all 
day on the following holidays in 1938: 
Good Friday, Friday, April 15.
Easter Monday, Monday, April 18. 
Empire Day, Tuesday,. May 24.
King’s Birthday, Thursday, June 9. 
Dominion Day, Friday, July 1. 
Labour Day, Monday, September 5. 
Thanksgiving Day, Monday, October 
10.
Remembrance Day, Friday, Novem­
ber 11.
Christmas Holidays, Monday. Dec­
ember 26; Tuesday, December 27.
New Year’s Holidays, Monday, Jan­
uary 2.
Because of these holiday.s. the stores 
will remain open extra hours on the 
following days:
Tliursday, April 14, until 5.30 p.m. 
Thursday. June 30, until 5.30 pm. 
Thursday, November 10. until 5.30 
p.m.
Friday and Saturday, December 23 
and 24, until 9.30 p.m.
Until further woi'd is heard from the 
Provincial Government Labour De­
partment, no action will be taken by 
the Retail Merchants’ Bureau on the 
closing hours of Thursday. December 
22. ^
A.S the years speed by there is no 
diminution of the enthusiasm with 
which the admirers of Robert Burns 
celebrate the recurrence of his birth­
day, and the commemoration this year 
of the 25th of January in Kelowna in 
no way fell behind its predecessors. 
The seating capacity at the tables in 
the I.O.O.F, Hall was fully utilized and 
tables were also set on the stage, the 
total attendance being estimated at 
about two hundred and seventy-five.
An excellent meal was served by a 
corps of brisk and bonny volunteer 
waitresses, and there was an qmple 
supply of turkey and trimmings for 
those who feared the richness of the 
tasty haggis, while oatcakes, scones 
and shortbread galore served to fill 
in the odd corners, besideS fruit salad 
and “jeelies,”
Mr. G. D. Cameron, of Guisachan, 
clad in Highland dress, capably ful­
filled the duties of chairman. After 
a few words of welcome, he called 
upon Rev. Dr. W. W. McPherson, who 
gave the Selkirk grace, at the con 
elusion of which the haggis immedi 
ately made its appearance, borne aloft 
on a platter by Mr. “Sandy” Mitchell 
and preceded by Piper “Bob” Booth 
who heralded its advent with the tri 
umphant strains of his pipes. “The 
chieftain o’ the puddin’ race” duly set 
before the chairman, it became the 
duty of Mr. Wm. Love to offer the 
Addresss tae the Haggis,” a solemn 
rite which he performed in the rolling 
and sonorous tones of the auld Scots 
tongue, and concluding with the neces­
sary act of assassination when the 
knife is plunged into the vitals of the 
“bag.” Then the merry clatter of 
knife and fork against plate began and 
was. continued without interruption 
until all appetites were fully satisfied.
The feasting concluded, Mr. Billy 
Murray’s inimitable orchestra played a 
delightful, selection of old Scottish airs. 
■Lhe chairman proposed the toast of 
“The King,” which was accorded d xe 
hohoux-, and the National Anthem and 
“O Canada” were sung with orchestral 
accompaniment.
Opening with a funny story at the 
expense of the clergy, Mr. Robert 
Lyon, of Penticton, was brief in his 
treatment of “The. Immortal Memory of 
Robert Burns,” principal toast of the 
evening. He sketched rapidlv:- the 
early life of the poet, his narrow cir­
cumstances and the development of his 
poetic genius, and stoutly defended 
his memory from the charges made by 
various writers that he was a dissolute 
man and a x-ake. He pointed out thaf 
most of the biographies of Burns were 
written by people who lived after his 
time, hence did not know him person­
ally and had drawn conclusions that 
wex’e not warranted from his .poems 
and letters, which simply gave a true 
picture of the times. He declai'ed that, 
if Burns had'possessed the same gift of 
putting colours upon canvas as he had- 
of descriptive writing, he woultj h ^e  
been a great artist, but h6 accomplish 
ed much more through his artistry 
words than he possibly could have 
done with paints.
Mr. Lyon illustrated Burns’ mastery 
of poetic thought by a number of quo­
tations from his worlcs and concluded 
with the .statement that the outstand­
ing feature of his -wi’itings was his 
toleration expressed for his fellow men 
in an age that was nairow and intol­
erant. •
With piano accompaniment by Mrs. 
Davidson, of VexTxon, and violin obli­
gato by Mrs. Isobel Murray Campbell,
Mx-. Geo. S. McKenzie thrilled his hear- 
ex's with “O’ a’ the airts,” which he fol­
lowed, by request, with the delightful 
tenderness of “My ain wee hoose.”
“Tlie Land We Left” was proposed 
by Mr. J. G. Macdonald, who touched 
upon outstanding figures in 'Scottish 
(Continued on Page 10)
B. Staples Issues Bombshell In Discussion O f P ro ­
posed Growers’ Standard Contract W ith  Shippers, A s  
Adopted In Principle By Growers’ Convention— A s­
sociated Would Be Taking Money Out O f One Pocket 
And Placing It In Another Under Penalty Clause O f 
Contract Is Claim— Legal Advice From Vancouver 
Counsel Backs Staples In His Views
Associated Could Handle Entire Deal A t Less Cost
/CH AR GING  that the standard contract will “differentiate between 
T  c a n d  independents,” Mr. R. B. Staples, President 
ot Sales Service, one of the largest independent groups in the Okan­
agan apple industry, has issued a stirring denouncement o f the new 
plan to The Courier this week.
In effect,” Mr.'Staples declares, “the co-operatives can disre­
gard the rules without suffering any loss . . . . .  No independent 
shipper possessing either self respect or business sense will sign this 
standard contract.” ^
Mr. Staples has placed the- situation squarely up to the growers 
^®P^®®®"*3tives. If they wish to get rid of the independ­
ent shippers, then he cannot see any excuse for creating double the 
expense vvhen the Associated Growers “should, without difficulty, be
? n t r i ,r h ''c o & ” '
Throws Bombshell
A
R. B. STAPLES
President of Sales Service Ltd., who 
is setting the Okanagan fruit industry 
on its proverbial ear with his state­
ments this week concerning the stand­
ard contract. -
Chief Objection To Standard 
Contract Centres Around 
Penalty Clauses
iphief objection raised by Mr,
B. B. Staples, President o f Sales 
^  Service Ltd., to the standard con- 
*tract, as adopted in principle by 
tb® >®iC.F.G.A. 49th annual con- 
■ yentiqn in Kelowna, pn‘ Wednes­
day, Jan. 12, is centred around ' 
the penalty^ clauses.' He claims 
that it is merely a matter of 
transferriiig their money from 
one pocket to another in case of 
infringenj^nt on the contract.
“ The only cost to the Associat­
ed is in the wear and tear on the 
pocket,”  he declared.
The penalty clause is as fob  
lows: ‘
 ^ Adopted 111 Px'inciple
This bombshell i.s expected to arouse 
gieat intcx'csl, thx’oughoul, the Okana­
gan, especially at the present time, 
when the fruit gi'owex's, at their an- 
iiual convention, adopted the standard 
I contract in principle, and aslced that 
the locals x'eceivo copies for perusal 
I  and discussion.
In order that the readers of The 
Courier will be moi'e conversant with 
the details of the px'oposed standard 
conti’act, it is x'epi'inted in this is.sue in 
full. This form is jiot necessax'ily the 
final ^ d  complete draft, but will 
likely be revisied in many instances be­
fore reaching a final form.
“I have carefully studied the stand­
ard fox-m of contract and I have en- 
deavoui-ed to visualize how it is likely 
to work out in px’actice,”, commenced 
Ml’. Staples in his intex'view with The 
Courier.
Goyeim Entire Indiistry
“Its general scherne is to set up a 
‘x’ule making’ authority to govern tbe 
entile industry. B.C. Tree Fruits Lim­
ited is given power to govern every 
phase of the industry and growers and 
shippers must conform under • heavy 
penalties. Central selling, or a “one 
desk plan,” is included in its powers 
and obviously is contemplated. In this 
there is nothing unusual and nothing 
we have not already tried both by 
legislation ait,d by mutual agreement.
“The serious ^ feature of the contract 
IS its effect in diffei'entiating between 
co-operatives and independents,” Mr, 
Staples continued. “Penalties for in- 
(Continued on Page 10)
FIRST SMOKER IS 
VOTED BIG SUCCESS 
BY JUNIOR BOARD
Variety Of Entertainment Proves 
Of High Class And Produces 
Howls Of Laughter
KELOWNA HOCKEY 
TEAM WILL P U Y
Plan To Take On Lumby This 
Sunday And May Play 
At Vernon
the Vancouver Board, B.C. Products 
Bureau, and Mr. F. D. Mathers, Sales 
Manager for tlie Broder Canning Co., 
as guest” speakers.
Many transient dealers had been 
checked through the assistance of the 
Bureau, and made to take out licences, 
and the retiring Pre.sidenl expressed 
the hope that the. Bureau would not 
relax its vigil in this connection. In 
this ro.spect, every co-opci'ation had 
- (Continued on page 4)
Although there ai'e no proper rink 
facilities in Kelowna, every effort is 
being made to field a hockey team to 
play exhibition .games with teams in 
the northern loop. A  game is sche­
duled at Lumby this coming Sunday 
afternoon between Kelowma and the 
Flying Frenchmen, who are second in 
the league standing. i
There is every po.ssibility that a 
game will be arranged at Vernon, 
against the league leaders, if the Ke­
lowna sextette puts up any kind of a 
battle against the Lumby squad this 
week-end.
A number of prairie lads are x*esi- 
dont in the Kelowna district now, and 
have bolstered the strength of the Ke­
lowna ice team. A pi-actice is being 
held this afternoon at the Golf Club 
pond.
“For any breach other than one 
concerning the marketing, sale or 
disposal of tree fruits, the sixm of 
ten cents per package involved in 
such breach.
“For any breach concerning the 
marketing, sale or ■ disposal of 
tree fruits, the siim of 25 cents 
per package involved in such 
breach,
“Such damages shall he cred­
ited to the pool 1‘elating to the 
fruits involved In such breach, 
and i f  not so credited shall he a 
debt due by the shipper to the 
company, and in any action , to 
recover the sanie all that it shall 
be necessary fo r  the company to 
prove shall be the verdict jndg- 
ment or order declax’ing such 
breach and the amount o f fm it 
involved.”
I f  the independents are charg­
ed for infringing any part of the 
contract,_then the penalty is de­
ducted from  their own funds and 
handed over the growers’ pools, 
Mr. Staples explains. But i f  the 
Associated infringes any section, 
it is only the growers’ money 
which is » involved, and actually 
there is no penalty.
Thus, he states, there is a dis­
tinct trend in this standard con­
tract, to differentiate between the 
independent house and the co­
operative house, thereby bring­
ing about a condition which, ex­
isted sevex-al years ago, of creat­
ing an open breach between the 
two major factions in the Okan­
agan fruit deal.
One of the most enjoyable smokex-s 
held for some time in Kelowna was 
staged by the Kelowna Junior Board 
of Trade Enteidainment Committee, 
under the direction of Mr. Teri*y Ben­
nett, at the Oddfellows’ Hall, on Thurs­
day evening last.
Commencing' shortly after 8 o’clock, 
the entertainment of a mixed nature 
kept the crov/ded hall amused until af­
ter 11 o’clock. It was voted a huge 
success, and v/ill probably be an an­
nual affair of this organization.
Jim Douglas was Master of (ileremon- 
les, while Jim McDonald proved an 
able song leadex*.
TVrestling Match Feature
Feature attraction was the wrestling 
match, staged by Ted “Bad Man” En­
nis and Vic “Flying Frenchman” La- 
Chappelle. This bout wexit five rounds 
with Ennis the victor in a rough and 
tumble matcli, which contained plenty 
of thrills and more than a few laughs. 
■^ Ennis obtained the first fall in the 
second round with a body press, to be 
followed in the third by a fall for La- 
Chappelle with a brutal reverse Indian 
death lock. In the final and deciding 
round, Ennis made his opponent say 
“Uncle” \vith a short arm scissors.  ^
Ennis took a particular fancy to La- 
Chappelle’s hair, which was about the 
right Ifength for pulling. He took ad­
vantage of this fact at every opport­
unity and was warned plenty of times 
by the thix'd man in the ring, Don Ellis. 
Ennis took a nasty tumble in the third 
when he lit squarely, on the back of 
his neck. He did not have a chance 
to save himself, and the fall almo.st 
knocked him out. ’ .
Following this match, a comic dis­
play of how not to wi'estle was staged ' 
by Terry Bennett and Jack Tyrer, suit­
ably attix'cd in ludicx’ous costumes. • 
This display brought howls of laughter 
fi’om the audience, which was in an ' 
appreciative mood.
Adding greatly to the festive air was 
the three-piece orchestra composed of 
Chas Pettman and Bill and Dave Allen.
Th ese three musicians provided music 
for the sing songs and also produced 
(Continued on Page 10) .
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Points of View Royalties In Public Eye
Tlir  C O K U I i ; i<  ilor.H not niit'Mnaiily cnilordc the ■ciitimeiit* ol 
any roiil i ilnil* d ;n lii li-.
To  iiKUiic nil inniins.;i lid (ilioiilil he leKlhly written on
one Hide ol the |iii|iei only. I'ypewiitteii ei>|»y i* prcicrrcd.
Anulriir  po' i iy  ... not i nhllshed
I.elteiH to the l■;dllot will not he neceiiled for |iiihlieation over <1 
"noin de idinne": the iviiiei'H eotteel naine»niinit he ii|>|)cnded.
Contiihiiled ni.illii leieiveil iifler Tneiidny iilKht may not he 
l.iilili'^lnd nnlil the fidlowniK week.
An the staff woiliii on TInirndny nflerriooii, The Courier Office i i  
cloned on Saturday nflcriiooii for the weekly half-holiday.
THURSDAY, JANUAHY 27tti, ]!)3«
Up Goes The Price 
O f Radio Licences
NOT TOO HASTY, NOW
0 (Kamloops Sentinel)
It is more than likely that within the next few 
days assiduous probitiy may uncover tlio real reason 
for the cold reception Kiirnloops potatoes are recelv- 
inj; in British Columbia markets. But in that prob­
ing many reasons, some bitter, s<nne vindictive, some 
senselc.ss and some of value, will bo broadcast. It 
behooves all interested in the future of the potato 
industry of tliis district to tliinic before they speak 
and not to take too seriously all or part of what may 
be said. The main thinjt to remember is that Kam- 
loop.s wants to know exactly why her potatoes are 
not heiiif? purchased this season. Once that has been 
uncovered, plans may be made to prevent recurrence 
of a situation such us confronts this district today— 
the season more than half /'one and but live or six 
per cent of the crop moved.
So it luhs been decided by ilie Minister of Trans­
port, lliat, cominencii)/,' April 1st, radio licences will 
cost $2.51) instead of .$2.00, because, states tlie Minister, 
“ the estirnnled Increase of .$0.50,000 a year is reciuired 
to enable the Caiwidian Bi‘oadca,slin/t Cor|yoration to 
carry out its pro/'iiunme of exjninsion, particularly 
in the direction of belter pro/p'amrnes and more com­
plete covera/ic.”
If Uie type of ex/jansion pi'ojected is tliat which 
has followed tlie previous increase in the cost of 
radio licences from $1.00 to $2.00, the Minister’s es­
timate of increased revenue may be found sadly out 
of line, as many radio listener-f are just about at the 
point of di.scarding their machines owing to the 
quantity of tripe and trash that lias been interjected 
into C.B.C. programmes in order to pad them out to 
the increased period of broadcasting. So-called af­
filiation with American networks has brought a flood 
of the cheapest and squawkic.st jazz, nasal and high- 
pitched alleged crooners, whose voices arouse a 
fervent dcsii'e to boot them in the pants, funny men 
(save the mark!) whose jokes arc a string of banal 
inanities, punctuated by the forced and artificial 
laughter and hand-clapping of a background of hired 
claqueurs, and—but there is no need to go on; the 
quality of C.B.C. broadcasts is familiar to all radio 
listeners..
Recalling the days of ten years ago, when radio 
receiving apparatus was crude compared with what 
it is today, it was possible for lovers of good music 
to enjoy a continuous programme by shifting from 
one network to another, but it is now a matter of 
much difficulty to pick out what is worthwhile amidst 
the flood of rubbish. With machines that can cover 
from coast to coast, hearers would still have a treat 
if the networks had continued to adhere to the type^  
of programmes furnished in those early days, but 
the trend has been away from the masterpieces and 
towards the shoddiest and thinnest forms of air en­
tertainment.
, An instance in point is last New Year’s Eve. 
With keen anticipatidiv a twelve-tube rriodern radio 
was tuned to the c Ib .OL programme about 7.30 p.m., 
but, all the time hoping Tocjjet^r things, the unfor­
tunate operator listened for thrbe hours on end to 
a succession chiefly of American^ash, which he could 
have got direct,, if he had whmed, from the stations 
originating it instead of thropgh the medium of the 
C.B.C. And it is for such unoriginal rubbish appar­
ently that we are to have the privilege of paying 150 
per , cent more than in 1928.
Presumably as a sop to those whose tastes in 
music are judged to be of a, “high-brow” order, we 
are now treated to an inordinately lengthy siege of 
grand opera at noon oh Saturdays. Grjanted that the 
singing and the orchestral music may be received 
with passably good quality, but not always, what is
'I’llE PItOBLLM OF EMTLOYABIUTY
(Grand Forks Gazette)
More recent studies of national unemployment 
tmdee a clear dislirietion between those who are em­
ployable and those who are not, and from statements 
made by Chairman Purvis of the Dominion’s Com­
mission and otlicr autliorilies it is evident that too 
lar/'e a proportion of the unem/jlbyed are unemploy­
able. \
As there is a close relationship ol physical fitness 
to employability, British Columbia’s experiment in 
recreation work is of national interest. That work 
is in charge of Ian Eisenhardt, who contributes a most 
informative article on the subject to “Health,” in 
which the writer says: i
“Broadly, the scheme may be ^lescribod as one 
to extend to all classes certain physical advantages 
that formcifly were enjoyed , by only the more fa­
voured.
“The state is interested in the mental as well as 
the physical health of its people. You cannot have a 
healthy mind without a healthy body, but neither 
can you have a really healthy body without a healthy 
mind.
“When the Government launched the British Co­
lumbia Physical Training Scheme, the women were 
not forgotten. Physical fitness of our young women 
is no less important than that of the boys. And the 
women have availed themselves of the opportunities 
afforded, and today outnumber the men members 
considerably.
“The work of the centres is to pi’ovide an inspira­
tion, to give advice and to assist in organizing, and 
also to induqe those, who, for various reasons, would 
be unable to take part in sports and gam'es, to join in 
the wholesome activities which the centres provide. 
Although we here in British Columbia are leading 
the Dominion of Canada, through this scheme, it 'vv'ill 
take some years before we can really measure results. 
W.e have a long way to go yet, and we shall not be 
successful until all our citizens are convinced of the 
value of physical fitness.”
(D.
Odds And Ends
WISE AND OTHERWISE
AUK MOIJNTIES MEN Oil MICE?
Fortunately for this column, there have been a 
mitnber of interesting items come to my attention 
through the excliangcs received in tliis office. In 
fact, they are quite atnusin/'. One topical story eii)- 
anutes from the Regina Leader-Post, and concerns 
those birds who give every fair damsel’s heart n good 
going over—the Mounties. 'I’lie Past says:
“An apple a day may keep the doctor away, but 
the Mounted Police will put their faitli In /jrapefrult 
Juice. It’s orders, sir.
“Henceforth, instead of one box of apples per 
man per year, the Mounties wi).J receive grapefruit 
juice, two dozen tins per man per year.
“Authority for the statement is amended R.C.MJP. 
regulations published in the current Canada Gazette, 
official publication of the Dominion Government.
"'rhe switch from apples to /'raiicfruit juice, ap­
parently, is the only major chnn/'c in a Mountlc’s 
diet. Even the lowly onion Iiolds its own, .50 pounds 
per man jx;r year being unchanged.’’
The question naturally arises. Is the B.C. Fruit 
Board, under Lawyer Htiskins, going to stand idly 
by and see the Mounties suffer because Uicy are not 
getting their proper vitamins'/ Certainb 
expense will go to advertising.
iy not, tlio
While living in Rome last month, th^ Infanta Marie Chi'istina, daughter of ex-King Alfonso of 
Spain, posed for her latest and exclusive portrait in (1). Her father spends a. large part of his time in 
England, H.R.H. the Duchess of Kent went to Greece along with the Duke early in the month to attend 
the wedding of Crown Prince Paul of Greece to Princess Frederika of Hanover. The Duchess (2) at­
tracted a good deal of attention at the Victoria Station, London, by wearing the novel feathered hat 
seen in the picture. i
PIIECOCIOUS YOUTH
And here’s another which the Merritt Herald 
laughed quite heartily at, and is said to be a’ true 
story:
“During the’ collection at a Sunday School, thp 
boys were expected to quote a bible quotation as 
they handed in their mites. The first said, “It is 
more blessed to give than to receive.” Tlie next 
‘The Lord loveth a cheerful giver.’ The third, »  
freckle-faced lad, who was ‘all boy,’ handed in hi;s 
offering with the remark, ‘A  fool and his money are 
soon parted.’—story told by Rev. L. A. Smith, vicar, 
at St. Michael’s annual vestry,”
WHAT A  FRIGHT HE GOT
K e l o w n a  In  B y g o n e  D a y s
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier) •
And here is another authentic story of a baggage­
man who was really frightened. It emanates from 
Kaniloops and\concerns one of the main line trains 
passing througlV that centre. The story follows: 
“One night recently a baggageman boarded his. 
tram at Kamloopk It was 4 a.m. In the car was a 
rough box containing a coffin and corpse.
A  short, time alter the train got under way the 
baggageman heard a call. It came from the vicinitiy 
of the box. Startled, his hair on end, and with cold 
shivers running down his back, he waited—and 
watched. .
grand opera when completely divorced from the
visual effects of the best acting, stage setting and the 
illusion created of reality by skilful handling? It is 
absurd to produce the whole score of an opera oyer 
the air, as many passages become meaningless from 
lack of visual interpretation, and the same end would 
be achieved infinitely better if only the outstanding 
numbers were given and all dialogue and by-play 
eliminated.
Some years ago, abridged editions of Gilbert and 
Sullivan’s famous light operas were rendered over 
the air, an hour sufficing to give an entertaining 
summary of what usually takes three hours to pro­
duce on the stage. The average listener heard these 
summaries with unallo3'ed delight, as they included 
only the best numbers, but it is seldom now that even 
a short extract from these operas is heard over the 
C.B.C.
The field-of-music is so wide that it is incompre­
hensible. why the programme directors of the C.B.C, 
consider it necessary to devote so much time to jazz. 
The swing type of music must be given a place, of 
course, so long as it is the kind of accompaniment 
that modern dancing requires, but people do npt 
dance, as a matter of habit, at all hours of the day. 
and if the. jazz programme was restricted to half an 
hour, say, at lunch time, when some of the young
people ai-e bound to take a chance upon u^etting the 
digestion of their noon meal as the cafe radio blares
out the latest fox trot, another half-hour at afternoon 
tea time to accommodate the same type of young 
bloods, one more half-hour at 6.30, and then all the 
jazz they want after 9.00 p.m., the wants of jazz en­
thusiasts should receive ample provision. As it is 
now, it is jazz at all times and seasons, with the 
screecliing of crooners thrown in for unwelcome 
extia measure, until the weary listener switches off 
to give his eax's a respite from the discordant din.
A few years ago, good band music was broad­
casted frequently—the original performance, not 
gramophone records. Now it is rare indeed to hear 
a first-cla.ss brass band over the air. Likewise, violin, 
flute, clarionet and cornet solos have become scarce. 
What has happened to the good taste jand good sense 
of the programme directors of the networks? Surely 
they should realize that maintenance of interest is 
dependent largely upon variety of entertainment and 
that they are in danger of losing a large proportion 
of their listening public by continuing to fill the air 
with vapid, banality, for which the Minister of Trans­
port thinks radio owhers should pay $2.50 a,year when 
they w o r e  better served, in quality if not in quantity, 
ten years ago at one dollar a year.
Man’s weakness is woman’s opportunity to get 
even.
A kick against fate is often but. an apology for 
laziness.
HARDER FOR HOSPITALS
(Penticton Herald)
' Provincial Government regulations for hospitals 
are becoming more onerous each time the legislators 
tackle hospital legislation.
Hospital boards are now required to undertake 
all manner of supervision along lines never previously 
contemplated. As an instance, they must establish 
rules for local doctors and go through a thass of 
formality which in small communities, at any rate, 
seems entirely unnecessary.
Fees received by boards are being reduced. Former­
ly the Provincial Government paid seventy cents per 
day for each patient in a hospital. This amount in­
cluded the day the patient entered and the day the 
patient departed. But now the government has cut 
off one day-and will only recognize as a payment 
day, one instead of two. Penticton Hospital Board 
lost $140 last month because of this change in the 
situation.
Worse still, the Government has now provided 
that municipalities must pay for hospital patients no 
matter where these patients may be in the province.
Let us explain. The Municipality of Penticton 
has to pay about seventy cents a day for each patient 
in the Penticton Hospital whether that patient is a 
paying one or not. Thus the Hospital Board receives 
$1.40 total from the Province and the Municipa] 
as a grant for eVery patient day. This sum in soi : 
measure makes up for the large number of patients 
who never pay the hospital anything for the attention 
they receive. '
Under former regulations, Penticton Municipality 
did not have to make any payments to hospitals out­
side of this municipality, which might be treating 
Penticton people, unless these patients were there in 
an emergency or on specific order from the local 
Municipality.^
But now Penticton people can go to any B.C. hos­
pital they choose and Penticton municipality must 
pa.v seventy cents a day for their maintenance. This 
is irrespective of whether or not these people are pay­
ing their full hospital bill. As Penticton has its own 
hospital, the Council  ^does not see the advantage of 
having to pay other hospitals merely because some 
local citizens may wish to enter these institutions.
Big hospitals like those in Vancouver will gain 
through the new regulations, but the smaller hospitals 
will lose.
A  hardship is certainly worked on those muni­
cipalities, such as Penticton and Summerland, which 
must maintain hospitals of their own and still pay 
for anyone going elsewhere.
Another disability under wJiicli .hospitals labour 
is the fact that insufficient money is received, from 
unorganized districts.
If a patient comes from Oliver, the Penticton 
Hospital receives the government’s seventy cents a 
-day plus what it may collect from the patient. On 
the other hand, if the patient comes from the muni­
cipality of Peachland, the hospital collects the govern­
ment’s seventy cents, plus seventy cents from the 
municipality of Peachland, plus any collection from 
the patient personally.
There does not seem any good reason why a hos­
pital should receive less money because a patient is 
in unorganized territory. In such a case, the .govern­
ment grant should be larger in order to make up for 
the fact that there is no municipal payment.
:i:
THE WORLD IS NOT YET READY FOR PEACE
(Cranbrook Courier)
The question now agitating Europe, and also be­
ing asked to some extent in Canada, is whgt is to 
become ofc> the League of Nations. No one seems to 
know the answer. •
In the one great purpose for which it was estab­
lished—the prevention of war—the League has sig­
nally failed, Soon after the Woi'ld War, Lithuania 
seized the port of Memel in defiance of the League, 
and nothing w as done about i t. Later. Poland took 
Vilna, with the same result. Several 3'cars ago, Japan 
began grabbing off parts of China, and more recently 
came the Italian conquest of Ethiopia, and now 
Japan’s invasion of China.
The League represented a noble ideal. But its 
effective operation presupposed a stage of civilization 
which the world has not yet reached. Nations are not 
ready to go to war in the general cause of peace, 
where their own interests are not concerned. And 
it is y e ^  doubtful if we shall live to see such a day.
Nations are but a reflection of the people who 
compose them. Failure to support the League there­
fore is fundamentally the failure of the people of the 
world to be sufficiently interested in the cause of 
peace to fight'for it. We have not yet reached that 
level of civilization where we are willing to discard 
war as an instrument of national policy. And until 
we do so, all the leagues in the world will not prevent 
armed strife.
THIRTY' YEARS AGO 
Thursday, January 23, 1908
“The Kelowna Tobacco Leaf Co. have finished the 
work of stripping and sorting last year’s tobacco crop. 
The product of about twenty ,acres was handled. A  
good deal of the tobacco supplied by local growers 
could not be used owing to improper treatment in 
growing and curing, but this will be remedied in 
future years by instructing farmers in the cultivation 
of the plant.
“About $700 was paid out in wages for the sorting 
operations, and about 21,000 pounds of Spanish leaf, 
Wisconsin seed,"for which l ie  per pound was paid, 
and 3,400 pounds of Havana at 16c per lb., were bought 
from growers,
“The tobacco is now all cased and ready for 
sweating, which will be continued during the winter. 
It is hoped to have a large part of the crop ready for 
market about May 1st. Mr. Holman is now at work 
re-casng the previous year’s Havana crop.”
competition held every year by ‘The Canadian Grocer’ 
for the best dressed Christmas window. ‘The prize 
has been awarded this year to Messrs. J. F. Fumerton 
for their splendid window. This window was dressed 
by Mr. E. Lawley, and was highly praised locally by 
one and all. Mr. Lawley’s window took the first prize 
in the same competition last year, with the two other 
grocery stores taking second and third. Kelowna has 
to compete against towns of alT sizes up to a. popula­
tion of ten thousand.”
« * m ■
‘"l/uesday evening’s boat brought two more of Ke­
lowna’s soldiers back to their home town. This time 
the two returned men were Pte. Victor DeHart and 
Pte. J. Sinkinson. Both men left here with the 172nd 
Battalion, and both have been to France. DeHart 
has returned on account of' wounds received near 
Vimy Ridge, while Sinkinson has been sent home on 
account of his age, which the authorities claim is too 
old to allow of him taking part in the rougher work 
in the trenches.”
“The voice called again.
•“Convinced that whoever was in the coffin had 
returned from the dead, the baggageman went to 
his toolbox to get a crowbar. He intended to pry 
the lid off the casket. Again the voice was heard. 
He hurried. -
“But as he began operations he saw a cage be^ 
hind the coffin. It cbntained a parrot.”
> O O i
(Books reviewed in this column may be 
obtained at the Kelowna Branch of the Oka­
nagan Union Library, and probably at other 
libraries in this district.)
At the first meeting of the 1908 City Council, 
held on Jan. 20th,. committees were struck as fol­
lows:— Board of Works: Aldermen Buckland, Stirl­
ing and Curts. Finance: Aldermen Stirling, Gaddes 
and DeHart. Fire, Water and Light: Aldermen Gad­
des and DeHart.
At a meeting of the Kelowna Volunteer Fire 
Brigade, Mr. M. A. Alsgard was elected as Chief in 
succession to Mr. F. M. Buckland, and Mr. J. W. B. 
Browne was chosen as Secretary.
An editorial under the caption “Sleepy-Looking!” 
renews the campaign, persistently carried on by The 
Courier in 1907, for installation of municipally owned 
water and light systems. It says in part: ‘
“Now that the same Council that ruled Kelowna 
in 1907 has been returned again to power, we have no 
apology to offer for taking up once more the subject 
of water supply and electric lighting, and we pro­
pose to carry on a campaign for municipal owner­
ship which, we hope, will result in these priceless 
franchises remaining in the possession of the people 
for all time.
“Much valuable tjme was lost last year in getting 
under way and, now that the Council has obtained 
a quantity of preliminary data as to costs, the work 
should not have to be done over again this year, as 
might have happened should a new set of aldeirmen 
have been elected.
“Our Council should lose no time in making re­
newed efforts to float sufficient debentures to put Kel­
owna in possession of water and light by the end 
of the year, and the financial stringency is not such 
that it is impossible to obtain the money. We would 
not advocate paying an excessive rate of interest for 
a long term of years, but it should be possible to float 
redeemable short-term debentures at the rate of in­
terest now prevalent, to be taken up as the mbne^ 
market improves and replaced by a fresh issue at 
lower rates. This is a familiar^orm of finance and 
involves nothing intricate, only' the payment of a 
^lightly higher rate of interest for the term, that 
money will remain dear. Surely it is better that a 
little extra money should ,be spent to secure these 
needs than that Kelowna should become a by-word 
as a moss-back town, devoid of the elemental com­
forts of city organization.
“A  word of bitter criticism sometimes brings 
home a truth better than aeons of argument, and a 
forcible piece of it was given to the editor of this 
paper by ex-Mayor Hammer, of Grand Forks, an ac­
quaintance of many years standing, who was in Kel­
owna last week. Mr. Hammer, is head of the Knights 
of Pythias in British Columbia, and as such travels 
over the province and has a chance to compare its 
various Jowns. His opinion of Kelowna was summed 
up in the epigrammatic sentence: ‘I don”t like your
town; it’s too sleepy-looking.’
“There you are! No doubt his eye missed the fam­
iliar multitude of arc lights, incandescent lights, fire 
hydrants and the THREE fire-halls of» Grand Forks. 
His home town has had its ups and downs; it has been 
cursed at times with bobdlers and grafters and an 
undesirable class of citizens from the American side, 
blit through it all its municipal government has stead­
ily kept up a .splendid water and light service and 
probably the best fire protection system of any town 
under five thousand in the West. At our present rate 
of growth, we should be up to Grand Forks in the 
next 3'ear or so, as its population is only about two 
thousand—yet it has enjoyed municipal light and 
water for some ten years.
“Small wonder, then, that ex-Mayor Hammer dubs
A deputation consisting of Messrs. M: A. Alsgard, 
F. M. Buckland, J. W. B. Browne and E. C. Graham, 
representing the KelOwha Volunteer Fire Brigade, 
waited upon the City Council and presented a request 
from the Brigade for a motor chemical truck, the 
purchase of a Cadillac car from Mr. J. F. Burne and 
equipping it for the purpose being estimated at $1,800. 
The Council granted the request and passed a resolu­
tion authorizing the expenditure.
The Kelowna Troop of Boy- Scouts was awarded, 
the Lieutenant-Governor’s Cl\allenge Shield as the 
Troop that made the best possible progress in the 
province during the year 1917.
The Kelowna Branch of the Okanagan Ambul­
ance League made a fine record for patriotic work
‘ THEY COME, THEY GO,” by Wijiifred Peck.
Faber, 1937.
The sub-title of this charming and unusual novel 
IS “ The story of an English Rectory,” and it is the 
Rectory, or rather, the parish, which is the true hero 
of the story. Miss Peck writes well, and she loves 
her theme. We love it top, long before we have fin­
ished with the different rectors and their families 
who have lived in this parish over a period of four 
hundred years.
We see it first in 1537. The dissolution of the 
monasteries has begun, and S t Mary Luce, built by 
the Cistercians three hundred years before, has comp 
under the hammer of the king’s men. Old Brother 
Francis alone remains in the beautiful Abbey. His 
heart is so tied to the gardens he himself has made 
through years of toil, that he contrives to get himself 
appointed rector of the hew parish, and^  there he 
stays until his death in L549. The Abbey itself is 
deserted, the Refectory being used as the Church, ' 
and the old guest house as the new rectory.
Then, for four hundred years, they come and go, 
a strange and various pilgrimage of clergy. Each ■
during 1917, forwarding over 3,500 articles to Red succeeding rector of this parish typifies some aspect 
Cross headquarters. These included over 1,600 pairs of his particular age. and through them and their 
of socks, 350 day shirts, more than 500 suits of py- fortunes we glimpse the manifold changes in thought 
jamas and large quantities of underwear, bandages, and custom which have brought England where she 
other necessaries and comforts. At a conservative stands today, advocate of reason and toleration. We
valuation ,the articles were computed to be worth 
over $4,000. Cash contributions received by the Branch 
amounted to a total of $1,548.57 during the year.
Prices paid by the Kelowna Creamery for butter- 
fat, as from Jan. 15th, were: No. 47c per pound; 
No. 2, 45c per pound.
At the annual meeting of the B.C. Fruit Growers’ 
Association,, held at Victoria, the entire Executive 
was re-elected, consisting of: President, C. E. Barnes. 
Walhachin; Vice-President, J. E. Reekie, Kelowna; 
Secretary, Prof. F. M. Clement, University of B.C.,. 
Vancouver; Executive Committee: T. Abriel, Nakusp; 
R. M. Palmer, Cowichan Bay; W. E. Chappie, Arm­
strong; L. E. Taylor, Kelowna.
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, January 26, 1928
“Olive and Dave McDougall secured a large 
female cougar and her kitten near Eight Mile Creek 
last week. The mother was treed by their collie dog, 
which also killed the kitten. Five partly consumed 
deer carcases were found near the place where the 
cougars were captured, one of which was that of a 
very large buck which the mother cougar or her mate 
had evidently ridden for a long distance before he 
died of his wounds.”
see the country people of St. Mary Luce going their 
time-honoured ways,; following the faith their fathers 
followed, though the forms'alter through the ages. 
Above these simple folk, in far-off London, the drama 
of life moves more swiftly and with more spectacular 
effect. Kings and queens come and go, and England 
is alternately Catholic and Protestant. In St. Maiy 
Luce, as in other little villages throughout the land, 
these changes are typified by the men who come and 
go in the Rectory. We have the Rey. Philip Catch- 
pole, the most fanatic of them all; the Rev. David 
Paston, more scholar than priest; the Rev. Lionel 
Curte, who cared only for sport and stabled his horses 
in the old rectory. Altogether there are nine bio­
graphical chapters. Each is concerned with a differ­
ent period and a different collection of people, buL 
all are bound together into one study of one little 
part of England. Through the long years the once 
magnificent Abbey crumbles away, till in the final 
chapter it disappears altogether and railwas' lines 
run where once men prayed t® God.
So we take leave of St. Mary Luce, now a modern 
factory town, and long since abbreviated to Simmeiry 
Luce. The new rector is more interested in organ­
izations and local council meetings than in theology. 
The date is 1937. A.A.
Miss M. I. Reekie; Directors, Miss M. I. R 
F. B. Lucas and Mrs. F. M. Keevil.
■kie, Mrs:
The annual commenioration of the birthday of 
Robert Burns evoked an attendance of about 250 
people in the Morrison Hall on Jan. 25th. Mr. Geo. 
S. McKenzie presided and the address bn “ The Im­
mortal Memory” was given by Mr. E. M. Garruthers. 
Dancing to the early hours of the morning followed 
the supper part of the programme,
* * »
As the result of a plea made by a deputation from 
the Kelowna Radio Association, consisting of Rev. A. 
K. McMinn, Mr. W. Maddin and Mr. J. Leathley,
_____ _______ __________ ___________________  for civic aid towards the purchase of remote control
us ‘sleepy-looking!’ The more shame to us that there apparatus foi\ the local amateur broadcasting station 
is any truth in the epithet; • so let us be up and lOAY, for which purpose the Old Scouts had raised
The United Church Young People held election 
of officers at their annual general meeting on Jan. 
20th, with the following results: Honorary President, 
Rev. A. K. McMinn; Honorary Vice-Presidents, Mr. 
,J. Ball, Mr. C. F. Brown, Mr. G. S. McKenzie, Mrs. 
A. K. MeMinn and Miss Marie Chapin; President, Miss , 
Bessie Hawes; Vice-Presidents, Mr. J. Ribelin, Miss 
Ruth Wilson and Miss K. Ryan; Secretary, Miss M. 
Pettigrew; Treasurer, Mr. J. McClelland; Co-opted 
members of the Executive, Miss F. MacKinnon, Miss 
E. Gordon, Mr. D. Lewers and Mr. P. Fumerton; ex- 
officio member, Miss Florence Cartriijge; Leader of 
Department Studies, Jilr. O. L. Jones.I  
« *
doing to obtain the conveniences that will make us a 
cjty in actuality, not merely in name, and will round 
out the attractiveness of our unrivalled climate and 
beautiful scenic location.”
TWENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, January 24, 1918
“A Kelowna store again figures at the top of the
about $450, the City Council decid^ to make a grant 
of $300 to the Kelowna Board of Trade for publicity 
purposes, to be earmarked for the purchase and in­
stallation of radio remote control equipment.
• • •,
The Kelowha Women’s Institute elected the fol­
lowing officers for 1928 at a meeting held,on Jan. 18th: 
President, Mrs. A. A. Hall; Vice-President, Mrs. D. 
W. Sutherland; Secretary,'Mrs. O. France; Treasurer,
' The Anglican Paris^ Guild, at their annual meet­
ing oi) Jan. 18th, chose the following officers: Presi­
dent, Mrs. B. E. Shayler, re-elected; First Vice-Pre­
sident, Mrs. H. J. Hewetson; Second Vice-President, 
Mrs. M. E. Cameron; Secretary,JVIrs. O. France; Treas­
urer, Mrs. L. J. Kelly; Executive Committee, IJrs. G. 
Rpyle, Mrs. Lindsay Reed, Mrs. A. M. Watt, Mrs. F. A. 
Martin and Miss K. Coubrough; Convener for T e ^  
Mrs. A- K. Stuart.
/ -
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TWO FAST BASKET 
GAMES ARE WON BY  
PEACHLAND CREWSi
Junior And Senior C Teams Turn 
Back Penticton Threats
THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST THREE
Kelowna And District Sports
I*EACIILAND, Jatj, 27.—The best ex­
hibition of basketbiill by local teuina 
WU.S Been on Friday night in the Athle­
tic Hall, when the local and Penticton 
Juniors and the Senior C ’s, playing 
against the Pentlctotj Intermediate A ’b, 
reversed last week’s winning scoie b y ]Tucker’s Bearded Aces Give Fine 
Uie Penticton teams. It was the llnest | Show In Defeating Pheasants
G R E A T  D IS P L A Y  
O F  S H O O T IN G  A N D  
B A L L  H A N D L IN G
display o f , team work by local teams 
yet shown, and both game.s were a 
pleasure to watch, although It is re­
gretted that a laVger crowd was not 
present to see the contests.
The preliminary game was a rough 
tussle with an abundance of uncheck­
ed fouls on both sides. Twiname, who 
showed at his best in this game, scored 
Uie first basket to start off his scoring 
record of the game, with his total 10 
points. Don Miller, backed by some
nice team work, made the second scor^ Bearded ®
after Latimer started his team otT with crowd at tho
a well-timed shot into the basket. ^  Saturday)
Gummow and Miller scored to make it I?hnr!i through the Or-
8  to 2  at quarter-time.
Game Speeds Up
both sides throwing themselves into] 
the fray, the game speeded up with
J u n i o r  S t a r  A n n e x e s  
B a d m i n t o n  C r o w n  I n  
C l u b  C h a m p i o n s h i p s
Scouts Gain Revenge By D e f e a t - 15-year-old Contestant, Proves Superior To I
_ Older Players In Tournament Play —  W ins Mixed
Doubles Title As W ell In Partnership W ith Miss 
Hazel Browne Against Rex Lupton And Miss Mar- 
garet Taylor Miss Taylor Retains Supremacy In 
Singles And Doubles Matches
A L A N  France, 15-year-old star shuttle player, carried oflf premier 
. ------------ --------- ur oan I u . honours in Badminton Club circles last Thursday evening when
handling and clean basketball, with T® frounced Jack. Treadgold in the finals of the Men’s Open Singles CE'lkfirvn a „
Plenty of sneed nnd .......... ......... Jm  two straight sets. Alan is the youngest player to evS  S o in h is  SENIOR CS FADE
md hjs supporters are confident that he is the coming bad- 
player of the Interior of British Columbia.
49 To 30 
D E A D L Y  S H O O T IN G
mg Intermediate A  Crew 
-45 To 29
Giving an exhibition of ball hand-1 
ling and shooting second only to that
Chard City crew for a 49-30 victory, 
It was a sweet exhibition of ball
Champions O f Kelowna 
Badminton Club 
Declared
OPEN EVENTS
Men’s singlcs—Alnn France.
Ladies’ singles--Miss M. Taylor
Men’s doubles—J. Treadgold and 
R. Lupton.
Ladies’ doubles^Mrs. M. Franco 
and Miss M. Taylor.
Mixed doubles—A. France and 
Miss II. Browne.
HANDICAP EVENTS
Men’s singles—Dexter Pettigrew
Ladies’ singles — Miss Alice 
Thomson.
Men’s double!)—Chus. Fridnd and 
Jack Boworing.
Ladies’ doubles—Misses Barbara 
and Marlon jSlmore,
Mixed doubles—Not completed.
IajlE a  M a r s h a l l
IS  P R E S ID E N T  O F  
S P O R T S  G R O U P
Kelowna Rod And Gun Club 
Chooses Well-Known Sports 
man As Leader
D E E R  D IS P U T E  S E T T LE D
Leading olT again, Twiname brought sp  a  an accuracy of PU  t  Strai t s ts,
it up to 10, with Riley scoring his lone I ‘1, sides which was a I crow n, and his suddc
. __ U im on  l r f tL
Both Teams Worked Hard
Not only did the visiting bearded I Headed For- B.C. Tourney
Next month, Alan will be headedSandcreon and Todd guarding well to boys play clean basketbair\ut their I r .......................
fu/hern team work to get style of play made Kelowna ‘ work Invade the annual
a chance at the basket. Gummow I h . ^ r r i r , - _____ _worJc ' ----------------------------------
centre, had his hands full with Riley.Gummow. at harder and concentrate more on heady champion-ley. plays in order to find the hnnr» Wo. ® “ud many Kelowna cn-
2 to lowna’s shootin 
- --------- o -ide, I the first period
m tor l5le"ocSs. “ >|‘ '';ns.>iisplayed so tor this season.
punch into his game Ilowna' g’ ’ abihty*’ esoec^ilv’ j^h' Il*"-siasts w iii be^confident that ho w iii 
. £:r. penod, was s^pertor L y  ......
Htc last hall saw the teams go Into I bastef^harre'vffitS 'Tom  V n lm   ^
L S 5  Y-!!: were om/™r” d 1 rth e  I
carry off this titfcs.,as well.
Not only did Alan France win the 
men’s singles, even at the tender age 
^  15, but he partnered with Miss 
Hazel Browne to wrest the mixed
IN SECOND PERIOD 
AT SUMMERLAND
Squad Outscores Visit-
doubles, but 
Lupton and
the experience of Rex 
Jack Treadgold proved
Latimer doing his best to break into seeord quarter.’ T h e  H ousro f Satid honours from tAe w ell-k^w n
and group went into an ear?y lead w S  r«^^  ^^P^on and M a r g S
S S m e r  «rnHnrr^th^°i."^l this half, was never seriously threatened butK^^fl?'’’ was a supreme triumph
I ^ t ^ e r  scoring the highest points for the fast work of the local crew ’ of Margaret Taylor has
to ' 2  points them on the al?rt throCgho^t been omitted from this trJphy ?o?
Af *1- I For tfie first twenty minutes ther^®  seven consecutive years of play.
A t no time m the game did the shooting on both sides^ wa^ rfeniil r**” the cup was presented^
vS*re baU whisked through the S t in g  L  doubles, he Sid Dexter
n n ^  I monotonous regularity when-1 ^ of^grew, another junior, tried hard
showing a sub- ever a player was giwn a set S  p o *  fould not withstand the onslaught 
s ^ U a l lead all through, to finish 251 Pharo was particularly “on,” and con-1 ^oam of Lupton and“on,” and con- 
seven out of his first eight Treadgold.
More interest was taken in the club
*®- I verted
Just Anybody’s Game I points. ................
This was reversed in the second] the quarter, the Aces were in the I year than for many
^ m e , which was anybody’s game until 18-8, Pharo having been respon-1 was keen throughout,
the last whistle sounded. Manning was I sible for fourteen of the opposition did the handicap events get
evidently the play boy of the team and ] the second quarter how-i *1? and the competitions re­
made a very fine score in the first, half J ^be keenest competition resulted I burning the midnight oil on
jvith 16 points to his credit. In the Kelowna outscored the bearded **^ *^ ®^  evenings of play last
Iasi half of the game he decided to get I with the result that at I •
a  Uttle practice at long shooting and r^®^  ^ time the scoreboard showed theh were not plentiful in the
only got otie in the basket. lYhether being 28-17. ladies open sections, as many of the
the Penticton teani started out to do Griffiths and Campbell were respon- + competition was a little
a  little practicing of long shooting and most of the Kelowna scores ^  withstand, and they con-
fancy shots or not, they lost theil-game being the only tWo whff could themselves with entering the
.. . , only _______
the second to the determined young, 
sters, Prance and Pettigrew, 11-15 
They rallied' in the last set and swept 
Ihrough for a 15-12 victory.
After dropping the first set at 7-15 
Prance and Hazel Browne obtained 
more confidence and wore down their 
opponents, Lupton and Miss Taylor, in 
the following two sets, 15-4, 15-12. 'This 
was one of the feature matches of the 
tournament, as it resulted in the de­
feat of Miss Taylor, who has been 
supremq in mixed doubles tournaments 
for some years,
by. this kind df shooting. I bore in on the enemies’ defence for
Bowerihg, for the locals, was in the possible set-ups. Johnston was Taylor was once more out-
game to win and came only two points bight in the running and played hard fu events, winning
behind Manning to make 16 in the *brpughout. w® ladies singles handily from Miss
game. Both George and Norman Ek- the third quarter, Pharo continu-1 ®bd partnered with
ins showed in good form as forwards ®b his way to add another six I k ^^bel France, taking the doubles’ 
during the game, with Gillam proving P®^bts, but Kelowna did not allow the the other finals’ aspir-
an effective guard with the help ofj^®®'^ be advanced to any extent. In Marion Elmore and Annie
M iller and Gummow, both of whom pb® final ten minutes, the visitors con-
had played in the Junior game. I tented themselyes with trick plays I Powerful Smashes
• stot of the game, which .occasionally taking advantage of -Alan proved superior to his ooDon
led off with a basket by Bowering, the openings to score. ent. Jack TreadgoM, in several denarl-
lead went back and forth from Peach-] fi>uboski, ^ a l l ,  lively player, wasjnients, his smashing being much m^ore
ento Penticton, and at quarter-time one of the. king pins of the visitors’ powerful and his better footwork It stood at a draw 14 to 14. Alternate b*s quickness of motion abling him to anticipate shots better
s c c ^ g  took It to a 16-all score, an | ® b i a z i n g .  Don Henry, the black-1 As a result, he defeated Treadgold in
Miss Taylor In Double Win
But Miss Taylor’s supremacy in the 
ladies’ singles and doubles play went 
unquestioned as she downed Hazel 
Browne, 11-7, 11-3, in the singles, and 
won the doubles, 18-13, 15-5, in part­
nership with Mrs. France, against 
Misses Elmore and Allan.
Junior players were to the fore in 
the handicap events, as well, for the 
two singles events were captured by 
youngsters in their ’teens. Dexter 
Pettigrew annexed the handicap sto­
gies in a stiff match with Munro Fra­
ser, 15-10, 15-4, and Alice Thomson 
won the ladies’ singles by defeating 
Miss Marion Elmore, 11-5, 11-3 .
Chas. Fritend and Jack Bowering had 
a ding-dong match with O. St P  
Aitkens and Harry Webb in the men’s’ 
handicap doubles, winning by the nar 
row margin of 15-14, 15-7. In the lad, 
^ s ’ handicap doubles, Misses Barbard 
^\y snd Marion Elniore coriquorGd 
Miss Harvey and Mrs. Bowering, 15-6. 
15*8»
The mixed doubles handicap has 
not been completed, the finalists being 
George Wilson and Miss Maureen 
Hamilton against Chas. Friend and 
Mrs. Burtch.
ors By Fifteen Points, 37-22
18-18 draw, then 20  to 20, 22 to 22 and ^b® bearded boys, was another I two straight sets 15-7 15-7
at half-time 24-24. In the last half, player whose ball hand- ’
when Penticton started their fancy ability was great," 
shooting, the locals gradually drew Sweet Revenge
away to finish 44 to 35. 'The last quar- Sweet revenee for a r>rot7in,.c 
ter saw a fast and furious finish but was tasted bv^the Ketownn <5 
the southern team was unable to bal- the prelim iSry c o S  when ^  
anre the score and take the lead. turned in a sparkling ’ exhibition^ to 
 ^ Peachland Juniors: Twiname 10; Mil- trounce the Intermediate A  lads bv a 
tor 7i Gummow 6 , Sanderson 2, Todd, 45-29 count. It was a decisive licking 
Gaynor.—25. with the Scouts running berserk in the
Pentictoh Juniors: Latimer 12, Hur-J^bird quarter, to pile up a lead which 
le y  4, Riley 2, Kenyon. Kincaid, Mer-|®°‘ *^fi be overcome.
cer, Adams.— 18. F*^sene Ryan was the standout Scout Open Events
Referee: Foreman. I player, bagging 19 points in a big sec-I Men’s singles—M. Fraser beat T
Peachland Senior C:. Bowering 16, period splurge. Ward kept the Forbes, 15-11, 15-1; H. Webb beat w ’ 
G. Ekins 12, N. Ekins 10. Miller 4 , Gum- P®°.“ts in the running for the first Fmbrey, 15-11, 15-8; A. France beat 
mow, GiUam 2,-44. ’ but was away off the basket Fraser, l5-8, 15-5; Lupton beat Ben-
Penticton Intermediate A: M an n in g  !” ^be second twenty minutes. Hand- 15-5, 15-10, J. Treadgold beat D
18, Joyce 8 , Adams 4, Johnson 5, Har- over the floor for the Pettigrew, 15-4, 15-10; A. France beat
losers, but was inclined to shoot too H. Webb, 15-10, 15-9; Treadgold beat 
'i. ' Lupton, 15-11, 15-8; France beat Tread
At half-ti^e the A ’s were in the lead gold, 15-7, 15-7. 
by four points, 16-12, but they made | Ladies’ singles—Miss
Complete results of the tournament 
It was a tough batHe'in the men’s th ff 'p S e '™ '’^ “  ° °
For twenty minutes Relowna Senior 
C cagers baffled the strong Summer- 
land Merchants on their own floor last 
Saturday with an air-tight zone de­
fence and were ahead 16-12 at the 
half-way mark, only to have that zone 
split open in a free-scoring second 
period of play. Summerland eventu­
ally turned out winners by a 37-22  
count.
Failure to tab Mark Gregory, speedy 
Summerland player, was responsible 
for the Kelowna loss to a great degree, 
as that sharp shooter tagged 14 mark­
ers, all in the last twenty minutes. 
Zone Defence Good 
For the first half the Kelowna team 
played but five men, Summerland be­
ing unable to score from close under. 
A ll the Summerland scores were from 
away out or from rebounds picked off. 
At the end of the first quarter, Sum­
merland was out ia front 6 -4 , and by 
the mid-way point had increased the 
margin to 16-12. ;
Only one basket was -countered by 
the Kelowna Seniors in the third quar-] 
ter, while Summerland ran through 
for an edge of 24-18. ;
Art Reed had his eye trained right 
on the hoop throughout the entire 
contest and contributed 14 of his team’s 
total. He was the 6nly player to score 
for Kelowna in the second stanza, 
Gregory and MacDougall were the 
main point getters for the winners. 
Scores follow:
Kelowna Senior C: Reed 14, Tree 4 , 
Ablett, Snowsell 4, Loudon, Daynard, 
Verity, Morgan, Lawson.— 22 .
Summerland: W. Bennest 6 , Ewart; 
Beech 5, MacDougall 8 , Gregory 14, 
Thorpe 4, J. Bennest, Thompson.— 37.
tVKNATCHEE HEKE 
EOK TWO-GAME 
BASKET SERIES
International Aspect To Duo O f
!  Matches With Les Ndrlin’s Proteges
Tills week-end, old-tlino rivals of 
Kelowna basketball crews will be pre­
sent at the Scout Hall to stage a big 
two-game series which smacks of the 
international. Wenatchee, eojiched and 
managed by Maestro Les Norlln, who 
has nuivsed many, many teams from 
his native town through the vastness 
of the Interior, will bo at the Scout 
Hall this Friday and Saturday to do 
oattle.
Arrangements were practically com- 
ilctcd last week for n five-town tour, 
)ut thc.se plans were split asunder 
vhen Penticton, Hedloy and Princeton 
ailed to come through with the ncccs- 
ary dates and guarantees.
Finally, In desperation, Summerland 
nd Kelowna agreed to two two-game 
cries for this week, and basketball 
Alls of both communities arc looking 
jrward with eagerness to the tightest 
qie of competition.
Summerland entertained these vis­
ors from across the lino on Wednes- 
ay night and are playing them again 
lis evening. Tomorrow night they 
ove on to Kelowna, and will meet 
le Pheasants again on Saturday night, 
'rwo junior squads have been picked 
it for the preliminary contest on one 
/ening, and these youngsters, who 
ill comprise the senior teams of the 
ture, always show the crowd a good 
ne. The Kelowna Senior C ’s will 
iture the second preliminary against 
a squad which has yet to be picked.
Les Norlin has always brought teams 
to the Interior from Wenatchee which 
force the local squads to their utmost, 
and some wonderful cage battles have 
been witnessed on the local floor. He 
has assured the Basketball Club that 
his team this year is every bit as good 
as those of former seasons, and that 
the Kelowna Pheasants will have to 
go all out to win.
(ff Vancouver, be appointed to the Ad- 
^sory Board of the International 
Sockeye Salmon Commission.
Two other names had been suggest­
ed, but Mr. Ashton Was given the pre­
ference as ho Is said to have consider­
able time to Spare.
It is understood that Mr. Hugh Ken 
nedy raised the question of the split 
vote on the deer season, and expressed 
dissatisfaction with the procedure of 
voting at the annual meeting, as given 
in detail in The Courier- last week. 
It was decided that a letter should be 
drawn up, giving in detail the manner 
in which the vote was taken, and ob- 
tain'^the decision of several persons 
familiar with parliamentary procedure 
as to whether the vote was correct.
Since that time, it is believed that 
the question has been settled to Mr. 
Kennedy's satisfaction, and the recom­
mendation that the season be curtailed 
two. weeks and end at December 1 will 
go forward to neighbouring clubs for 
their decision. .
Mr. C. P. Sissons, Publisher of the 
Game Trails in British Columbia, of­
ficial organ of the B.C. Fish and Game 
Protective Association, has drawn the 
attention of the Kelowna Club to the 
newly-fomed British Columbia Game 
Development Association.
. B. C.-Wifle Campaign 
Mr. Siss6ns_ objects to the idea be- 
(Continued on page 6 )
GOLFING CONTINUOUS AT  
PENTICTON
R esu lts  C h a m p io n sh ip  A 4 a tc h e s  
A t  B a d m in to n  C lu b
vey, Murray.—35. 
Referee: 'Twiname.
E A R L Y  S P R IN G
T R A V E L
B A R G A IN S
to
C A N A D A
FEBRUARY 1 9  TO 
MARCH 5
CHOICE OF 'TRAVEL
in COACHES - TO UR IST
or
S T A N D A R D  SLEEPERS
Fares slightly higher for Tourist 
or Standard Sleepers in addition 
to usual berth charges
R E T U R N  L IM IT  45 DAYS
in addition'’to date of sale
STOPOVERS ALLOWED  
at Stations Winnipeg and East
For Fares, Train Service, etc. 
Apply Ticket Agent
C A N A D I A N
PACIFIC
the mistake, in the third quarter, of j beat Miss J. List, 11-1, 11-5 ; Miss H
taking all their taller players off the Browne beat Miss Elmore, 11-6 6-11
nuU l ®®^°r® tfi® smoke H -8 ; Miss M. Taylor beat Miss Browne’
cleared the Scouts had piled up an ad- 11-7, 11-3 . ’
Men’s doub’es-Forbes and Benmore 
• beat Berry and Duggan, 15-7, 15-2,
i France and Pettigrew beat Paynter
6, Krasselt 4, and Embrey, 15-10, 15-6; Lupton andScrim 4, HiR.—29.
 ^ Scouts: Ryan 1,9, Chapman 1, Hen­
derson 10, Herbert 1. Ward 11. Noble 1 
Brydon 2 .— 45. ’
Bearded Aces: Hallisey 1, Pharo 20, 
Curne 4. Henry 12. Duboski 7, Woods 
5.-49.
Pheasants: Griffiths 8 . J. Tostenson, 
C. TOstenson 2 , H. Johnston 6 , Campr 
,^ ®fi Har^ie. Meikle 4, H. Pettman
"OU.
Referees: C. Pettman and Armstrong.
Failed To Form French 
Cabinet
Georges Bonnet, prominent politic­
ian, failed to form an administration 
during the recent crisi.s in France. 
Lack of Leftist support blocked his 
efforts.
Treadgold beat Forbes and Benmore,
15-11, 15-11, France and Pettigrew beat 
Webb and Fraser. 15-12, 4-15, 17-15;
Lupton and Treadgold beat Fi-ance and 
Pettigrew, 15-7, 11-15, 15-12.
Ladies’ doubles—Mrs. France and 
Miss Taylor beat Mrs. Duggan and 
Miss Draper, 15-1. 15-3; Misses M. El­
more -and A. Allan beat Misse.s H.
Browne and J. List, 15-9, 5-12; Mrs.
France and Miss Taylor beat Misses 
Elmore and Allan, 18-13, 15-5.
Mixed doubles.—Fraser and Mrs.
France beat Embrey and Miss List. 15- 
15-4; Treadgold and Miss Allan beat 
utler and Miss Elmore, 15-5, 15-2;
Lupton and Miss Taylor beat Fraser 
and Mrs. France, 15-4., 15-3; France 
and Miss Browne beat Treadgold and 
Miss Allan, 6-15, 18-14, 15-11; France 
and-Miss Browne beat Lupton and Miss 
Taylor, 7-15, 15-4, 15-12.
Handicap Events
Men’s singles.—Bowering beat Dore,
15-11, 15-13; Paynter beat Friend, 15-14,
15-10; D. Pettigrew beat Embrey, 15-12,
15-9; Paynter beat Boworing, 15-14, 9- 
15, 15-9; R. Pettigrew beat Hawkshaw,
15-14, 15-14; Fraser beat Hobson. 15-6,
15-9; D. Pettigrew beat Paynter. 15-11,
15-0, Fraser beat R. Pettigi'ew. 15-13,
14- 15, 15-14; D. Pettigrew beat Fraser,
15- 10, 15-4. . ■
Ladies’ singles. — Mrs. M. France
beat Miss E. Dunn. 4-11, 11-6, 11-9 ;
Miss H. Browne beat Miss M. Hamil­
ton. 11-8, 11-5; Miss D. DeHart beat 
Miss J. Keevil. 11-9, 11-9; Miss A  
Thomsdn beat Miss F. Lowers, 11-8,
11-10; Miss E. Hill beat Mrs. France.
W.O., Miss Browne beat Miss DeHart.
U-3, 11-8 ; Miss Elmore beat Miss'Fry, 1 lo- Fmmnrr. at' ’V.......’ --------
W.O.; Miss Thomson heat Miss Hill H - ' onri J ^  Lowers beat Mr.
1. 11-1: Miss Elmore beat Miss Browne ' Wilson
DiLwiu.. and M iss Hamilton boat Dore and Miss
11- 8, 11-9; Miss Thomson beat Miss 
Elmore, 11-5, 11-3.
Men’s doubles.—Izowsky and Hob- 
Pettigrew, 15-13, 
10-13; Friend and Bowering beat Rich-
lfi-12; A. France 
and Leathley beat Embrey and Atkin­
son, 10-15, 15-7, 15-9; T u rtL  and NevS- 
1C ?! Butler and Pridham, 9-15, 15- 
12, 15-11; Aitkens and Webb beat Pavh- 
ter and^pore. 15-9, 15-9; Lupton and 
Hayes beat Duggan and Berry, 15-7 ,
12- 15, 15-8; Friend and Bowering beat
Izowsky and Hobson, 15-11, 15-4*
Treadgold and Campbell beat Hawk­
shaw and Fillmore, 15-14, 12-15, 15-1 3 - 
Turton and Newby beat France and
12-15, 15-13; Aitkens 
and Webb beat Lupton and Hayes. 15- 
15-4; Friend and Bowering beat 
Treadgold and Campbell, 15-11. 14-15, 
15-8; Aitkens and Webb beat Turton 
and Newby, 15-10, 15-11; Friend and 
Bowering beat Aitkens and Webb 15- 
14. 15-7. ’
Ladies' doubles.—Misses B. Fi*y and 
M. pm ore beat Misses'E. Whillis and 
J. K e^ il. 15-9, 15-5; Mrs. Duggan and 
Mrs. Draper boat Miss P. Mills and 
Mrs. B. Burtch. 15-11, 1.5-9; Misses E. 
HiR and A. Thomson bqat Misses M. 
Royie and E. Dunn. 15-11, 15-14; Misses 
iVI. xiamilton and F. Lewers beat ]VTiS“ 
ses J. Lysons and J. List, 15-11, 15-5- 
Misses H. Browne and P. Taylor beat 
i7 n^" ® '^®wn and Mrs. Hayes, 15-8,
15-9; Misses Fry and Elmore beat Mrs. 
Duggan and Mr.s. Draper, 1.5-7, 15-8‘ 
Mrs. Lupton and Mrs. France beat Mis­
ses Hill and Thomson. 15-10, 15-1 4 - 
Miss D. Harvey and" Mr.s, J. Bowering 
beat Misses Hamilton and Lewers, 15- 
Browne and Taylor 
beat Misses D. DeHart and B. Meikle.
Fry and Elmore 
beat Mrs. Lupton and Mrs. France, 15- 
12, 15-2; Miss Harvey and Mrs. Bower- 
mg beat Misses Browne and Taylor 
14-15, 15-13. 15-3; Misses Fry and El ’
NARROW MARGIN OF 
VICTORY SHOWN IN  
BADMINTON WINS
Kelowna Defeats Yernon By Four 
Matches In Week-End Play
In badminton cbmpetition over the 
past week-end, Kelowna still has a 
narrow margin over Vernon in the 
games played at honae and away in 
Vernon.
At Vernon, the combined A -B  Ke­
lowna group triumphed over the Ver­
non’s first-string line-up 12 matches to 
four,, while the Vernon B ’s won their 
scheduled car<^ at Kelowna, 10 to 6. 
Thus, the Kelowna group had a mar­
gin of victory of 18 to 14 on the round 
,JTie scores at Kelowna follow:
Men’s doubles—R. Berry and S. Dug 
gan lost to Le^ie iind Adams, 8-15, 
7-15. and lost to Poole and Cullen, 1-15, 
12-15; A. Cameron and A. J. Bowering 
beat Leslie and Adams, 15-11, 15-8, and 
lost to Poole and Cullen, 12-15, 2-15.
Ladies’ doubles—Miss Fry and Mrs.
J; Bowering lost to Misses Dennison 
and Porter, 15-3, 6-15, 7-15, and won 
from Misses Oliver and Cockeron, 15-8, 
15-3; Misses P. Mills and E. Whillis 
lost to Misses Dennison and Porter,
15- 12, 6-15, 5-15, and beat Misses Oliver 
and Cockeron, 15-12, 18-13.
Mixed doubles—Mr. and Mrs. Bow- 
ering beat Leslie and Miss Dennison.
16- 17, 15-3, 15-2, and beat Adams and 
and Miss Cockeron, 15-3, 12-15, 15-11; Berry
and Miss Fry lost to Leslie and Miss 
Dennison, 0-15, 18-15, 7-15, and beat 
Adams and Miss Cockeron, 15-7, 12-15,
15- 11; Cameron and Miss Mills lost to 
Poole and Miss Oliver, 9-15, 11-15, 
and lost to Cullen and Miss Porter,
16- 18, 8-15; Duggan and Miss Whillis 
lost to Poole and Miss Oliver, 9-15, 
15-9, 17-18, and lost to Cullen and Miss 
Porter, 15-17, 6-15.
-per, 15-4, 15-5; Friend and Mrs. Burtch 
beat 'Turton and Mrs. France, 11-15, 
15-14, 15-7; Wilson and Miss Hamilton 
beat Campbell and Miss Elmore, 15-8, 
15-5; finals hot completed.
PENTICTON, Jan. 27.— For the past 
week, golfing has been in progress on 
the local nine-hole course. Some of 
the enthusiasts have been out practic­
ally every evening, while others have 
been out once or twice. On Sunday, 
as on the Sunday preceding, chere 
were quite a number of twosomes and 
foursomes following the white pill, in 
addition to several who “went it 
alone.” Similarly, on Saturdsv after­
noon, when the sunshine was warm  
and the temperature spi ihg-li-.e, .lere 
were several parties making the round.
“Generally speaking,” says a writer, 
“if many people offer a man exactly 
the same advice, it is best for him to 
follow it.” And yet centre-forwards 
persist in passing instead of shooting.
INTERHATEOMAL
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JAN. 2 8  - 2 9
Games at 8  and 9.15 p.m.
WENATCHEE -  KELOWNA PHEASANTS
SCOUT H ALL
Les Norlin is coaching and managing this Wenatchee team and says 
he has a Snappy group of boys. Pxices are kept and t
down to a minimum at a popular standard of J.UC
-$S,2S
W H IT E
i S K y
This advertisement is not published or displayed uy the Liquor 
Control Board or the Government of British Columbia.
more beat Miss Harvey and Mrs. Bow­
ering, 15-6, 15-8. .
Mixed doubles.—Mr. and Mrs. Lup- 
ton beat Izowsky and Miss P, Mills 
Pridham and Miss
^ - 6, 10-15. 15-4; Paynter and Miss 
Newby and Miss Keevil, 
10-15, 1.5-1], 1,5.13; Turton and Mrs.
Butler and Miss Taylor, 
I f  ‘■'nd Miss Thomson
beat Mr. and Miss Aitkens, 15-11, 1 5 -
DeHart, 15-10, 15-9; Atkinson and Miss 
Allan beat Hobson and Miss Fry, 15-13.
15-12; R. Pettigrevv and Miss Whillis 
lost to Friend arid' Mrs. Burtch, 15-7, |
15-10; Webb and MissiLysons beat Mr. 
and Mrs. Lupton, 15-^ , 15-4; Paynter I 
and Miss Harvey beat Pridham and 
Miss Hill, 15-9, 12-15, 15-8; Turton and 
Mrs. France beat Bennaore and Mrs.]
Hayes, 15-14, 10-15, 15-13; Hayes and i 
Miss Thomson beat Fillmore and Miss 
Lewers, 15-13, 15-9; Wilson and Miss 
Hamilton beat Atkinson and Miss A l- |
Ian, 15-3, 15-4; Campbell and Miss El- j 
more beat iVard 'and Mrs. Brown, 15-j 
5, 15-12; Berry and Mrs. Draper beat!
Embrey and Miss List, 15-11, 6-15, 15- 
4; Friend and Mrs. Burtch beat Webb 
and Miss Lysons. 10-15, 15-12, 15-14;
Turton and Mrs; France beat -Paynter I 
and Miss Harvey. 15-4, 15-6; Wilson and
Miss Hamilton beat Hayes and Misslrrii.* j t.* • , .. .
Thomson, 15-12, 15-9; Campbell and I •*■"13 advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Con- 
Miss Elmore beat Berry and Mr.s. D ra -J trol Board.or by th6 Government of llriti.sli Columbia.
•hit
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' j o s e :p h  ROSSI
CO N TR ACTO R
Plaiitei injj: £md Masonry 
Office: ' - D. Chapman Barn
I'lioiic 2f)»
U.GUIDI&ORSI
Contractors for 
I'LASTKItlNC;, HTCCCO and 
MASONRY WORK 
Plionc OR 1534-L
«T»«TOinmi:raHiTaigg!g.w a^^
KKLOVVNA I- CRNITURK CO. “  
IVl’D.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTO RS  
Day Phone, ICi; Nl«hl, r)02 & 79 
KELOWNA, It. C.
gessmmmmammmmaca
VERNON G RAN ITE  AND 
M AR3LE  CO.
Qiiarri'iiiK and Cut Stone C'ontrac- 
tors, Monmmaiis. Toiiil>sl<m<-s and 
(jciicral Ccmclery Work. 
Designs and Prices may be obtained 
from Kelowna Furniture Co., 
Local Agents.
W ife Of Missing Aviator 
Now Legally A  W idow
i l i i s
SOCIAL
HAPPENIKGS
Please phone any social items to 
4G0
Speed Amazes In Apple 
Packing Demonstration
Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Mel’herson were 
visitors to Kamloops lust week, where 
tliey he]f)ed celebrate Durns' Night- D*'- 
MePljer.son was guest speaker.
* ♦
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. lluglies, Mr. and 
Mrs, 'riionias Hy.-iH, mid Mrs. II. F. 
Chapin left for California la.sl week 
b.y ear. Mrs. Chapin will visit friends 
in California and Mexico, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Kynll will also inspect Mexican 
territory. Mr. Hughes intends to mix 
l)usiness with pleasure, and will inspect 
numerous vineyards in the south.
•b I*
Mrs. K. Maclaren is visiting at Van­
couver this week, prior to her depart­
ure for California, for the remainder 
of U»e winter.
•(< « >!•
Mr.s. J. A. Fraser, who had been visit­
ing Mr. and Mrs. Richard Spilsbury, re-1 
turned to her home in Victoria this! 
week.
IN 4i «
Mr. F. E. Loveday, accompanied by I 
his daughter, spent Friday in Kelowna | 
en route to his home in Ottawa.
•It 1)1 f
Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Stioll left on Fri­
day for Toronto, where they will visit I 
with their daughters. They expect to| 
be away about a month.
IN I)! ♦
Mrs. R. P. Hughes entertained friends I 
it dinner on Saturday, the occasion 
being the celebration of the anniver-l 
uy of her wedding.
m * *
Recent visitors to the Coast, who! 
have returned to Kelowna, include Dr. 
J. S. Henderson, Mr. and Mj.’s. J. Gal­
braith, Mr. Charles, Roth, Mrs. Vic| 
Freeman and Mrs. Percy Rankin.
IN IN *
Mrs. R. B. Staples was a tea (hostess | 
last Friday afternoon.
Mr. F. Appleyard, C. N. telegraph 
operator at Kelowna for the last four I 
I months, has been ti'ansferred to Blue | 
River, and ,Mi‘. Jack White, of the C. 
N. billing staff, has returned to his|
I iLome in Kamloops.
Mrs. E. Abbott entertained a few | 
[rienSs at their home on Pendozi Street 
[ on Tuesday of this week.
W. F. WHITEWAY 
IS CHOSEN AS 
BUREAU CHAIRMAN
(Continued from page 1)
UNITED CHURCH ANNUAL
MEETING TO BE HELD FRIDAY
The annual meeting of the congre-1 
galion of the United Church will be 
held in the Church Hall on Friday 
.Mrs. Gertrude S. Redfern, whose! evening, Jan. 28th, at 7.3 p.m. Reports i 
husband, Paul‘Redfern, disappeared in upon the work of the various organi- 
1927 while on a non-stop aeroplane zations during 1937. will be given and 
flight from Georgia to South America, election of officers will take place, 
is .now legally a widow, a Detroit judge’ It is expected that there will be a
having made a ruling that Redfern is | 
dead, in the eyes of the law.
large attendance of members and ad­
herents.
SALES ARE DOUBLED 
AT COAST CENTRES 
FOR APPLE WEEK
(Continued from Page 1)
VANCOUVER. B.C., Jan. 26.—Speed, 
accuracy and confidence characterized 
the demonstration by Isobel Stilling- 
fleet, Apple Packing Queen of the 
British Empire, before more than 2.50 
Vancjjuver men a.nd women at a lunch­
eon of the joint B.C. Products and Ad 
vertising & Sales Bureau of the Van­
couver Board of Trade, held in the.
Georgia Hotel on Monday noon. Jan­
uary 24th.
In two minutes and fifteen seconds 
Mrs. Sti’ lingfleet completed a box 
pack of 138 Winesaps while Bryson 
White, of Vernon. Chief Inspector of 
the Dominion Fruit Branch, narrated 
the intricacies involved in the process 
and told the iDurposos of packing 
apples.
Fascinated by the rhythmic per-- 
formances of Queen Isobel, hundreds 
of guests individually timed her pro­
gress from the placing of the first ap­
ple to the finish of the final tier, which
showed a perfect bulge. j fleet. Mr. Martin announoed thafhe
Laughter echoed through .the room 1 had received a wire from Kelowna 
as Bryson White jocularly suggested stating that two carloads a day more 
that some of the guests might wish to I than usual had been shipped during 
try their hand at the art of packing, j the last two weeks. This tangible evi- 
Deaii Clement Speaks dence of consumer ’ reaction wa.s
• The Apple” was the topic chosen advertising and
by F. M. Clement. Dean of the Faculty individual wholesale
of Agriculture of the University o fh ’"^ distributing firms who re-
British Columbia, guest speaker who h'^‘ "^^®'^  magnificently to the proclam- 
earried his audience into a hiiniorous His Worship Mayor Miller of
and colpurfuT review of the place ap-1 Week, January
In honour of Mrs. D. G. Stiell, who 
has gone to Toronto to visit her daugh- I 
Icrs, Mrs. E. M. Carruthers was a tea j 
ho,stess at the Royal Anne on Wednes­
day afternoon.
lacking and merchandising the apple 
today, credit is due those who endeav- 
ur to obtain prices which assure a 
fair. return to the producer. Credit is 
due those .who advise the means of 
preparing the apple for consumption 
and telling the ^tory of its value,” he 
added.
He gave the audience valuable in­
formation about the essential food 
units and nutrient value of apples so 
neces.sary to healthful life and vigour 
and closed his remarks with the fol­
lowing recitation:
"The laddie on his way to , school 
An apple like.s to munch:
The working man is glad to find 
An apple in his lunch;
For lo! of all delicious fruits 
The sunny seasons bring.
The peach, the plum, the -grape, the 
pear
The apple is the King.” r- I^rvin,g.
Distributors Responded 
Chairman Leander Manley.’ of the 
Advertising & Sales Bureau, shared 
honours for the day with Leslie Martin, 
hairman of the B.C. Prddiicts Bureau, 
introducing Queen Isobel Stllli^g-
bi'i'ii obtained iruin Sergeant A. Mac 
donald, of tlie Provincial Police.
Christmas decorutii i^i.s liad beim er 
ecli'd on Beiiiard Avenue, tlie Bureau 
a,s.sistin/: llie city oftlcial.s in this n 
•s-pcct.
Important Legislutioii
One of the principal features of the 
Bureau cndeavour.s, from a provincia 
.stand|)oint, had been the passing of 
five pieces of legislation, in the Legis 
lature, to camtrol malpractice,s of re 
tail stores. This had come about after 
four years’ intensive campaign, lie said 
Mr. Owen also spoke of the encour 
aging results of the Buy-in-Kelowna 
campaign, wliicli liad been nni prior 
to Clliristma.s by tlie Better Business 
Committee of the .Tunior Board of 
Trade and. the Retail Merchants Bur 
can. As a last detail, tlie Buieuu Ex­
ecutive liad reviewed tlie proposed 
zoning by-law. and had made rccom- 
mend;itions to the City Council.
In conclusion, Mr. Owen thanked 
the Executive. Secretary E. W. Barton, 
Past President R. J. Gordon, and mem­
bers of the Kelowna Board’ of Trade 
and Junior Board for their co-opera­
tion in 1937. He also expressed hi.s 
gratitude for the assistance rendered 
by the press.
The new Executive has been given 
power to add to its numbers, provid 
iiig new classifications can be filled.
Licence For Meat Cutters
Secretary E. W. Bai’ton told Ihc 
meeting of the plan under way to cn 
large the health by-law by making it 
compulsory for peddlers and cutters 
of meat to take out licences and allow 
inspection. This work required know­
ledge and experience, he stated, and 
many farmers are peddling meat which 
they cut themselves, without know­
ledge of the proper methods.
Mr. W. B. Hughes-Games remarked 
that when he was Secretary of the 
Kelowna Hospital he had taken meat 
from tlie farmers but had always en­
quired as to the regular purchase 
price.s, paid by Kelowna meat firms. 
In answer to this, Mr. Hughes-Games 
was told that the farmers could just 
as well have dealt with regular lines 
of trade and sold to recognized meat 
dealers.
Mr. George McKenzie expressed sur­
prise that the Hospital had ever taken 
meat, which had been cut up by farm­
ers with little knowledge of the art, 
and which had not been submitted to 
inspection. He was heartily in favour 
of a pure foods by-law to render com­
pulsory the taking out of a licence to 
cut and peddle meat.
Mr. H. Waldron brought out the an­
nual “bugbear” of relief recipients 
being allowed to trade where they 
wish, despite the fact they have run 
up bills with some merchants whom 
they do not patronize 'now.
Mr. P. Capozzi considered that “ if 
we lost a lot of money then it was 
our fault.” He wished to know if the 
elief recipients were being paid in 
cash or script, as he had heard they 
were receiving cash in some cases.
Mayor O. L. Jones replied that those 
labelled unemployed are gettirtg script, 
while those termed unemployable get 
fheir relief by cheque, as far as he 
knew. Relief Officer K. Andison has 
authority to deal with cases as he 
sees fit, he added.
Chairman Whiteway interposed at 
his moment that this question could, 
readily be taken up by the Foods/ 
Committees.
Queen Isobel Stilhngfleet. who won 
honours for Canada at Birmingham, 
England, when she captured the gold 
medal as recognition of the best apple 
packer in the British Empire, in open 
competition with contestants from 
South Africa, New Zealand and the 
United Kingdom, is seen above as she 
appeared bn Monday before the Ad-
:  LETTERS TO THE
: EDITOR
*
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PEAUHLAND lAGHl'ING SYSTEM
Peachlaiid, B.C., January 25, 1938 
To the J'Jditor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
A word of ('.xiilaiiation i.s in order, 1 
believe, to inako clear tlie objecLs of 
tlie electrie liglit u.sers in Peachland 
At tlu' annual municipal rnecting at 
I’eachland on Salurtlay, the 15th in- 
slaiit, the Reeve stated in this con 
neclion tliat electric liglit customers 
were using inore current than they 
jinid for. Til is i.s difficult lo prove us 
things^are now, tlie current being sup- 
liliod at irregular intervals and gen­
erally following llie rule that Mon­
days ami WediK'sclays sliall be served 
from 5.!i0 a.in. to 10.30 u.in. for wash­
ing maeliine ;uid ironing purpo.ses; the 
other limes of service are from 5.30 
a.m. to 8.00 a.rn. and in the evening 
from 4 jj.ni. to a little after midnight 
during winter months, but, as summer 
comes on, (lie regular service is of 
course much reduced. Considering we 
pa.v a good price for the winter months, 
and the same price for the little used 
power during summer, it is difficult 
to say wliethcr we use more current 
I ban paid for or not, and often during 
dark winter days we have to use lamps 
in order to see . properly when the el­
ectric light is oil.
A Hat rate i.s not charged for ser­
vice, but for so many lights, washing, 
adio, etc., each charged a certain 
amount, and we maintain that the ser­
vice is inadequate to meet modern 
requirements.
In the item radio, by rea.son of the 
above half service, we miss much that 
more privileged people get, and these 
days, if you are out of touch with the 
nows of the world by means of radio, 
one is distinctly a back number. This 
particular point was emphasized at the 
meeting and drew applause, and we 
think the time has now come to de­
mand a fuller electric service.
I would suggest that steps be taken 
to put the service on at least an eight­
een hour day basis, by installing an 
automatic device which I understand 
can be obtained for a few hundred 
dollars, tenders being called for the 
supply of this necessity. If the Coun­
cil ban recommend an outlay of $10,000 
for a new water system, it should be 
willing to recommend the expenditure 
of a few hundred dollai’s for an auto­
matic electric system.
We look upon the light system as 
a public utility, first and last, to be 
used for the full service of the patrons, 
who includenearly all in Peach- 
land, and, in the execution of this 
trust all private interests should be 
submerged. If we should obtain the 
dbove outlined service and meters be 
installed, there could be no question 
of excess use of current and the com­
plaint of pirating current would auto­
matically fade. We should in the end 
attract a most desirable class of re- 
sideirfcr^^t Peachland cannot hope for 
this/without a good water system and 
an"^  electric light service, such as mo­
dern conditions demand.
Trusting that this statement .will ob­
tain the courtesy of your columns.
Yours truly,
IDA M. PIERCE.
Waiit To Know Applicants
In discussion of bankruptcy acts, in­
cluding the Farmers’ Creditors’ A r­
rangement Act. the meeting decided 
to . recommend to the Executive that 
the Secretary be empowered to notify 
members of any farmer taking ad­
vantage of this Act.
Closing days for holidays caused 
considerable discussion but were'iron­
ed out to the general satisfaction.
British Columbia’s apple crop.
22 to 29
and the excellent representation of 
apple growers by their ambassador of 
goodwill. Queen TSobel Stillingfleet.
During the current week, arrange­
ments were made through the offices 
of the B.C. Products Bureau under the 
direction of Archie Foreman, Secre­
tary, to have a special series of lec- 
Hues carried on at the various schools 
o ’Vancouver. This was supplemented 
oy providing all of ihc domestic .sci­
ence teachers with copy of numerous 
i\'cipe.s for the use of apples, which 
were prepared under tlie capable guid­
ance of Miss Alice Stevens, with the 
co-operation of V.‘ B. Robinson, of 
Penticton. wHo directs the Alice Ste- 
cens Home Service, which for some j  
imo has been carrying on similar!
UNITED CHURCH Y. P. S.
 ^ PLANS ACTIVE YEAR
vertising and Sales Bureau of the Board 
of Trade at Vancouver, where she g a v e  n ’hese are contained m another column 
a demonstration of the packing process. Mr. R. H. Brown suggested that the 
The bottom picture shows Bryson Bureau should follow the lead of the 
White, Chief Inspector of the Domin- Rotary Club and invite a group of re­
ion Fruit Branch in B: C.. exhibiting Presentative farmers to rrieet them and 
ihe perfect pack to the gathering fol-Mron out problems vexing the agricul 
lowing his narration of the details in-rtural group at the present time. This 
volved and the reasons for packing | rtiSSostion was passed ■ along to the
new Executive.
Questions involving the Kelowna 
Growers’ Exchange grocery depart 
ment were discussed shortly by the 
Bureau before branching into the wid­
er subject of the zoning by-law, which 
was reviewed by Mayor O. L. Jones. 
The main idea is to prevent the city 
from spreading out like Vernon and 
Penticton, and leaving a dead end, he 
explained.
Stumbling Blocks
In the case of a store already locat­
ed outside the district selected for the 
business area. Mayor Jones stated lliat 
the Council had not decided whether 
such a business would be allowed 1c 
make any substantial alterations or re­
novations. Asked by Gordon Cooper
SELF-CONSECRATION 
AND SERA'ICE
The annual meeting of the Young 
People’s Society of First United 
Church, held on 'Tuesday, January 18th, 
in the Church Parlour, was lively and 
interesting.
Promise of another successful year 
is indicated by the personnel of the 
officers elected, heading whom as Pre­
sident by acclamation is Miss Mabel 
Swainson. succeeding Mr. Ernest Bur­
nett, who declined nomination for an 
other term of office. Plans are being 
fonnulalod for interesting speakers, 
.social and’ musicnl evenings. entertain­
ments and play.s.
Co-ordinating to round out a pleas­
ant. and profitable 19.37 were the spir­
itual. social; intellectual and physical 
aspects. Sunday 
were very helpful and insp
pies, have taken in 'the progress and 
dex’elopment of civilization.
He took the older members present 
into a reminiscence of the days when 
apples were always available in the 
cellars of homes of old Ontario and 
the Maritimes; made casual mention 
of the ever-present keg of cider and 
built a theme of early pioneering ar­
ound the two .first important steps of 
establishing farm homes.
"The digging of a well and the 
planting of an orchard were the two 
cs.sentials that w-ent hand in hand with 
the building of a pioneer home,” he 
said. "In earlier years, apples were 
grown for their physical value in home 
consumption and exchange between 
neighbours.
Pioneers Of New Era
farmers today j interior. ^  i ijni’orf un.ately. no other member could I such a service could not bo given.
His .'Worship, Mayor Miller again ■ ;,ltond. The Society welcomed visits ^ was explained that .several attempts 
y produce made hi.s appearance to honour Queen ! of .several old members who are n o w P^d already been made and that these
tliou..dnds of boxes ol apples that re-1 s.obel Stilhngfleet'and a delegation of | employed cl.sew'here. had proved fruitless. Beside.s, the mer-
what wpuld happen in ease such 
store burned down and the owner 
wished to rebuild. Mayor .Tones replied 
ai evening meetings I u a. situation  ^ about wnieh
l f l  i .spiring. fea- wishes guidance and ad-
‘ 'vice, from the general public. Six or
•sevien stores were curtailed during the 
past year by the Council not extending 
the necessary licences, becau.se of the 
distance away from the main business 
area. Mayor Jones concluded.
Mr. Capozzi wi.shcd the Board of
tiired b(' the boy parlinincntnrians’ j 
tour, many speakers and p. debate.
Great en.ioymcnt was derived from 
frc((uent social evenings, beach, and! 
slcatin.g parties. Fascinating experir 
oncos enjoyed at the Y. P. S. camp at ; 
Camp Kuvlburl. near Vernon, in July,
work throughout the prairie provinces, j by the Rev. Dv. W. W. McPher.son, would push for a-mail delivery
on behalf of the fruit growers of the | wrhowas a leader there, were cited, Kelowna and could see no reason
[ronuVv fflrtribution of [ ’he Vancouver Exhibition As.sociation I A w'oll attended conference of voung | chants wished the buying public to
w ealth, that represent a payment for Board of Control, headed by - ' - — -  ’ ' ----  ’ ' . s.. t
Dun.smuir. Vice-President, attended | ihe Church Hall on May Isk when Mr! 
and pap". from the forest and nails, the, luncheon. Among other individ-! Bert Fiddes and party w'cre here on 
wire, printing and transportation. The -uils in addition to the regular mem-f fhoir tom- •a)3ple croD of ” . i . . . _ . _
1
John i people from Valley points gathered at | come down town, it was said.
Votes of thanks w'cre pa.ssed to 
Sergt. Macdonald and to tlie retiring
i)3ple crop of B.C. also repre.sents the bership of thb Bureau of the Board of ' The groun 
abour of pac '^ing and handling and Trade were: J. J.-^  Campbell. Nelson,^ curing many i
provides the means through which 
producers of apples can, in turn, pur- 
cliase their requirements of commod­
ities produced by city consumers.
"In the composite process of grading,
B.C.; Mrs. Thomas Bingham. President
their tour.
was fortunate in se-1 
ing many interesting speakers with
President and Executive.
Mr. R. J. Gordon made a plea for 
all merchants who have not done so
new and refreshing topics, a few of already, to send in their fee of two
?  r  “Mountain People of B.C., I dollars' to the Retail Mercha'nts^As.so-
f jpean F. M. Clem-!. Pioneer Gold Mine;” “Origin of Ke-' ciation, a 'heir share of the $40 000
I*^  R ^^nehorn^*^f ' Mind;” “Livingstone;” expense involved in putting through
J. R. Kinghorn. of Sorrento. j Tennyson;” motion pictures of Asia. | the nece.<^  ary legislation.
East Kelowna, Jan. 23. 1938. 
To the Editor.
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir,
I sometimes hear occasional refer­
ence to the word “denominational” as 
though they, adverse to it. are dealing 
in an illegitimate digression, and that 
they are purposely designed to estab­
lish the important fact that no phil­
osophy is free from difficulties but 
their own. Many moderns asslime that 
they have disproved Christianity mere­
ly because something has arisen that 
does not coincide with their private 
opinion.
The point, however, to remember is 
that there cannot be a non-denomina- 
tional Christian Church. For the word 
Christian denominated the church, 
hence we find designated Greek, Orth­
odox. Catholics (the last claiming uni­
versality) and known . as such, and 
other communions.
There are of course buildings where 
people congregate together and do Un­
doubtedly practise good ethics, but 
w'ho are in communion and .subject to 
nothing in particular.. Like the indiv 
idual. they, in the main, ’glory Jn the 
exercise of private opinion. In other 
w'ords, they apply to ,Christianity 
criterion which they would never 
dream of applying to the functions of 
their doctor, or lawj'er, as the case 
may be.
Christianity is not so easy as that! 
The Christian accepts Christianity for 
a great many reasons, not least of 
which i.s the fact that all rival solu­
tions are irrational, and that all priv­
ate opinions have gone the same way 
for a thousand .years or more—but still 
the Church stands. Also, it has been 
long enough in the \vorld to justify its 
existence and dealing with it as 
fact. Its genuine character, its doc­
trines, precepts, etc., cannot be treated 
as matters of private opinion or de­
duction. unless we may reasonably so 
regard that the laity have the right to 
instruct the ministers in respect to 
communion—which , is absurd. The 
Christian laity, however, have a great 
responsibility and a tremendous part 
to.play in conjunction with their min 
isfers. This will increase with the 
years, hence we must shoulder our 
cross and duties to experience super­
natural life. Even our blessed Lord 
said in His high-priestly prayer. “For 
their sakes I consecrate myself.”
So it would appear that self-conse­
cration and service is the most effectual 
way by which we can serve God in our 
generation.
Yours faithfully.
E. R. ELLIS-TUCKER.
CAVE.AT EMPTOR!
"To Whom it May Concern.
Any person or persons buying pro­
perty owned by me will do so at , their 
own risk.”—^Notice in Newfoundland 
Paper.
End of the Month Savings
a t
FUMERTON’S
»8c
CTAIARANUE OF I’ lJIt FELT ami 
VELVET HATS, »8c
Tlie balance of our regular higlier- 
priced liat.s reduced for 
quick .selling. ...............
Money-saving values in liigli grade 
utility Coa.st and Suits in popular 
colours; sizes for Misses (JJQ O K  
and Women; to clear at
TWEICD SKIRTS and 
FLANNEL JACKETS
Exceptional savings on tiiese super­
ior quality Skirts and 
coloured (lannel Jackets. $2.98
BLOUSE SPECIAL, $2.09 
A grand collection of stunning new 
Blouses in crepes and satins, tailor­
ed styles, new trimmings,; pastel 
dark and bright shades 
and white; sizes 34 to 44. $2.69
SPECIAL PURCHASE SALE of 
AFTERNOON DRESSES, $12)5 ca.
These quality dresses at an unusual 
saving, varieties of crepes, woollcts, 
colourful prints, in new season’s 
stylos; ’.sizes 14 lo 44. End 
of the month sale; each $1.95
Important Values 
for Men
END-OF-THE-MONTH V A LU E S  in
LING ERIE  and BLOUSES Men’s Quality Broadcloth Shirts;
Silk Crepe Slips, Silk Gowns, Py- collar attached or separate, plain 
jamas will launder and wear beau- novelty patterns; siz;gs 1 4 to 
tifully; small; medium to $1.95 in the
and large sizes; each .... Mt; each ................. 88c
“SAVE FOR YOUR BOYS” Men’s Genuine Felt Halts; in light 
W ool' Pullover Sweaters, popular ^nd dark Colours, smart 
shades, sizes 24 to 34. styles; each ... $1.00
Biltmore and A rrow  Broadcloth Men’s Tweed Pants; "in assorted 
Shirts; sizes 12 to 14j^; End O O ^  patterns, belt loops and 
of the month special;., each O O C  cuffs. SPECIAL, pair $1.98
FUMERTON’S H P T E D
“WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT”
' ‘ 1
30-Acre Orchanl
F U L L  B E A R IN G , G O O D  V A R IE T IE S  
Complete equipment —  Modern home
C A N  BE  P U R C H A S E D  R E A S O N A B L Y
and on terms.
/
McTAVISH &  WHILLIS, LIMITED
R E A L  ESTATE INSDRANOB
Licensed, Bonded and Registered Brokers under the B. C. Securities
Act.
A CORRECTION
Kelowna, Jan. 25, 1938:
To the Editor.
The Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir. j
In the last issue of yoiir paper there 
appeared a write-up by your East 
Kelowna correspondent on an "open 
night held by the East Kelowna Re-1 
creational C&tre.” I would like to | 
correct the writer, and those who road 
the article, on :^ a few points.
In the first place, although the eve- 
nirig was sponsored by gymnasts who 
are members of the Centre, it was in 
no way under the Department o&'Ph^ 
sical. and Recreational Education, bl 
which all centres and centre activitieV 
are operated  ^ As instructor of thj/s 
Centre, I was not even aware that the 
above-mentioned event was taking 
place until I read of it in the paper.
I therefore object to the writer using 
the name of "Recreational Centre,” as 
his criticisms would then seem to be 
a reflection on the Department.
,He states that. “It was quite appar­
ent that several of the performers 
were trying to do something without 
very definite idea as to what they 
were about.” In all our work we are 
very careful not to let anj'one attempt 
anything without having a definite 
idea of'^what he or she is trying to do.
If some of the members are foolish 
enough to attempt things beyond their 
understanding when not under my 
supervision. I would rather that your 
correspondent did not credit their ef- ' 
forts to training which they have not 
i'9ceived in the Centre. Several of 
our members have joined .since Christ­
mas, and are not yet ready to take 
part in gymnastics of an advanced 
nature.
May I point out in closing that all 
the members of the East Kelowna 
Centre have made rapid progress in
the work this year, and their e f fo r t  
are to be h i^ ly  commended. 1 feel 
that this criti^sm vvas quite uncalled 
for. May I also point out to the writer 
that the exercises performed were 
Swedish, not Daniish.
Sincerely yours,
G. S. AUSTIN.
O K A N A G A N  C E N T R E
OKANAGAN CENTRE, Jan. 26.—A  
second American tournament was 
played at the Badminton Club on 
’Thursday evening of last week, when 
Mrs. Cooney and Mr. Fallow were top 
couple, with Miss Carter and Frank 
Parker as runners-up. Mrs. Fallow 
again took the prizes at ping-pong, i,
t» '.'fi m
Mrs. I. Hunter made a quick trip 
to Vancouver early last week, bringing 
home with hep-a fine baby boy which 
she and her husband are adopting.
Mr. nnd Mrs. C. Lodge entertained 
quite a large party of visitors from 
Canoe on^  Sunday, among the guests 
being Mr. and Mrs. Stanniforth and 
Mr. and Mrs. Bridges.
. Ik *
’ Mrs. Schubert, of Tulamoon, .was, a 
vi.' i^lor last week at the home of her 
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mr.s. 
Hunter.
Canada is the chief exporter of honey 
to the Scottish market. The white’ 
clover honey reaches that market prin­
cipally from Ontario and Quebec, and 
recently from Saskatchewan, whose 
honey won all prizes in both the clear 
and granulated groups in the Dominion 
Section of The Imperial Fruit Show at 
Birmingham, England, .in 1937. The 
quality of all Canadian honey is re­
ported high and finds a ready .sale.
rmUtSUAY, JANMJAIf'i' THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
aMiimi>n«(trDnnitf**n
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
. .-IIK per H'otil, r.icli ilinci (iciii ; iiiiiii- 
imnii rlp.itiT, .'to • riil^. Jtucll illiliill iiiul
liiKiitriihiiii'll not iiiurt 
pniini-t a word.
nijuli-faco type, like thi»; live cent* per 
ininimnni ( liarne. .''(O ccius.word:
AriMliMiiiii rlmiur, up to twelve word*, twen­
ty live ecMt» each iiiicrtioti.
Ad(li(ioM.'tl V omIm, two centn each iiitcrtion.
I'.iu'li iiiiliid and Krou|> of not more tlian 
inimed eoiiiitH an one word.
It coHin ;ii mticli to hook and collect lor 
ilicMc >011101 udvertiNcinciitn na they arc worth, 
‘ o plcanc do not link for credit. 'I'lic cash way 
iM lio.'it, both for you and for un.
No ic.iponHiliilily accepted for errorn in nd- 
vi'i titieinciilH received by telepbone.
If HO deniird, adverlincrn may bare replica 
.nlclieHMi-d to il box niiniber, care of The Courier, 
.mil toi wanled to tlicir private nddrenii, or de­
livered on call at office. For thin ncrrice, add 
III criils to cover pontage or filing.
Dr. MtiUii.soii. dcn!i.:t, Willit.s’ 
ti'lfpiiotif ll!l.
l)l\ L. A. t*. I ’.iiilDti. (Ii;;p;i,';es 
riir, iitifii' iimi liini.il. Kouiti 2 , 
Mltiflt. I ’lionr (!2 .
of vyr, 
Willitel 
2 1 -U:
INTRIGUING STORY 
OF DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE PRAIRIES
United Church Young People 
Hear Of Koinanlic Past And 
Modern Progress
i;i'liilill;; I’ll.'(•iiiii(iii); tildi'lt'.s of ctirly 
WiMMipt,'/: anti prairie tlevelopineni,,
.'\Hluir JJomlto, until loccnily of Win
K
B E L G IU M ’S  P A S T  
A N D  P R E S E N T  IS  
U N D M  R E V IE W ]
Miss Joan I illcy Gives Coinprc- 
hensive Paper On War-Torn  
Country
Capf. 11. A. Piirli'ouK. of Oliver, tn-1 
rived in Kelownn im Wedne.stlay.
Mr. J. 11. IlayA’Iwond left un Wcdne.s-| 
(lay on a butiine.ss (rij) U> Vaneonver.
Mr. Hoy McNieoll, of I ’enlicton, was) 
a, bnsiney.s visitor to Kelowna l:ist| 
wee It.
rOK SALK—-Miscellaiifoiis
I'OIl SALE—House on corner Abbott 
Street and Beach Avenue, lately ten- 
.•inted by Mr. H. A. F.airbairn. One of 
fhe ehoicest sites in town. For partic-j 
ul.'trs, Jtpply E. C. Weddell. 7-tfc
WE BUY, WE SELL all second-hand 
furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture Co. 
Ud. 24-tfc
MISCELLANEOUS
ODDl' KLLOWS’ Filth Annual Ball, | iiipe/;. /^ retitly inlerested tlie nienibei 
SI. Ptilnek s Nl/;hl, March 17th. j of Uk> Yonn/^  Peopltt’s Soeit'ly of Hit
25-tfc I United Cliureli, Snnda.v evt'iiin/!, .Jan 
nary 2.'lrd.
Astoiincling pro;.;res.s' was describe 
by him in tellinir Imw Wiimipef', first 
called Fort Clarry, ba.s ;;rown from 220 
I! 11ler.'i , who came from Selkirl; 
1012, led by Lord Selliirk, to its present 
oupulation of 22.'5,00().
Comiuf' to tlie frontier of tlie tlien 
rile Kelownn Yoim/' Women’s Chib “Wild West" were settler.s from the 
announces th(> third annual Spinsters' Cld Comitr.y and (he United Stale’s 
Ball, on Wecine.sday. March 2. 2(l-le N»t until three or four months aftei 
'" * * tliey left England did immiftranls ar
An.voiie inlerested in the formation | I'ive at Fort Can-.y. ero.ssiiifi tlie ocean 
of a Glee Club please eontfict Tiny ■‘^ ■■''•inK down Hudson Bay. Iransferring 
Walrod immediately. 2(l-lp|((> river boats at York Factory and
eventually arriving at the Red River
'J'he Annual Mc-eling of the Share-1 
liolders and Members of the Kelowna 
A(|iialie A.s.sociation. Ltd., will be held) 
in the Bcjard of Trade Room, on Mon­
day, February 71ti, at H p.m. Youi- at­
tendance will be apprc’ciated, 2(I-]ej
UIBELIN PHOTO studio for your Ko­
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient 
service, in before 9 a.m., out at 5 p.m. 
Ask for our FREE enlargement card,
33-tfc.
TO RENT
WANTED TO RENT—House, three 
b|’drobms. modern conveniences, gar­
den! State full particulars and rent. 
'Courier No. 198. • 2fi-]p
IN MEMOItlAM
In loving memory of Arebibald An 
der.>ion Ballard. .Jan. 291 h, lO.’J.’J,
KATE AND GEORGE
2()-li)
IN MEMOItlAM
In loving memory of my luisband. 
James Finlay .S|)oirs, who pas.sed avvav 
181 h January. 1933.
l.ovecl and remembered always.by 
bis widow.
8 L.vgon Road. Edinburgh. Scotland.
26-lc
NOTICE NOTICE
“POUND DISTRICT AC T”The annual general meeting of the 
Kelowna Mosquito Control Association
will be held in the office’of Mr, H. V. Pursuant to the provisions of Section 
Craig on Tuesday, February 1st, at 3.00 11 of the “Pound District Act” Chapter 
jj.rn.. when the financial statement will 220, R. S. B. C. 1936, notice is hereby 
be considered and electicin of officers given of the resignation of Hugh Bern-
 ^ ,p!’ . 1. , . O’Hare as Pound-Keeper of the
The iollowing motion will be present- Pound established at Okanagan Cen- 
ed to the rneeting: “Be it resolved tre, and of the appointment in his stead
hat, owing to lack of public support, ^ax  Stiller, of Okanagan Centre, 
this Association do not operate this g  q '
1938 season.”
Representatives of outlying distriet.s 
-are asked to attend.
G. A. FISHER.
25-2c Secretai'y.
TENDERS
The location of the pound premises 
is Lot 43, Osoyoos Division of Yale 
I District, Map 444.
1 K. C. MACDONALD.
Minister -of Agriculture. 
Department of Agriculture.
I Victoria, B.C.,
'January 14, 1938. 26.4c
Tenders will be received by the un­
dersigned, up to noon, February 7th.
- 1938, for supplying 70 cords four foot 
wood, green cut and split pine .and fir 
mixed, and to be delivered &nd 'piled 
at the Kelowna Schools before the 
first day of July, 1938.' The lowest or 
any tender not necessarily accepted.
N. D. McTAVISH. .
Secretary;
Kelowna Board of School Trustees.
•January 20th, 1938^  25-2c
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA
IN PROBATE
, In. the Matter of the Estate of WIL- 
I LIAM EDGAR CROOKES, deceased.
! NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that by 
. Order of His Honour Judge John Don- 
: aid Swanson, Local Judge of the Sup- 
: reme Court, dated 18th January. 1938,
; i  was appointed Administrator of the 
j estate of the said William Edgar 
j Crookes, deceased intestate. .
} All persons having claims against the 
'said estate are required to file same 
I duly qualified on or before the 28th 
j  day of February, 1938, after which date 
Tenders will be received by the un- :  ^ will proceed to distribute the-assets 
dersigned up to noon on Friday. Feb- : cl aims received by me. 
ruary 4, 1938, for insuring members of; .H- JACKSON,
the Kelowna Volunteer Fire Brigade Official Administrator,
against accident and sickness. The Kelowna, B. C.
lowest or any tender not necessarily D^ted this 24th January. 1938.
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
CITY OF KELOWNA .
TE.NDERS FOR FIRE BRIG.ADE 
INSURANCE
accepted.
For further particulars apply to Mr. 
Claude Newby, Deputy Chief, Kelowna 
Volunteer Fire Brigade- i
G. H. DUNN, i
City Clerk.
Kelowna. B.G., ]
January 21, 1938. 26-2c ]
26-lc
OBITUARIES
Mrs. Elizabeth Muriel Neish
THE
ANNUAL MEETING
AND
E LE C T IO N  of OFFICERS
of the KELOWNA LIBRARY - 
AUXILIARY will be held at the 
PUBLIC LIBRARY, at 8 p.m. on
MONDAY, JAN. 3 1
All interested are cordially in­
vited to attend. 26-lp
At the Kelowna General Hospital, on 
Monday. January 24, Kelowna lost a 
respected member of the community 
; when Mrs. Elizabeth Muriel Neish, a 
resident here for the past 22 years,
I pa.sscd away after a lengthy illnc.ss.. 
'Weir known for
settlement. Tliey became fur traders 
beef-rai.'-'crs and Inter were predomin­
antly wheal farmers.
Before tlie C.P.R. came through in 
188.1, wlieat had to be sliipped from 
Wimiiijog through North Dakota, after 
wliich it was loaded on to lake boats 
at Duluth for the east. The first train 
was brouglit into Winnipeg on a boat 
from tlie United States, exercising great 
interest and frightening the Indians, 
wlio feared the snorting “iron-horse.” 
called the “Countess of Dun'erin” after 
the Governor-Generars wife.
Although lacking many conveniences, 
cost of living was comparatively cheap, 
as fur example, butter was fifteen 
cents a pound, and round steak three 
pounds for a quarter. Homes con­
structed from excellently hewn lumber 
were built by Ihe settlers thronging 
tliere. - ^
Sixty dollars a year for telephone 
rates when money was even scarcer 
was charged the 100 users in 1888.
Beginning with ohe train fifty years 
ago, Winnipeg is now a gi’eat railway 
centre. Of C.P.R. trackage alone, ex­
cluding tlie C.N.R. lines. 33J) miles lies 
within a twelve-mile radius. One train 
every forty-one minutes- leaves Win­
nipeg from September 1, to November 
15, transporting millions of bushels of 
wheat..
Winging their flight in carrying 2.1,- 
000,000 pounds of expi'ess are many 
airplanes whose headquarters, are at 
the northern railroad termini. Greatly 
varied cargoes .are flown, including 
complete mine and sawmill equipment 
and furniture and provisions, which 
are swiftly borne to the scattered com- 
mUhities in the north that have no 
other practical means of transporta­
tion.
Growing with marvellous speed were 
many other prairie cities. Winnipeg, 
Which started in 1812 with 220 settlers, 
grew slowly to 1885 with 8,000 people, 
then leaped ahead, now having 225,000. 
Calgary, founded by a R.N.W.M. Police 
detachment, had about 200 people in 
1883. two years before it was reached 
by the C.P.R., and now Jias 85.000. 
Similarly, Regina and Saskatoon rapid- 
b' grew. In 1888 Regina had 153 and 
has grown to 67.000. Only thirty-five 
year.s ago, in 1903, Saskatoon had 113 
laeople and now has 42,000,. besides 
countless other towns which have 
flourished.
For his fascinating talk on the de­
velopment of the Canadian West 
through immigration and scientific ad­
vancement, Arthur Boufke' was thank­
ed by Ernest Burnett, retiring Presi­
dent, who introduced him in his first 
talk to the group.
Mr;>. O, L. Joiie.s wa.s lio.’JesH to tin 
Youth Christian Study Club on Satur­
day (,‘vening last, when Mi.s.’( Jomi Til 
loy gave a pajK'i- on Belgium. 'I'lie 
topic; was caj)ably handled, beginning 
with a brief historical prc.’view, fol­
lowed by a eareful handling of llu 
war year.s, and fiiudly bringing tlie 
eour.se of events up to date.
'i’lie little country of Belgium, flu 
mo.sL d(.’ns(']y populated country of 
Europe, coinpri.ses territory tlial has 
pa.ssed through many chnngek of poli-
lu-id relatioii. In the Mtli century,, ......... .
it belonged to the Dulces of Burgundy, | Kelowna last week, 
and during the next 400 years was aii-
Mr. lyi. S. lledley, Mining Engineer, 
ol Penlicton, was a visitor to Kelowna 
this week.
Mr. W. A..C. Bennett loft at the first 
of tin; week for a business trip to | 
Edmonton.
Judge J. D. Swansop visited Ko-| 
lowna Iasi week to attend • County 
Court sessions.
Mr. W. C. Cowell, of the Iininigration 
Deparlinenl, Vancouve,r, was a visitor
nexed in turn by Spain, Austria and Mrs. J. S. Hender.son entertained
France. In 181.5'; it'was forced into I'Ucnds to tea on Saturday]
parlnersliip with Holland, as the King- Foynl Aifiie.
dorn of the Nelliei-lands, under the’ I ivr>- r’l.,. < /-x i »■ule of William 1. Mi. Che.ster Owen and Mr. A. C.
......... „  rx , Benru’tt were visitors to Penticton for
H.U1 AI\(ay.v, Been Oppressed a short time on Sunday.
For four centurie.s, then. Belgium . ...
luul been continuou.’tly under foreign . ’ Mrs. 1 red Duggan, accom- 
domiriation, always oppressed, but M’*V"‘'‘* Mrs. Pei'ey Harding, have 
never really cbnc|uered, and never los-1 California to spend a holiday,
ing its indomitable courage or the 
sense 
seeim
age. 'lin-j .->11 uyHiuu vigorously against ( p-jonds 
aeh new invader, but by 1815 their
ragic history had left Us mark upon Mrs, Maqlolene Irwin, of Victoria I 
the Belgium people and they had be- visited friends in Kelowna for a few 
come discouraged with a' belief in hours on Thur.sday of last week on 
their own unfitness for indopendence. her return trio to the Cn.-isf
v- v-i G’U HIIU OS I --------  oivvjmli u JJUXJUay.
I n/r..,. i. t , , I
j of humour which has always k’a hoste.ss
,’emed an integral part of that cour- ^ K  c’n S • . i .K T ^ ^ l^ ’
'^e They str ggled f."e
o
Had William I proved an able and just 
ruler. Belgium might, have acquiesced 
and settled down peaceably under 
Dutch rule. But no sooner ‘had the 
Treaty of London, which joined them, 
been signed, than a course of misgov- 
ernment began.
For 15 years Belgian gi’ievances and 
resentment rose higher and higher un­
til remonstrance, riot, revolt and re­
volution followc(3 in a gradual succes­
sion. In 1830, the revolution had sue 
ceedod to
r  trip to t e oast.
Miss Audrey Hughes, who has been a 
patient in the Kelowna General Hospit­
al for some weeks, is expected to're 
tui-n to her home this week-end.
Mr. N. L. Jackson, of Vancouver, 
was a visitor to Kelowna on Tuesday, 
on a regular inspection tour of sound 
equipment at the Empress Theatre,
Hon. Grote Stirling, ■ M.P., accom-
such an extent t vit the by Mrs. Stirling and Sub-Lt,
five great powers, (Great Britain,
France, Prussia, Russia and Austria) 
were "forced to recognize the H"^
situation. ^  Dutch soldiers had besieged Miss Kay Hill left this afternoon for 
the city of Brussels at three points and Vancouver, where she will reside in 
found a determined resistance instead future. Mrs. E. W. Hill and daughter 
of the easy triumph on which they Evelyn, will leave on Monday for 
had redmned. In the end. not only Vancouver to takg up residence 
nad the Dutch to give up their assault 
on the city, but they were driven back , Mr. A. S. Hatfield, of Penticton, was
into Holland. A conference was held a visitor to Kelowna on Tuesday. He
in London on November 4, 1830, at was accompanied here by Reeve W. G.
which it was decided that Belgium Wilkins, of Penticton, who boardecl
should become a free and sovereign the train for Fort William to attend 
country and the Belgians were given the annual Dominion Legion Conven- 
two alternatives, to become a republic tion. 
or a monarchy. They chose the latter, 
and the five powers were, confronted Mr. Albert Sullivan, Inspector for 
■ with the difficulty of finding an oc- the Department of Education, Victoria, 
cupant for the throne who .would have a visitor on Tuesday to Kelowna, 
the confidence of all the European addressed the Rotary Club on ed- 
powers without arousing the jealousy advances in'the Old Country,
of any! At last, after many delibera-  ^ subject, which proved of prime in- 
tions, a formal offer of the throne was | to the listeners,
made to Prince Leopold, of Saxe-Co
burg, an uncle of Queen Victoria. He i a ^  .
accepted and ascended the throne as t,-oi i haveLeopold I. trebled its Personal Column” adver-
niH...- tising in six months. That is what is
Oldei Cities Striking known as “piling on the Agony ”
The new country of Belgium, over 
which Leopold had been called to ■  ^ - . tx , .
rule, comprised only some 11,500 Jnto Brussels m triumph
square miles, with Holland, Germany the siping of the Armistice. He
and France touching its borders on the to find a country in chaos,
north, east and south. - To the west is I was at a standstill, every
BARGAIN RAILWAY FARES
BETWEEN EAST AND WEST
Lo\v Rates Will Apply For Period Be­
tween February 19 And March 5
PHONE 1 2 1
FOR OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
R E C O M M E N D E D  FOR  
YOUI^ 1938 T A B L E
as a timesaver and 
a nourishing meal.
UI
Continuing the policy inaugurated a 
few years ago, the Canadian Pacific 
and Canadian National Railways are 
planning to offer the travelling public 
„ , „ . . ... economical bargain fares between Wes-
i "....jvy,, xo her conscientious tern and Eastern Canada during the
I ‘r S -u ra H n ?  S  «
i be just over a cent-a-mlle Sr
i rru  ^ cnduied for the ; coach travel and a little higher for tra
pas^  e-w years. This endurance m the yd  sleeping cars, tourist or stand 
,I aee ot such poor health made her pub-I ard. Berth charges, of course, will be 
he service the mor.e remarkable. i additional. All tickets sold will per-
Deceased was Past President and ] mit stop-overs at stations Winnipeg and 
Treasurer of the W. A. of St. Michael i East.
j and All Angels’ Churc-h, and was Sec-| Similar faros will be in effect; during 
I retary of the Women’s Auxiliary to the i the same period from Eastern to Wes- 
Kelowna General Hospital for many] tern Canada.
years. As she was brought up an ----- ----------------- ——
.\nglican, throughout hej' life she al- Miss Margaret Taylor and Alan 
ways took a keen' interest in the church France, promising young Kclcnvna jun-
affairs, besides those of community in­
terest.
The late Mrs. Neisli was born in 
Glasgow, in 1874. and was educated at 
Cheltenham Collegt’. Married in Win­
nipeg. in 1904, she lived in Saskatch­
ewan until 1910, when she moved to 
Victoria with her husband and family, 
and later moved to Kelowna in 1916. • oomi^p
Besides her husband, Mr. R. C. Neish, Born
ior badminton star/' accompanied by 
Mrs. M. France, are leaving tomorrow 
for Victoria, where they wilT particip 
ale in the B.C. badminton champion­
ships. Miss Taylor, ex-Canadian chamr 
i)ion. will endeavour to regain her' 
laurels won in the East,
the North Sea. The northern part of machinei-y from the factories
the land has the same characteristics Germany,
as Holland. It is flat, little above the ''*Bages had been wiped out
level of the sea, while the canals are ^ ” “  sent to foi'ced labour in
scarcely less numerous or important northern France had re-
than those of Holland. The Ardeiihes completely shattered. Albert
in the south has wooded, romantic steadily to the task
scenery. But the most striking feature reconstruction, but his work was
of Belgium, where so much is modern short by his untimely death in 1934
and ugly through industrialization, is ' ' ’bile on a mountaineering expedition, 
in tlie older cities with their records | b^ s young son, Leopold, to take
of mediaeval ^eatness, cities such as I at a very critical time.
Bruges. Louvain, Antwerp, Ghent and Many Crises Faced
Liege.  ^  ^ Since his accession to the throne, he
A wiser choice than Leopold for and his government have been called 
this^  new country could not have been upon to face various domestic and in- 
made. He surmounted, all the diffi- ternational crises. There are four 
culhos which were entailed in such parties in Belgium, Catholic, Socialist, 
a delicate position and his firm yet Liberal and Frontist 
forbearing temperament had a great The support of Fascism given to the. 
influence oil a people at once s^uscep- Frontist Party caused one of the crises 
tible and reflective. The wisdom of in 1936, when Degrelle, leader of the 
his administration had the happiest ef- Fascists, challenged SocialLst Premier
fects. among vvhich were the return to Paul Van Zeeland to an election to 
trancjuih y and order-commercial, ag- test the power of Fascism in Belgium, 
rmultural  ^and manufacturing enter- Van, Zeeland accepted this challenge 
the establishment of a at the risk of losing his po.sition and 
democratic parliamentary system. was returned with an overwhelming 
Threat In 1912 j majority. He lost some of his popu-
Belgium had enjoyed u n in t e r r u p t e d  parity, however,: over the Amnesty
peace since 1830, and had interested pl'*estion. The Government had thought 
her.self but little in military p r o b l e m s ,  the time was ripe to pardon those
Flemi.sh officials who had been dis­
missed for unpatriotic conduct during 
the war. It caused an acute-division
circle of friends who will mourn his
in
i' and one daughter. Miss M. M. Neish 
I in Kelowna, and one brother and sister 
i  ill England.
OS/!\
OUR “IDEAL” BREAD
FOR- ^  H E A L T H IE R  YEA R
»l,„ is survived b, „,K. son^T. R. Neish, elljhs
nnn nno rhiiionlrif TVyTic*.; T\/T A/T TVTmcrl-* . ”  ^  iisi
first came to Canada in 1888, and farm­
ed for five years in Manitoba. He re-
ou  ^ <-11 I , »,r turned to England in 1893 and marriedShe passed peacefully away Iasi Mon-, Benccr.
For twelve years they lived at Indian
e the de- 
it the Dom-
,• „T u 1 1 All A 1 inion ExperimentaJ Farm. ComincIrom St. Michael and All Angels e .,,1 i -  • .i. 1 x -a, Va ^x-i 1 i«r 1 ,1 I .11- x* further west, m 1905, the late Mr. Bav-Church on Wednesday, .lanuarv 26. ati,- i- j  xi. tV- x • ,1 .... . 1 . .. o . V- I- i>’ ■ X bs lived in both Victoria and Van-
I’.ciating" Thruste^ ^^ ^^  ^ which she j ‘-’ouverfoi, some years and then rcmciv-
was hold in the community was a tte s t- th e -O k a n a g a n . in 1912. and resid­
ed to by the large number of friends I ' ’nUl bis death la.st
gnthercci at the Church and the quant- 
ities of floral offerings.
' day after an acute illnc.ss of sil^  weeks’ !
: duration. a prolonged PC^ Hod | nJad. ^ Saskatehewam^^
of impaired health.. ' eea.sed man was employed at
I Funeral services, were conducted 1- . ta , • . x 1
I Pall-bearci's were Messrs. M. L. 
I Kuipers, G. A. Fisher, W. Metcalfe, 
j J. Jcnnen.s; H. P. Brown and O. St. P.
j x'Vitkcns. ' ■;
M r. .lolm lta5'lis
After a (|uarter century residence in 
Kelowna, .John Baylis passed riway at! Wednesday aftornon, at 3 o’clock, with
Besides his wife, he leaves two daug- 
ters, Mrs. Guthrie, of Vancouver, and 
Mona, at home. Another daughter pre­
deceased him. and her si.x children re­
side at Sardis. Throe siriers are re­
sident in England and two brothers in 
Victoria. ,
Funeral services were held from St. 
Michael and All Angels’ Church on
A correspondent wants to know the die Kelowna General Hospital on Sun- 'Rev. C. E. Davis officiating. Pall-bear 
best way to prevent water coming into day. January 23. at the age of 72:'‘ crs consisted of Mes.srs. W. W. Cope- 
l.he liouso. Now. that’s easy—Don’t Well-known for his wtn k as a garden- land, H. P. Brown, J. E. Fish, R. A. 
pay the wafer rate. ‘ ,cr of, repute. Mr. Baylis had a large Riee.-T. IJ. Barber and C. C. Ashley
In 1912, however, the threatening in 
ternational situation obliged her to in­
troduce legislation completely reor 
ganizing the army and instituting the 
principle of compulsory military ser 
vice, but 1914 found Belgium unpre­
pared for war in spite of her recent 
military laws.. When it was evident 
that war could not be avoided, Sir 
Edward Grey, following the precedent 
of 1870, addressed a message to the 
French and German Governments, 
colling their attention to the treaty 
guaraiitceing Belgium’s neutrality and 
i-sking for an as.surance that it would 
be respected. The German Govern- 
nent declared itself unable to answer 
this question, and on August 2 invad­
ed Luxembourg, at the same time send- 
ng. Belgium an ultimatum ealjing on 
her to allow the German troops free 
ijas.sago across Belgian territory. If 
this rc.’que.st should be i'ofused. Ger­
many would regard Belgium as an enr 
emy. Belgium replied . by a refusal 
nd. on ,-\ugust ,‘i. Parliament accepted 
war ionanimously. the Socialist party 
assuring the Go\-ernmcnt of its unre­
served .support..
During the war years, the Germans, 
under von Bissing. occupied Belgium, 
and interfered with the leading Uni- 
ver.si1.y. Belgium showed her gharac- 
ter in the way she withstood oppres­
sion and -three characters in particular 
stand out hs heroic-^Albert. King of 
the Belgians. Burgomaster Max, of 
Brussels, and Cardinal Morcier. the 
Archbishop of Malines.
Albert, an exile during these four
within the cabinet itself and aroused 
a furore in the counlr.y. Belgian leg­
ionnaires paraded before the Parlia­
ment Buildings.'throwing down their 
medals, saying they would not wear 
them if this measure passed. The third 
crisis caused the resignation of Vgp 
Zeeland, Degrelle, the Fascist leader, 
accused him of accepting illegal bon­
uses from the Belgian National Bank 
and Paul Van Zeeland quit the Pre­
miership to fight thc.se charges.
International Crisis 
The international crisis has again 
brought Belgium before the eyes of 
the world. When Germany, a little 
moi’c than a year ago, denounced with­
out notice the Locarno Treaties, it de­
prived Belgium of real .security. Under 
the text of "that treaty, the German 
violation should have produced ah im­
mediate counter-action b.y Britain and 
France. Such an action, however, 
would have led to war, which both- 
countries \vere anxious to avoid. It 
was frankly admitted in London that 
B<jlgium was the chief .sulfercr. Con­
sequently. Great Britain and. France 
assured her that, in the event of aggi'es- 
sion. Belgium could depend on 4hcir 
prompt help as before.^ After the war. 
Belgium had gwen a guarantee to 
Great Britain a.s well as receiving one 
from her. She had given a reciprocal 
guarantee of aid to Britain if the latter 
A'vcre attacked. Also, she had under­
taken to c;ome to the aid of France if
W inter Foods
------A A F T E R  S K IIN G  A N D  S K A T IN G
HEINZ BAKED BEANS
O l
SMALlx
9 c
MKUIUM
I3c
IxARGE
19c
HEINZ SPAGHETTI
'»f/iyir- Sniiill fin.
with tomato .siiiic»t —
-Medium tin.
,ca lOc 16c
HEINZ SOUPS
all flavours
3 33c LargoBottle
HEINZ CATSUP
giiarariUHxl pure
23c
ORANGES -  ORANGES -  ORANGES
— Sweet juicy Suiikist navels —
A L L  SIZES —  T H E  C H E A PE ST  E V E R
Gordon Grocery
PHONES -  3 0  -  3 1
REGULAR 
DELIVERIES
PROMPT
SERVICE
Month-End Specials
59c
HOSIERY
Broki^n liiic.s and .size.s in
crepe and el'i'ilTiMis .......
A N K L E  SOX and ^  Sox, ladies’ and 
children’s; all wool and all .shades.
rina) Clearance tor only:....
GLOVES
.Suede, kid, calf and all 
wool; all shades ; pair
CHEESE CLOTH
5-yard packag:es of dependable 20c
$ 1 .0 0
economical absorbent cotton
''
TAB I^ OF ODDMENTS
G R E A T L Y  R E D U C E D
Slips, Corsets, Corselettes, Crepe Gowns, Flannelette 
Pyjamas and Gowns,
(KELOWNA), LIMITED
O F T H E
F r i d a j v ^ e l j .
> 2 .3 0  p.m .
A T  T H E
nnYAL ANNE HOTEL
r
the French frontier were violated by 
Germany. However-, after the denial 
of the Locarno Treaty, Herr Hitler of­
fered, on conditions, to give Belgium 
a guarantee of security as far as any 
German aggression was concerned, if 
Belgium, on her side, could get release 
from any other obligations and was in 
fact, fully independent.
King Leopold h'lrriod to London and 
on April 25, 1937, tlicre was published 
a declaration by the Brit i.sh and French 
Governments rhaintaining their guar­
antees of, assistance to Belgium, but 
releasing her from the reciprocal guar­
antees which she had given, if she 
would undertake to make her own de­
fences as complete as po.ssible, and 
would continue to recognize her ob- 
ligations. under the League. Germany 
has now recognized that'the conditions 
arc. fulfilled and has acrcoi'dingly de­
clared that Belgium has nothing to 
fear from her so long as she takes no 
part in any combination ho.stile to 
Germany.
THUKSPAY. JANUAIIY 27, 1030
Dormant Sprays
See us now and place your order for 
that much needed and efficient spray.
FERTILIZERS
For Future Results 
FERTILIZE NOW !
-----  AGENTS FOIt -----
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
Brighten Up Your Home!
KELOWNA GROWERS' EXCHANGE
THE HOUSE OF SERVICE AN D  Q U A LITY
Free C ity Delivery Phone 29
Z E B A L L O S
Gold Mining District
RICHEST, NEW, GOLD M IN IN G  CAM P Y E T  DISCOVERED 
IN  DOM INION OF C AN A D A
MAN^O'WAR MINES
Limited
whieh borders on the Privateer elaims, have the same rich vein 
from which Privateer has been shipping fabulously rich ore.
BUY M AN-O-W AR NOW !
Low  capitalization.
See lis at once for maps and full particulars.
DO N O T PASS UP TH IS  OPPORTUNITY.
INVESTM ENTS 
P.O. Box 305 
Kelowna, B.C.
J. N. CUSHING
Okanagan Manager STOCKS and BONDS 
W. F. Irwdn & Co. Ltd. Tel. 469
CAN BE CUT
in two different ways— by buying qualit}' coal 
which gives you more heat and service per dol­
lar and by taking advantage of our special low 
prices. You enjoy the advantage of both when,you 
order here and now.
W m . H A U G  SO N
C O AL and COKE DEALERS PHONE 66
ALEX MARSHALL 
IS PRESIDENT OF 
SPORTS GROUP!
Slump In Auto Sales Is 
Severe
Continued from page 3
lilnd the oigunizalion, cluiitiing that 
they alie starting a provindUd-wide 
campaign for ciiange.s to be made in 
Uie Game Act, pormiUing the feeding 
of ducks on private game pre.serve.s.
“Do you realize wliat tliis means?" 
asks Mr. Si.ssons. "It .simply means ad­
vocating tlie breaking of the existing 
Migratory Game Bird Treaty willj the 
United States and jja.ssing into the 
hands of sportsmen, wlio are llnan- 
cially independent, the right to feed 
ducks and slioot same in tlioir private 
shooting club.s. . Tlie Lower Mainland 
Gun Club, of Vancouver, voted unan­
imously in o])posing tills suggestion, 
and tlic Nortli Shore Rod and Gun 
Club has done likewise."
In reply, the Kelowna Rod and Gun 
Club has forwarded-the following re­
solution to G;imc Trails in B.C.: 
“Whereas an organization, calling
IRUTLAND PUBUC  
SCOUT MEETING 
WELL ATTENDED
I Normal Programme Of Scout 
Work Viewed With Interest 
By Adults And Children
RUTLAND. Jan. 26.—Tlie annual 
I public Scout meeting, held In the Com 
|munity Hall on Friday, Jan. 21st, was 
attended by over a hundred school 
[children and a number of adults, the 
live ijutrols of Scouts going through a 
normal evening’s programme in view 
of tlie audience, us an illustration of 
the uetivitles of the Rutland Scout 
I Troop, 'riie iirogratnmc consisted of 
llie following items: Roll call and in
I spcction of uniform; marching drill by 
the Troop; physical exercises (D. H,
I Campbell, instructor); Tenderfoot tests 
in corners, by the various patrols 
I Beavers, knot-tying; Kangaroos, uses 
of Scout staff; Seals, Union Jack
Foxes, Scout Law and Promise; Eagles 
William S. Knudsen, President of I Scout signs; Semaphore Signalling, by 
itseif the B.C. Game Development As- I General Motors Corporation, in testify- Kangaroos and Foxes (P.L. Basil Bond 
soclation has recently been formed, ing before^the Unemployment Commit- instructor); First Aid demonstration 
part of whose programme—it Is under- I tec of the U.S, Senate recently, ex-1 (p.L. Dennis Reid, instructor); relay 
stood—refers to the removal of rostric- plained the laying off of 30,000 cm- races; presentation of badges by the 
tions imposed under the existing “Mig- ployccs on the ground that November president of the Association; dismis.sal 
ratory Game Birds Treaty" against the slump in auto sales was “the most^v-| p.L. Basil Bond was presented with 
feeding or baiting of migratory birds | ere in history," 
in privately owned areas, and
Whereas, ih our opinion, the said 
restrictions and their enforcement in 
the U.S.A., under Federal authority, 
is a vitally important link in the 
campaign for the restoration of mig­
ratory birds.
Bo it therefore resolved that we, the 
Executive Committee of the Kelowna 
Rod and Gun Club, are utterly opposed
WINFIELD UNITED 
LADIES AID  
CHOOSES OFFICERS
the Grade “B" All Round Cords and 
u special Coronation Certificate for 
having obtained his King’s Scout badge 
during the Coronation period.
Refreshments wore served to the vis 
itors by the Scouts after the meeting 
! dismissed.
Rev. A. C. Pound briefly thanked the 
Scouts, on behalf of the local Welfare 
Committee, for their assistance with
---- ----------- ------ - -----------  ^ -----, , ^  . j  I the pi'oparation and distribution of the
to any action at this time, which would 1 Last Years Officials Re-elected | Christmas hampers. Thi'ee rousing
tend to weaken in any manner the 
operation of the Migratory Game Birds 
Treaty, and which action, if approved, 
would, as in the past, lead to large 
concentrations and heavy slaughter of
— Forty Dollars Contributed 
To Church Fund^
WINFIELD, Jan. 26.—The
migratory birds in restricted and gen- I Church Ladies Aid held their annual j ing the public Scout meeting. Election
cheers wore given by the boys for P.L 
Bond, the Scoutmaster and-the Presi­
dent of the local Association.
The annual meeting of the Local As 
United I sociation was held immediately follow-
orally private areas.”
G L E N M O R E
GLENMORE, Jan. 26.—Reeve G. C. 
Hume was the successful candidate at 
the election held on Saturday last. The 
Reeve, Councillors and School Trus­
tees for this year are as follows: Reeve, 
Mr. G. C. Hume; Councillors, Messrs. 
W. R. Hicks, W. J. Rankin, G. H. Mou- 
bray and Jack Snowsell; School Trus­
tees, Messrs. J. J. Staples, L. E. Mar­
shall, V. Martin, G. C. Hume and An­
drew Ritchie.'
Two groups from Glenmore have 
been formed to listen to and study 
together the broadcasts from U.B.C.
meeting at the home of Mrs. Offerdahljof officers resulted in returning most 
on Thursday afternoon, Jan. 20th. On j of last year’s executive, by acclama- 
nominations for the various offices be- tion. Following are the officials for 
ing called for, Mrs. John Edmunds, j 1938: President, Mr. E. Mi^gford; Vice- 
President, Mrs. V. R. McDonagh, Vice-1 president, Mr. R. B. McLeod; Secre- 
President, and Mrs. Luke Roberge, I tary-Treasurer, Mr. P. Ritchie; Corn- 
Secretary, were re-elected. Fewer ac- mittee: Messrs. A. N. Humphreys, W 
tivities during the past year were f . Schell, D. H. Campbell and Rev. A  
shown in the reports submitted, never- I c. Pound, Mesdames J. Ansell, C. H, 
theless a sum of $40.00 had been turn- j Bond, W. F. Schell, R. B. McLeod, 
ed over to the church during the year. I Reporting on the finances, the Sec- 
The next meeting will be held at j retary-Treasurer, reported receipts of 
the home of Mrs, C. L. Gunn on Feb-j $84.00, and expenditures of $79,00, with 
ruary 17. j outstanding accounts of $10.00, showing
*■ * * J a small deficit, which it was hoped to
The Women’s Institute entertained j wipe off shortly by subscriptions, or a 
at a whist drive last Friday, afternoon j dance possibly.
at the Community Hall. A  small charge J The activities of the Troop for the 
was made, the funds so collected to j past year were reported upon by Scout- 
be used to assist in getting a water I master Gray, and showed that, the 
supply for the use of the Hall. T irst I Troop had a maximum strength of 32 
and consolation prizes were given, boys and an average attendance of 22
^avs^ producing of pobej-ge winning the former and for the year. In addition, a patr o^l of
^  • Mrs. Bryan Cooney, of Okanagain Cen- boys from Winfield was attached to
Mrs R W Cornpr wa^ at a planned to dup- the Troop for instruction. An eight-
delightfS t^ 'a, given at her home afternoon df day summer camp, an Easter hike, an
Tuesday afternoon, in aid of the K e - , * , entertainment and several speaal p
Ibwna Hosmtai Mr« G G anrt lic parades were held, in addition toJo^a  Hospital. Mrs. G. C. Hume and I ^he annual meeting of the full 37 regular weekly meetings. The WolfMrs L P, Marshall nniirart taa whi1f> oi regular weexiy meeungs. rno won
refreshments were served bv Mrs V  Board took place at the home I Cub pack was reported to be without
LeiSs S  r  RanS^^ Tench on Monday L  leader, and Mr. A. N. Humphreys
Snowsell and Mrs E Calias Mrs w  afternoon. The Board includes the j volunteered to take over this work 
Short and M r^  Williams also S s t S '  and Okanagan Centre appoint- pending selection of a permanent Cub-
during the Stlrnoon Quite a were read by the re- master, while P.L. Basil Bond agreed
of losfoo spective representatives and m most to continue as Assistant Cubmaster.of ladies were present and a neat sum 
of money was donated to this worthy 
institution.
A  writer on the subject of school 
games recalls a headmaster who used 
to stimulate his football teams' scoring 
powers by caning the forwards. The 
more usual practice is, of course, to 
chastise the backs.
instances were quite gratifying.
• * '*
We are glad to learn that Mrs. Beas­
ley has returned, accompanied by her 
daughter Molly, and we hope to see 
the latter able before long to be around 
among her friends.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Duggan, accom­
panied by Mrs. P. Harding, of Kelow­
na, are vacationing at Seattle and 
points south, a trip on which they will 
spend several weeks.
Miss Jacques, of the Kelowna Hos- 
I pital staff, was a visitor at the home 
of Miss Jeanette Hawks for a few days 
j last week.
Mrs. P. H. P. Griess and Mrk W. J. 
Coe are visitors in Vernon for a short 
stay.
Fifteen Wolf Cubs were on the roll. 
After passing votes of thanks to the 
11937 officers, the meeting adjourned.
* • •
The Rutland Branch of the Pro-Rees 
I is busy practicing for a display to be 
held on Wednesday next, Feb. 2nd. 
They will be assisted by members of 
I the Kelowna branch.
Skating parties are still a popular 
pastime. On Friday evening, Ernie 
Gibson and Willard Urqukiart enter­
tained a number of friends at the Belgo 
Pond, and. on Saturday evening a 
younger group were guests of Miss 
Margaret Urquhart and Shirley Gray 
at Carney’s Pond, refreshments being 
served aroimd the camp-fire at the ice.
Poid'for new business in 1937 amounted to $25»685»4lS. 
Exclusive of deferred annuities new business was increase 
by the substantial sum of $1,847,300. .
Total business, in force amounted to $220,724,045 in­
cluding deferred annuities, an inerHse of $9,530,041.
Total assets amounted to $58,586,179 having increased 
by $3,740,272.
The Company has a margin over all liabilities of approxi­
mately $4,700,000, embracing free surplus of $2,082,611, 
investment r^erve of $^300,000, together with the excess 
of market value over book value of securities. When 
considered with the stringent valuation of policy 
liabilities this margin assures continued satisfacto:ty 
^  returifs to policyholders.
As a mutual Company North American Life has but qne 
objective and responsibility— to render the highest type 
of Life Assurance Service to its policyholders who are the 
sole owners of the Company and who alone receive 
all benefits.
Your co-operation and interest in thc,aflfairsof theCompany 
have contributed greatly to the progress of the year.
NORIH AMERICU UR
A MUTUAL COMPANY.: ALL PROFITS FOR POLICYHOLDERS
L IK E L Y
M’Daubei”, an eminent artist, w'ork- 
! ing beside a picturesque rural farm 
was being worried by the persistent 
attentions of a small fox terrier, and 
finally in. a rnoment of unrestrained 
I passion he seized the animal and dipp­
ed its hindquarters in a pot of vividly 
coloured paint. Soon after the owner 
I of the dog appeared-
“W'hat’s the meaning of this," he 
I shrieked.
“The brute sprang at me.” returned ________  ________ _____________ ^
the artist calmly, “and I stopped him J and cook-house at the Oyama Relief 
with this '—holding up a brush. ‘ '
“Sprang at you.” snorted the other.
“Sprang at you. W h^—tail first.”
Mrs. M. Dillman arrived home on 
Monday from White Star, Alta., after 
a visit of several weeks to her son 
there.
Mrs. C. H. Bond was a visitor to the 
Coast last week-end on the C.P.R. 
excursion. ♦ <5 #
Miss Helen Urquhart arrived home 
on Tuesday afternoon from Kelowna 
Hospital, considerably improved in 
health.
The local German Catholic Social 
Club has purchased the old dining hall
■5-I King Carol’s Sweetie Is 
Missing
t
G  H .
Representative.
GREER
KELOWNA, B.C.
57/A Annual Report is being sent to oath politybetdon 
Any person desiring a copy may seturt it upon roqnest.
Mme. Ma^da laiptiscu. for love of 
whom King Carol of lioumania in the 
days of ardent youth quarrelled with 
his family and went into self-imposed 
exile, has left Roumania for “a long 
vacation” and her piesent address is 
unknown.
Camp and volunteers are engaged in 
I demolishing the building and hauling 
the lumber to a site hear Stolz’s Ser 
I vice Station, where a Recreation Hall 
will be erected in the near future.
• * *
FriQnds of John Holitzki, the Adan- 
acs’ catcher, w ilt be interested to le^n 
that he was married on Monday last'to 
Miss Rose Diebert in Saskatchewan. 
The young couple are expected to ar­
rive in Rutland at the end of the 
month, and will take up residence in 
the district. \
' «
The Rutland United Church congre­
gation hold their annual meeting in 
the church on Monday, Jan. 24th. Rev. 
A. C. Pound occupied the chair, and 
reports were received from the vari­
ous organizations connected with the 
church.
Mr. A. N. Humphreys reported on 
the Sunday School, which was ^ hown 
to be in a flourishing condition, with 
an attendance of 7.5 at the beginning 
of this year..
The Women’s Missionary Society’s 
report was presented by Mrs. W. Mc­
Donald, and showed that, amongst 
other accomplishments, the Society had 
exceeded their quota of $75.00 for Mis­
sions by almost $10.00, a very good 
record.
The A.O.T.S. Club’.s activities and 
financial situation were outlined brief­
ly by Mr. P. Ritchie, the Secretary, 
while the woi'k of the Women's Asso­
ciation was covered by an ^exc61lefit" 
report by Mrs. C. L. Granger. This" 
indispen.sablc adjunct to the church
THE CHURCHES
TH E  U N ITE D  CHURCH OF 
C ANAD A
('‘Irat United, corner Kichter St. and Uemard 
Ayenuo
Key. W. W. Mcl*hcr»on, M.A., D.Tliu 
Organist and Choir Leader: Cyril S. Mossop, 
A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
11 a.m. Topic: "Tlic problem of
keeping-on-golng."
7.30 p.in. Topic: “Tcsthig his mettle.'’
C H R IST IAN  SCIENCE SO CIETY
Cor. Ucrtiard Aye, and Uertrain St.
This Society is a bnanch of The 
Mother Church,. The First Church of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun­
day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
5-tfc
work, more popularly known a.s the 
“Ladies. Aid/’ had raised over $400.00 
during the past year, and had, am­
ongst other things, paid the entire cost 
of installation of electricity in the 
rnanse.
The retiring Secretary of the church, 
Mr. J. R. Beale, read a statement of 
the church finances which were shown 
to be in the happy situation of having 
a small surplus, instead of the habitual 
deficit of past seasOps.
Mr. F. L.. Fitzpatrick .spoke appreci­
atively of the woi’k of Mr. Beale as 
Secretary, and a hearty vote of thanks 
was extended to him by the congrega-.  ^
tion.
Election of four members to the 
Board of Stewards resulted in choice 
of Messrs. A. L. Cross, F. L. Fitzpat-
CONTINUE CASE OF 
VEGETABLE BOARD
VANCOUVER.—An injunction re­
straining Kamloops Produce Co. Ltd., 
of Kamloops, from marketing vege- 
tables other than under the direction 
of the n.C Interior Vegetable Market­
ing Board, was continued in Supreme 
Court by Mr. Justice Fisher, on Jan­
uary 10, until January 27. The In­
junction liad been grunted at the suit 
of the Attorney-Gcjieral of British 
Columbia. The adjournment was or­
dered for the purpose of cross-exam­
ination.
Japan’s largest imports from Canada 
during .rtmuury to December 1937 were 
wheat, lead, lumbef. nickel, newsprint, 
and aluminium, valued at 77,708,070 
yen, compared witli 55,776,004 yen in 
the corresponding period of 1930.
riclc, J. While and S. V. Hubble. Messrs. 
E. Mugford and A. Cross were re-elect­
ed to the Session. Mrs. E. Mugford 
was again chosen as choir leader, and 
Mrs. W. F, Schell as organist. A  vote 
of thanks was extended to Mi’s. Schell 
for her faithful services. The post of 
Secretary, relinquished by Mr. Beale 
upon moving to Kelowna, was taken 
over by Mr. S. V. Hubble, who will 
also act as Treasurer and as Secretary 
to the Board of Stewards.
The activities of the Young People’s 
Society were reported upon briefly by 
Miss M. Kidd and sliowed that organ­
ization to bo very active, with meet­
ings held weekly, after church service 
on Sunday evenings.
At the close of the business session, 
a short programme followed, vocal 
solos being given by Messfs, P. Ritchie 
and T. Teasdale. Refreshments were 
then served to the congregation by 
members of the W.A.
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
Incorporated 1909
Paid up Capital 
Reserve
$303,000.00 
$ 40,000.00
B O N D S  S T O C K S  
IN V E S T M E N T S
\
Orders executed on
Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, N ew  «York and London, England
Stock Exchanges.
W e w ill be glad to execute your orders or to discuss iiivestments
with you.
S A F E T Y  D E P O S IT  B O X E S  FO R  R E N T  
Open to the public from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
PHONE 98 PHONE 332
W ith Blade Attaeilfiient
Which has been working on the Petrie’s Corner con­
struction, will be finished next week.
Any farmers or others tvho wish to have their land 
levelled or other jobs of work cohipleted, communicate with 
The Kelowna Courier or
INTERIOR CONTRACTING CO. LTD.
Penticton, B.C. For Details Of. Cost^ .
26-lc —  37-lc
s
W e  C a n  H e l p  y p u
SOLVE YOUR BUILDING PROBLEMS !
DO N O T  H E S IT A T E  TO  C O N S U L T  US.
Without obligation, our friendly advice 
is yours for the asking.
S . M .  S IM S ^ S O N ,  L t d .
LU M B E R  A N D  B U IL D E R S ’ S U P P L IE S  
P H O N E S : General Office, 312; Mill Office, 313.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from VANCOUVER
V IA  PENTICTO N  — , D aily Service 
Greyhoimd 8:00 p,m. Iv. KIELOWNA ar. 9:45 a.m. Greyhoimd
Bus    10:10 p.m. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 a.m.    Bus
No. 11 ...... 10:35 p,m. Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:30 ajxt.......  No. 12
No. 11   10:00 a.m. ar, VANCOUVER Iv. 8:15 p.m.   No. 12
Dine leisurely 
on Train 3 after 
leaving Sicamous
4:00 p.m. Iv. 
8:05 p.m. ar, 
8:25 pjn. Iv. 
9:00 a.m. ar.
V IA  SICAMOUS 
Daily Except Sunday
KELOWNA 
SICAMOUS 
SICAMOUS 
VANCOUVER
Parlor Car 
between Kelowna 
and Sicamous 
ar. 2:25 pjn.
Iv. 10.25 a.m. 
ar. 6:50 pjn.
Iv. 7:15 p.m.
Travel Eastbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. ttHAYLER—City Ticket Agelit—Phone 104; or G, D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone lO—^Kelowna, B. C.
C A N A P IA N  P A C IF IC
I
ii'Vh  '
/ i  ■
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LW™f.aiiSMMmEamro.., •. BemmasmKrT 
20 GIRLS WANTED
/ o IjVtirn Huirtircssinij!
4 M M* ^, ii.so Ifttys 14» Ijvarit ltarhcrinf(
- S. N 'V'-y' ,VX/‘ 
■y<r^; A,-, V*
lliilli llir!!i> |ii ul'i'MijiuiiM pruvido prof- 
Hiilil' «iriipI()yHK'nt with plouMtuii mir- 
Minniilliifpi jiiul nn opportunity f*)r In- 
ilrfH'riili'rico hy opunluK your own 
luKlon 1l<MiNorml)|o. TOOI»S« Pltljll. 'i’rrrriM Arraiuj^ od.
Wllilo Jn ( lie I>i( y vl/ilt
M otor I (m lr<fn'MMltu7 
311 VV. IliUttiiinN
Mcicr Hairdressing School
303 WcGt HaBtings 
Vancouver, B. C. Soy. 7789
m m
I f f t ' i i  ■ . ,  
feV'lV,; I
T ; M f J
D o b r o w in g  E x p e r ie n c e s
An
Cnthusiasiic Customer:
A professional man, who 
was assisted many years 
ago by a small personal loan 
obtained at the Bank of 
Montreal, is still an en­
thusiastic and loyal cus­
tomer. He has told many 
o f his friends that the 
Bank's assistance at a time
of need is '&ne reason for 
his success.
If you need money, your 
application for a loan, 
properly secured, will be 
welcomed by the mimages; 
of any one of our 500 
branches.
^ i n  MONTREAL
ESTABLISHED 1817
where small accounts are welcome"
l-xpcriencecl Banking Service... ..the Outcome of
1 2 0  Years’ Successful Operation
39
Orcloi'K for Paratlo:
Thc'i(« will bo flio iisuiil voluntary 
pnrado at H('iulc|uarl('rr on Friday 
Jnn. 2«, at 7.ao p.m. Tlio Sliip’s Com­
pany will al.so parado in full uniform 
wilhout /laitorH, at Hoadciuartors on 
'riu'sday. 1-Y>b. 1, at 7.:i0 p.m.
On Saturtiay, Jan. 21), instruction 
cla.s.sc.s. commoncing at l» a.m., will b( 
licld at lleadquai'tcr.s by the Loading 
Cadets.
Quartormastor: Cadet Peel.
.■jideboy; Cadet l,.'indale.
Duty Waleii for this week: Starboard 
Watch.
A most interesting motipn picture 
di.sj;lay aiifl lecture was presented by 
Captain Horn to Cadets and' Ofllcers 
of “Grenville.” during last Tuesday’s 
parable. A film sliowing the manoeuvres 
of modern cavalry advancing against 
an enemy, occupied the major part of 
the displa.v. This film was instructive 
and entertaining throughout. It serv- 
cd to cmphcJsix.o Iho value oi’ discipline 
to any hody of men, and to point out 
the h.m m done to them by lack of such 
I discipline. Films of the Coronation 
concluded the lecture.
Qualifications this week are as fol­
lows: Cadet Aitken.s, Dutyman. 98'/. 
Cadet Newsom, Dutyman, 98%; and 
Cadet Snowsell, Knots. 100'/, an ex­
cellent grouji of marks.
Proceedings for the Navy League 
Ball to be held in the Royal Anne 
Hotel on Thursday, February 17, are 
well under way. Tickets may bo had 
fiom any Cadet or Officer, from mem­
bers of the Navy League Committee, 
from members of the Ladies’ Auxiliary, 
and from many other clubs and or­
ganizations.
The local branch of the kavy League 
IS carrying on through its Sea Cadet 
Corps a service which is invaluable 
I to the people of Kelowna, namely, the 
correct disciplinary training of many 
of her youngsters. Lately, the Corps 
has brought further honour to Kelow­
na by winning the I.O.D.E. Shield, 
emblematic of supremaej'- among B c ' 
Corps. In return for this, the local 
Navy League Branch asks you, the 
people of Kelowna, to support them, 
indeed, to help them carry on the 
p od  work by turning out en masse 
to this Ball
I UA'J %Vlr
A
m
H ig h  S c h o o l
Y ' .........................  -..... ..........  ^
H ig h l i g h t s l E N P H f S S
■  3 M u m
Last wwk was very ((uiot at school. 
Ihe highlight was the debate between 
Grade 12 and Grade 11. 'ri.e subject.
MORE CUPS-BETTER FLAVOR
. an economic boycott I
on Jajian would be effective” was very 
ably handled by botli sides. 'The af- 
I flrrnativu was taken by the Grade 11
students, Jim Clement and Ralph Pear-j 
coy. The negative was taken by Col-
LISTEN
onel LImore and Marcia Aitkens. The 
jtidges, Mr. Cameron. Miss Waites, I. 
Smith and W. Noel decided in favour 
or the affirmative. Before the judges’ 
decKsion was announced, there was a 
.short entertainment by .several of the 
students.
lAN/UM-193^
i  IMPERIAL TOBACCO’S 
INSPIRING PROGRAM
Ihe Dramatic Club is still rehearsing 
its play.s. 'rile time for the Musical 
E estival IS now approaching and the 
Glee Club will soon start practicing.
/Die Photography Club will be taking I 
pictures of familiar scenes around Ke­
lowna as a,project, the result of which 
they hope will be a film showing 
scenes in British Columbia.
F R ID A Y  7 P.M. P .S .T . 
CBR - CJAT - CKOV - CFJC - CHHIK
A contortionist appearing in the 
I Bankruptcy Court explained that in­
creasing girth had lessoned his carn-
1 mfis. Tr.v as he would, he could not 
I make both ends meet.
KEEP YOUR 
LIVER ACTIVE
And Y o u ’ l l  Feel W ondcrfu l- 
Never Ilcaditchcs, T ired , 
Sick, Constipated
Vl^en President Rospvelt’s birthday ball is held at the Waldorf-Astoria in
Bridges, socialite of Lebanon, Pa., w ill ported 
Youth of 1938.” In the picture she is seen wearing the Martha 
Washington period gown of rose taffeta in which she will appear.
not come in on every side, as on one 
side I am protected by the double 
fence of the railroad, but in cases 
where deer come in to eat the crops 
at night it would appear to be an ad­
equate protection.
I  would add that this attempt to ex 
elude the deer in my own case is so 
I successful that I am enclosing another 
I 80 acres, at a further cost for. wire and 
I stakes only, as the “Unit” is sufficient 
I to charge fifteen miles of wire.
Should, the deer, however, learn to 
Mump 4 ft. of barbed devilment in the 
I dark it will be quite easy to add a 
I third strand 6 ft. in height. •
Yours faithfully, , .
JOHN LAWSON. 
Borrobol, Kinbrace, Sutherland.
Your liver is the largest organ in your 
body and next to the heart the most im­
portant It does four things. It supplies 
the body’s natural laxative, gives proper 
nourishment to your blood, helpa the kidneysi 
and stomach, supplies the muscles, tissnea 
and glands with energy. You can't fecJ 
well if youT’ liver isn’t well. System 
becomes poisoned and you fed "rotten”. 
“Fruit-a-tives”  quickly make your liver 
healthy. You soon feel like a new person. 
A celebrated doctor’s formula—fruits and 
herbs—has given perfect health to thousand^
FRUITATIVESt TABifTS
“Whalfes are said to^have small 
throats, but the size of them is decep- 
five,” says a writer- It will be remem­
bered that even Jonah was taken
WARD SYSTEM TO E LE C T R I®  FENCE KELOWNA AQUATIC ASSOCIATION LIMITED
BE ABOLISHED 
AT PEACHLAND
r i e r
SUCCESSFUL AS 
DEER REPELLENT
BALANCE SHEET
As at November 30th, 1937 
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 ^ PEACHLAND, Jan. 26.—The munici- 
1 pal election on Saturday in Ward T 
I only resulted in victory for F. G. Kin- 
, chin over W. J. Oakley, who represent­
ed Trepanier, which . is Ward 1, for 
I several years. The vote wps 1.5 to 6.
The referendum resulted in a de- 
I cisive majority for the abolition of 
wards in the Municipality, with .52 vot­
ing for the change and 23 against. A  
Ihiee-flfths majority is required for 
such a measure to be passed. j
seived for eleven months on the Coun­
cil in 193.5 as 'a representative of Ward 
3. expressed his thanks for the confid­
ence shown in him by the electors and 
I-stated that lie would do ,his best to 
work along with tJie other members 
of, the Council to the best of his 
! abilitv.
Th fc|u5e?^^^^ less depreciation)
from “The Field” of Oct. 30th, 1937, in ' Charges
the hope that it may offer a .solution 
to the proble.m confronting Peachland
ruit growers of protecting their young I LIARII
orchards , from the raids of browsing To the Public: ' L IA B IL IT IE S
t/',,,.-!! . j Accounts Payable ....
curren s n o / ' n f e l e c t r i c a l  Resepe for Regatta Operations 
nof ean- War 'Canoe Fund
animals or human | To the Shareholders: ..... .... ' ...... ........  . ............. .............. . .......
Authorized Capital $10,000.00
Divided into 400 shares of $25.00 each. ' ' - -
Issued: 327 shares of $25.00 .......  a-oiocnnSurplus: ............ - - - -  - ....- ........ $8,175.00
Balance, May 1st, 1937....................... .....  <si 9na«'i
Less:—Bad Debts Written Ofl[ ................72.80
Expenditure over Revenue ...... 215 98
----------  288.78
---- -----  916.05
-$ 8654»
.. 8.809.«r 
- 170.56
$9,845.71
waini uijiluais or nu an 
beings, while the cost of a plant suf­
ficient to protect an orchard of average
.... n il
$ 500.00 
254.66
I-Jp lii
The Buying Public is care­
fully directed by the A d ­
vertising Traffic Columns 
to the Bargain Avenues of 
Merchandise.
Officers for the year of 1938 were 
elected at the annual meeting of the 
^  omen s Auxiliary to the Canadian 
Legion, held in the Legion Hall on 
VVodnepay afternoon, January 19. All 
yacancie.s were filled by acciamation,
I Mr.s. E. Ruffle being elected President. 
Mrs. W, B. Sander.son. Vice-President.'
Mrs. A. West, Secretary-Treasur­
er. Tile latter h,as already served in 
lhi.s capacity for eleven years, and a 
vote of thanks was given to her and 
the otiier last year’s officers.
The. financial report showed a bal­
ance of $43 on hand, which' included 
$15 fiom the sale of tickets on an'af-' 
ghan knitted by Mrs. R. N. Martin and 
Miss M. Coldham.
Sir From time : to time there are 
leports in the press of the damage 
done by red deer, so the followmg 
shoit account of how their depreda­
tions may be curtailed may be of in­
terest alike to farmers, crofters and 
proprietors.
y^en in California last autumn I 
noti^d, in the case of dairy and hog 
ranches, that they were using tem- 
porary fences with one or two strands 
I barbed or plain wire charged with 
I ®^6ctricity to restrict the movements of 
cows, horses, .sheep and hogs. The 
charge IS a light one derived from a 
e-volc. battery and is not harmful to 
nian or beasi—m the case of the latter 
no second experience is required-
.seems to have emanated 
Horn the great dairying State of Wis­
consin, and the parent company has 
rpm London under the
"  ^  ‘ and Imple-
Z V i c t o r i a
sar^Po Z " ' "eces-saiy apparatus can be obtained
9,09185
OPERATING STATEMENT
For the Seven Months ended November 30th, 1937 
GENERAL — EXPENDITURE
$9,845.71
Wages ^.........................
Dance Expenses 
Repairs and Maintenance 
Office Expenses 
Insurance .......
Light and Water .
Advertising ....
Telephone and Telegrams . ....................... ............ ........  68.05
Rowing Club .......... ...... ..............
.................. .............. ...................... 44.25
-$1,189.33 
- 776.44
558.74
-  241.41
... 115.65
-  139.07 
68.05
„  , . I years ago I went to the
 ^ Badminton jilayers from We.stbr.nk of cultivating and manuring
joined the local club on Thursday eve- ba.sie qi.pcr u—  x.----
ning and on Sunday afternoon a num­
ber of Peachland' pla.yers went to 
We;,tbank to play. The local club has 
worked up a good membership this 
>ear and keen intere.st is.take.n in the 
game. Members of the club are also 
practi.sing hard for a play which is to 
be piesented here on February 18 in 
the. Legion Halk Rumours from the 
scene of action indicate that some of 
oui weli-knwvn badminton players 
W'ill be .seen to good advantage in this 
interesting presentation.
Mr.^ :. W. Renfrew left for Vancouver 
I on Tue.iday night to attend the funeral 
I of liei; motlier. Mrs. Bush, who passed 
away in the Norfli Vancouver Ho.'^ pital 
on Tiie-sday.
J’’' D. Lyons was a recent visitor to Van- 
I couvei. .
Miss Joan Fulks 
I at Beae’erdcll.
i.s visiting friend.s
Mrs. Munro has returned to her home
a f t e r spending some time ivith
•with c slag an'd'lim;: t h ^ f t e r  
sowxng with clover, about 100 acres of 
meadowlands on the Helmsdale be- 
tween Kildonan and Kinbrace, intend­
ed for sheep feed, but unfortunately 
forming a perfect “salt-lick” '
I ijpn ""Z .problem was to■ceep de.,1 from coming in at night
my grass and 
to combat this I enclosed, as a trial 
some 40 acres with a two-strani fence 
on 3 X 3 posts, toge- 
It a necessary straining posts,
Z ?   ^ i  material of under
A.2^ of which the “Unit,” without 
battery, ©ost £15.
The battery attachment is in the gar- 
is turned on at
daik and turned off at daylight, 
j -the plain lower wire to begin with 
ivas set at 2 ft. 9 ins. to allow t L  .sheep 
to pass under, and the upper barbed 
v,-ire wms 4 ft. from the ground. ’The 
firsL night, with the aid of a strong 
1a.shhght. we saw some 60 deer strung 
in a straight line 10 ft back from the 
fence looking at it. The second and 
 ^V^ -, n'ghts the same picture present­
ed Itself .'?ave that there were one or 
uvo hinds inside who had crawled un
Depreciation
Membership,
City Grant .....
Dance Revenues 
Boat Hire and Storage 
Other Revenues ,
GENERAL — REVENUE
$3,268.17 
.. 786.26
— ----$4,054.43t
-$1,364.50 
750.00 
.. 1.059.75 
- 178.25
186.90
3,539.4ft
R E G ATTA  — EXPENDITURE
Wages . ...... I _ ....... ........ ■■■■■■■■
Band Expense
Banquet . .. .........  — ............—.
Course, equipment and competitors’ expensZ 
Advertising .......
$3,539.46
Baseball Expense 
Wrestling Expense 
Sideshows 
Dance Expcn.se 
Miscellaneous
A dvertis in g and N ew s Bureau - - Phone 96
her mother. Mrs. Stubbs, at We.stbank. j rip’? ------
« « ,  ^ . aci -the bottom wire. The following
, N. Evan.s. R. Red.-tone and N. Brad- V'Z lowered to 2
I bury left last week for Terrace Moun- 
! tain, where they ure engaged in logg­
ing.
Wesibank took the honour.s at con­
tract bridge when a number o f  their 
playoi .s met Beach land bridge players 
at the Edgewnter Inn., Seven tables 
wei c in jilay and a most enjoyable 
evening spent by (ho.se who attended.
ft. 6 ins., and that night over 100 deer 
were counted at either end of the 
meadows with their heads down look­
ing at the fence, and the next night 
there vyere none at all to be seen in 
the neighbourhood. My position, is 
perhaps exceptional, as the deer can-
Admissions
Donations
Dances ...
Sideshowa 
Wrestling . 
Concession Rentals 
Baseball ... 
Programmes 
Entry Fees
REGATTA —  REVENUE
..$ 624.02 
.. 457.76
- 195.00
. 9^10
. 342.87
101.56 
69.00 
167.89 
314.01 
92.50 
278.64
-------- $2,73685
...... $1,232.75
37.50
.....-  814.30
—.... 567.55
— - 192.00
100.00
.....  54.75
24.80
11.75
------- —$3,035.40
and Mrs. L. B. Fulks.
Balance being Expemliture in excess of Revenue 
for the period ended November 30th, 1937:
' General Operating Loss ....... . ‘ , ricno
Regatta Operating Profit ............... ' 299 05
$6,574.80
215.98
T U I , . " "  ‘ ‘^ nd Mrs. A. PentLind .mri
•i V i E d m o n t o n ,  is daughter Pat left last Friday for a 
a visitor m town at the home of Mr. holiday trip by motor. (
■ * .. I . ' ■ ; , ' ,
R.l. G. RUTlflERFORD & CO.,
> I nhnrfi • *• ''w • J ,-
$6,790.78
Sts, Auditors.
■Ssiiaags
it **>
JANUARY io:w TH E  K E L O W N A  COURIER AND  OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
m i n a r y  D r a f t  O f  S t a n d a r d  
n t r a c t  S u b m i t t e d  T o  G r o w e r s  
? A t  T h e i r  K e l o w n a  C o n v e n t i o n
Courlcl
Ie h ATION of llie interest which will be aroused with the publiea- I 
R. B. Staples’ corninents on the proposed standard contract. The 
8 decided to i)ublish the entire draft us submitted to the B.C.F.G.A. 
In Kelowna this*month. The principle of the standard contract 
by the j.'rower.s in convention, and tlie form will be submitted to 
locals for discussion and alterution. Following is the contract as 
fiti its |)reliminary draft:
 ^firower liereby aj)i)oinls tliC^
as his sole and exclusive 
transjjort, i)aclc, store arid 
plnd to re/'ulate and facilitate 
pin^, slorinj', marketitif' or otl>- 
^isposing of tlie trt;e fruits 
|tcr mentioned, and to do all 
Ind f?iv(! sucli instructions and 
I'rms .and conditions in relation 
as fully and effectually as he
shipper or in which he may have any 
rij'lit, title or interest, or over which 
lie has any riRhl of control or cUsposi- 
lion without any discrimination what­
soever, and in accordance with the 
terms of this afjreement.
1.'). The .shipper shall not in his pre- 
liaration of the fruit for market or in 
account!nf' to the pools allow an over
not
could do if these presents hadiaj'e of more than two per cent of the bills of ladirif', accounts, names 
in entered into. Such appoint- fruit received by him, and will account growers represented by him, and es,- n l l l u u in iii u iiu m ........ ^ —
be irrevocable during the con- to the pools for all overage or quantity timates or actual volume of such growr ______ n ....» O !ilir
ICC of this contractOL nil  iiLi'iiGi. iiuu'kotccl by him in excess of the
mny agreement entered into by quantity credited to the pools as hav 
\ower and the shipper, or either ing been received by him.
fcrh. with respect to the said tree The shipper shall, at th e -------
a shall be subject to the terms and marketing season, render to the grow- 
itions hereof, and is deemed to be er a statement of each pool, showing:—m l oc i i m i uu uui  nuitj,
bv and to the extent of the (a) The amount of the fruit received him, and will when required by the 
ereoV. Any such agreement is, for the credit of such pool, by. Company verify the accuracy of suchhereof. y s c  agree e t is 
iir as it affects the interest of the 
^er or tiie shipper, or either of
varieties, grades and sizes
m ui^ - .............. (b) The amount thereof marketed.
to be read and construed as if (c) The price received for same, 
terms hereof were incorporated (d) The losses, rebates, allowances or
#, ;
/->S
ein. Where the terms of any such 
ement are inconsistent with the 
jls or conditions hereof, the terms 
1 conditions hereof shall prevail.
. This agreement shall, as between 
. grower and the company, be bind- 
> and be deemed to be fully executed 
ihen it has been signed by them, not  ^
lithstanding that it has not then been 
,_iecuted by the shipper, the grower to 
lave choice of packing house, provided 
lat shipper utilizes this agreemer.\
4. The shipper covenants and agrees 
#,with the grower and company that, in 
i^consideration of their .entering into 
Ithis agreement, he will devote h<is ab-
, Jility and attention to the packing, 
storing, and marketing of tree fruits 
r- ' delivered by the grower and of other 
growers who have entered into con­
tracts with the company similar in 
nature to this agreement, and will not 
receive from or engage in the packing, 
storing, marketing, or otherwise dis­
posing ,of tree fruits of any other per­
sons, excepting Avith the agreement of 
company.
5. The company covenants and ag­
rees with the grower that it will, to 
the best of its ability, well and truly
.. represent the grower and guard his 
interGst*
■ 6. Subject to the ternis hereof, the 
grower will deliver to the shipper
' during the continuance of this contract, 
all the tree fruits in dr to which the
■ grower shall have an^ j right, title, or
interest, or over which the grower has 
any right of control or disposition, pro­
duced on Lot ............  Block ......... ,
.................... District, consisting of
.................... .acres.
7. The grower will deliver the said
tree fruits to the shipper at his pack­
ing house at....  ...................- at such
time as the said tree fruits shall have 
reached the state of maturity suitable 
to their being prepared for market.
8. The grower will not dispose of 
the said tree fruits, or any part there­
of, except for local consum.ption, other­
wise than in- accordance with the terms
• of this contract, ahd any mortgage or 
’ hypothecation of the same will be sub- 
' ject to any rights in, to. or over the 
same hereby given to the shipper or 
to the company.
9. The shipper will, during the pick­
ing season, supply to the grower, with­
out charge, suitable boxes for picking 
and delivering of the said tree fruits 
and in sufficient quantities, and the 
o-wnership and property of the said 
boxes shall at all times remain- with 
the shipper, and the grower will not 
permit the use .of the same to any per­
son otherwise than for the tree fruits 
of the grower,. or-Hi^d, sell, give or 
otherwise dispose of the same. All 
boxes supplied shall be returned by 
the grower to the shipper oh or before 
the 30th day of November in each 
year in which the agreement slialj be
' in force.
grower the cost of any .box not so re­
turned. and the grower agrees to pay 
such cost on demand, or that the ship­
per may deduct the sum from any 
monies payable by him to the grower 
under the terms hereof, provided, heny- 
ever, that ’ '
the growe.
m'ents a diarge may be made of 
cents pen box.
10. The shipper agrees to receive.
tree fruits which shall be of merchant 
able quality to the best of his ability, 
and that he will pack the same iii ac
ers’ crops, and other documents and 
'- returns, with respect lo tree fruits mar­
keted or to be marketed by him, and1^ UUCIl lUGL'IVtJU u  llilH. xji. \.\J ..... .
T e s ipper s all, at t e end of the with respect to the proportion or quan
_i.5__.. ____ _ .. 4.,.,. 41-k^  T dlf*!! I.VOl
charges made in respect to the shall have authority and that he will
________ _ r/ __ i ’x»rr*Hinry frt «llf’hpreparing for piarket, storing, 
transporting, assembling, and mar­
keting the same;
and a copy of such statement shall be 
delivered to the company.
16. The grower agrees that, if, in 
the preparation of the said tree fruits 
for market, the culls should exceed in 
boxes 5% o f the tree fruits delivered 
by the grower, the shipper may charge 
for the same, not to exceed 5c per box 
for the excess. Unless the grower no­
tifies the shipper of his desire to take 
delivery of the culls and remove same 
within twenty-four hours of his being 
notified to do so, the shipper may dis­
pose of same in such manner as to 
him seems best. The shipper agrees 
to pay to the grower any monies re­
ceived from the sale or other disposal 
of culls, after deducting all proper and 
necessary expenses of such sale or 
disposal.
17. The shipper shall be entitled, 
and is hereby authorized, to deduct 
from the pools such assembly charges, 
losses, rebates or allowances, necessar­
ily and properly made in respect to the 
marketing of the said tree fruits, as 
may be approved by the company, but 
subject hereto shall account to the 
pools at the prices fixed by the com­
pany.
18. The grower agrees that all mon­
ies due to the grower from the shipper 
may be applied by the shipper first 
against loans or other indebtedness of 
the grower to the shipper, until such 
indebtedness is paid in full, and the 
shipper agrees that, subject to such 
deductions, "the net amount due by the 
shipper to the grower shall he due and 
payable immediately on the closing of 
the pools, and that no money received 
by the shipper in respect of any one 
pool will be used by him in respect of 
any other pool, either .o f variety, 
grade, size or time, except with the 
consent of or in accordance with re­
gulations of the company.
19. The grower ajgrees that if at the 
end of any marketing season, and on 
the completion of returns by the ship­
per to the grower, the grower is in­
debted to the shipper, such indebted­
ness may be deducted from the suc­
ceeding years return if this contract 
fomains in force, but if the contract is 
terminated, then in such case the 
grower hereby appoints the company 
a receiver of all monies to become 
payable as the proceeds from the sale 
or disposal of his tree fruits and the 
company shall, out of such monies, 
make payment to the shipper of such 
indebtedness and such receivership 
shall continue until such indebtedness 
shall have been fully satisfied.
The grower and shipper agree 
with the company that the company 
may from time to time, and at such 
limes as to the company may seem
inc  , t e agree e t best issue and. may from time to time
The .shipper may charge the .^ders. rules.amend or revoke, such orders, rules 
regulations, directio'ns or instructions 
to the shipper cw make such prohibi­
tions. as may be necessary to the full 
exercise of the powers hereby granted 
to the company by the grower, as to 
- , ‘T i -  iho transDOrting. packing, storing, and
'"o v S  h r f c , S  ™ k ” in ro f  th/sald tree fruits byo\ei his . actual icqu e shipper, and as to the time and
place and price, and upon -what terms 
the same is to be marketed, and as to
ity and condition of the said tree by the grower ^  
fruits and as to the package in which because-of the tfr
nr the same is to bo marketed, ahd the counting methods ^-----—
---- . . rnnihod of m-eoaring the same, and as fruit growing districts as to pooling of
cordance with instructions.^ ^oide;^ inspection thereof, and as to charges fruits handled by a shipper it is gen- 
rules or regulations from ti.mv to t allowances, claims, erally impossible to prove or deters
and rebates in respect to the market- mine that fruit the subject of any sale 
ing or other disposal thereof, and as 'or disposition, or received^by or being 
to the pooling of the returns from the packed, stored, transported, or mar- 
marketing thereof, and. in particular keted by the shipper, is the fruit of 
without in any manner limiting the any particular grower. It ig. there- 
-^eneralilv of the foregoing, may make fore, hereby agreed that in.the event 
orders rules regulations and give of any conflict or disagreement or al- 
instructions leged breach of this agreement, or any
(aVas to the quantity, quality, variety, part hereof, it shall not be necessary 
<frndo or size of such tree fruits notwithstanding any law oi iu Ig of 
which may be transporteik,. pack- evidence to the contrary, for the com- 
cd stored, pooled.-or marketed- or pany to prove that any tree, fruits in
issued by the company under the 
terms hereof.
11. The shipper agrees to insure the 
said tree fruits to their full insurable 
value, against lo^  by fire, with a duly
' licensed insurance company, and in 
case of loss by fire, the shipper shall 
he liable" to the grower only for such 
sums as he may receive from the in­
surance compan.v covering the grow­
er’s tree fruits. ■ • , ,
12. The shipper may pool the fruits I 
of the grower with the fruits of other | 
growor.s provided such other growers j 
are under contract with the company j 
hut not otherwise, and only in accOrd-;
. ance with .such terms, conditions, in-1 
structionsi ^orders, rules and., regula- ; 
tions as n-Tay from, time lo time be; 
made by the compan.y. |
13. The grower and .shipper agree I 
that the shipper slir'ti receive and may |
■ ----- ; |f(„. his services j
marketing or 
stV/ yjfe’ce fruits, only 
Wto m\ctcrmincd and 
o ,  / ^ i T g c s  ] ) i - e p a re d  
the C' -I-
sped to any time, variety, place, 
gr;ide, size, or quality Ihereof:
(d) as to iiispecUo’ii or inspection cer­
tificates. or as lo any container in 
wliici) the product is marketed:
(e) as to brokerage, rehati's, adjust-
moiils, or allowances, arising out 
of the marketin/t or otlier disposal 
of such tree fruits, and in respect 
thereto, the company may consider, 
approve, settle, reject or allow Uie 
same: ^
21. The shipper covenants and ag- 
ree.s with the company that he will, 
as required by the company, make 
true and accurate returns to the com­
pany, and file with it accurate crop 
estimates, copies of invoices, contracts,
of
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tily, variety, grade or size of sucli tree 
fruits marketed, or to**hc marketed by
documents by statutory declaration.
22. The shipper hereby covenants 
and agrees with the company that any 
person transporting such tree fruits
give such authority in writing to such 
person to furnish to the company all 
information in possession of such per­
son with respect to tree fruits mar­
keted by the shipper and transported 
by such person, and authority for the 
company to inspect the records of such 
persons relating thereto.
23. The shipper covenants and ag­
rees with the company that the offic­
ers, servants, or agents of the conipany 
may enter upon the shippers’ lands 
and premises at all reasonable times 
for the purpose of ascertaining whe­
ther the provisions of this agreement 
and regulations made hereunder are 
being complied wjth.
24. The shipper covenants and agrees 
with the company that he will produce 
such books, accounts, records and do­
cuments and furnish such information 
as may be reasonably required by any 
person appointed by the company pur­
suant to paragraph 23 hereof.
25. The shipper covenants and ag­
rees that he will comply with, follow 
or obey, all of the orders, rules, re­
gulations, instructions, or directions 
as aforesaid.
26. The grower agrees to pay, and 
hereby authorizes the shipper to de­
duct from any monies due him^  and 
pay to the company for its services 
hereunder, at such time or times as 
the company may demand, such sum 
or sums as may be demanded by the 
company in respect thereto, but not
to exceed — ....... .....c per standard box
of apples and pears" and crabapples,
and ...............c per standard package
of all other tree fruits delivered by 
the grower, or such sum or sums as 
may be payable under any scheme of 
stabilization or marketing control to 
which the grower may become a party, 
or which may be imposed under the 
authority of any Act of the Dominion 
Parliament or Pro-vincial Legislature.
27. Inasmuch as it is impracticable, 
and generally will Or may be'impos- 
sible, to deterinine the actual damage 
resulting through a breach of any of 
the terms hereof by the shipper, the 
shipper hereby covenants and agrees 
that in the event of any breach hereof, 
and his failure or neglect or refusal 
to comply -with any instructions, dir­
ections, orders, rules or regulations of 
the company shall be a breach hereof, 
then an amount shall be payable as 
liquidated damages 'for such breach, 
and not as a penalty, the sums com­
puted as follows:—
(a) For any breach other than one 
concerning the marketing sale or 
disposal of tree fruits, the sum of 
10c per package involved in such 
breach.
(b) For any breach concerning the 
marketing, sale or disposal of tree. 
fruits, the sum of 25c per package 
involved in such breach.
ic) Such damages shall be credited to 
the pool relating to the fruitsTpji 
volved in such breach, an^rfnot 
so credited shall be a debt due -by 
the shipper to the company, and in 
any action to recover the same all 
that it shall be necessary for the 
company to prove shall be the ver­
dict judgment or order declaring 
such breach and the amount of 
fruit involved therein. ,
‘28. : It is recognized and agreed upon 
"ind the shipper that 
adc practices and ac- 
prevailing in the
deduct fr 
in pai-kir 
di.sposirig 
such sii'hs 
set out ill 
and puhl.s 
pany
grc>"
otherwise disposed of by the ship 
per at any place or places, or time 
or limes, or the proportion of his 
supply thereof wliich may be so 
transported, packed, stored, pooled 
o r  marketed or otherwise dispo.sed 
of. and, 'for Itic purposes of this 
clause, such quantity may be cal­
culated by number, weight, or iier- 
centage, and may relate to any or 
all varieties. grades. or sizes 
thereof.
(bV as to the time or times at which 
\the same nr any quantity thereof.
I ijay be transported, packed, stor- 
;d. pooled or marketed or o1|um- 
vise disposed of; 3
s to tlio jAnco,,or prices at .Vihieli'Vuch tree fro<7 ' .» be maiji’eted ,to the 
lor othoxwis/ - -  - r  ar.
question in such conflict, disagreement, 
or alleged breach, wore or arc, the tree 
fruits of the grower, o r . of any other 
grower, or were produced on the pro­
perty of tlie grower. Any failure on 
the part of the grower or the shipper 
to comply with or obey any order, 
rule, 'regulation or instruction of the 
company, made in accordance with the 
terms hereof, with respect to any tree 
fruits, shall be deemed to be a breacli 
qf this agreement.
2!). This agrc'emcnt sliall remain in 
force and continue to be binding upon 
tlie, parties lierclo until cancelled by 
notice in writ” '-’ - Such notice shall be 
sufficiejillw 
gislcred covl 
'ontijr
......
1, ‘ ‘V 1
......,¥f. . «  F:. .vXt,T>
Thousands upon thousands of Canadians welcomed the new year with time-lmnoured din, but few ^
of Callander with the Dafoe Hospital programme. Annette got a thrill from beating her drum. Yvonne fancied the cymbalb. but Enailic obtain^ better 
results with her trumpet. To play t L  triangle properly, Cecile had to stri ke with a vengeance. Little Mane got satisfactory music from her tambourine.
This agreement and everything here­
in contained shall be subject to finy 
law of the Dominion or Province now 
or hereafter in force, and any orders, 
rules or regulations properly made and 
in accordance with such laws or any 
of them.
Whenever the masculine or singular, 
or any pronoun is used throughout this 
agreement, or in any regulation issued 
by the company, the same shall be
construed as meaning the feminine or 
plural, or such pronoun as the context 
requires, and wherever the word “per­
son” is used, it shall be construed as 
meaning and including any person, 
partnership, firm or corporation, or any 
person authorized in wi’iting by a part­
nership, firm or corporation to act on 
their behalf.
This agreement, and everything here­
in contained, shall enure to the benefit
of, and be binding u,pon the parties 
hereto, their heirs, executors, admin­
istrators and assigns.
IN WITNESS HEREOF the parties 
hereto have hereunto set their hands 
or affixed their signature or seal the 
day and year first above written.
“Lunatic Secured in Telephone Box,” 
says a heading. It is not known whe­
ther he was sane when he entered it.
WOULD “SUIT’’ HIM
He had been warned off golf for 
six months, owing to the state of his 
health. At the end of that period he 
presented himself for medical exam­
ination.
“Heart good,” said the medical man 
briefly.
“Well, doctoi',” said the patient per­
suasively, “what about ; clubs?”
—__^
y
To keep abreast of the times
they
1 lender re- 
parties 
j'le sender 
i of March
Do you keep posted from authentic sources on what takes 
place in your town and district, or do you trust to hearsay ?
bo-you realize that The Courier forms the only permanent 
record of the history of the Valley, and that its files will be con­
sulted in the years to come for historical facts ? Don’t you think 
that you should aid by your interest and support in making this 
record as full and complete as is humanly possible ?
Become a regular subscriber and you will never regret it. 
Y o u  w ill get far more than the annual cost of yoilr subscription 
out of one advertisement or a single item of news of importance
■ 1. 5
to you personally.
X
The Kelowna Cou
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THUHSDAY, JANUARY 21. T H E  K E L O W N /
*S
O KANAGAN  ORCHAEDIST
MISSION CREEK 
SCHOOL NOW HAS 
RED CROSS CLUB
Intermediate Room Organization 
Replaces C.G.I.T. Group And 
Explorers’ Club
UISNVOULIN, Jnn. 2».—'Hie luter- 
niediatc room of MisHioii Creek Seliool, 
iiruler Uie /’uidaiice of their teaelier. 
Mi.SH Reid, tiave formed a Red Cross 
Club, wliicli will replace the C.G.I.'J’. 
Crouf) and the Explort'rs’ Club. The 
followinj.; are tlu! elected o(l'i<-ers; I’re- 
•sident. Glenny.s Gillard; Vice-l'icsi- 
dent, Mar/’aret LanFraiie<i; Se<retary. 
Katie.' Alinionti; Trea.surer, Dotnitiii;o 
Alirnonli; Circidatin/; Maiia/;er, Helen 
fiwordy. IJet.sy Hume and IVIar.v Mar­
tin were chosen to look alt<T the pro- 
Hramrne.s and /;ames. 'I’lii nu'etiiuss 
will be field ev(.’r.y Friday arternoon, 
and the Junior room may .join in ilieni 
late,"'' m.
BISHOP APOLOGIZES FOL, ACT
VJe (!xt(!nd to'Mi. Neisli and laniily 
■'Ur sincert! .s.ympalh.y in their recent 
•sad bereavement. Mr. and Mrs. Neish 
were residimts of this district lor many 
years before movin;; to Kelown;i.
Mr. and Mrs. Stiell left last .Salui- 
day for Toronto, where they will spend 
a month with their daughters, Nancy 
and Mar.iorlo, who are altendinr; lib­
ra iy school, there.
I ;L.k.---
rr/
WESTBANK
WE,STBANK, Jan. 2(j.—Mr. and Mrs. 
T. B. Rdece left last week lor a visit 
to the Coast.
QMir. and Mrs. Washington Brown en­
tertained a party of bridge players at 
their home on Monday night. During 
the previous week. Mr. and Mrs. Pat 
Hewlett were hosts at bridge to a 
party of about twenty.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Thacker have been 
quite ill for the past ten days, and Mr. 
Gore is also an invalid, suffering very 
much from his eyes.
lOFFICIAL OPENING 
OF THE MISSION 
COMMUNITY HALL
Nearly Three Hundred And Fifty 
People Attend Enjoyable 
Initial Dance '
ISTIUJTLAM)
■moop
“Do a good turn daily!"
OKANAGAN MISSION, Jah. 2(5.— 
The dance which took place in Ok­
anagan Mission on Friday, Jan. 21st, to 
mark the official opening of the newI K m ri j i i m  
ThSh Friday night, hall, proved to be the biggest and
c eluded with a shoit dance. Lpost successful affair ever held in the 
were present. An community. Nearly tlij-ee hundred and
-V O N  forntrdffpp served by the hfty people were on hand to try out -V.O.N. committee: J
■n/r,...- u T j  T Chas. Pettman’s Imperials. Many came
Kelowna and East Kelowna for 
with nrnvpr anH n d Brian Drought occasion and were emphatic in
yeSs"atTendare"ars\"S?or^^^^^ " " "
^h?rt“  for°"aS^^^^ /t Lppertime, Mr. H. C. S.' Collet
"Stubbs, second prize. m l  ■ ^P^eclr expressing the
, , * thanks,of Mission residents and their
Miss Russell, of Edmonton, is 'visit- welcome to all their visitors but there
ing her aunt, Mrs. L. ,D. Hitchner. c^ :^";ioi^y. ff being per­
fectly obvious that the Community Hall
Why do hens always lay 
daytime?
At night they are roosters.
eggs
'>=
STOCK WELL’S
L IM IT E D  
P H 0 N E  - 324
S lG  V A L U E  
SPECIALS
15cSCOOPS—Ivory and Red Handled 
EGG BEATERS— 1
Ivory and Red Handled x D C  
KITCHEN FORKS—
Ivory and Red Handled 
WIRE STRAINERS—
Ivory and Red Handled 
POTATO MASHERS—
Ivory and Red Handled 
MIXING SPOONS—
Ivory and Red Handled 
CAKE LIFTERS—
Ivory and Red Handled 
— See our window display
was .well and truly open.
Mr. J., Bi i^.dley was the lucky winner 
in the draw for a la r^  box of choco­
lates.
The committee for the dance was 
composed of Ivir. Victor Wilson, Mr. H; 
W. Ashbery and Mrs. H. Dunlop, who 
share the credit for organizing an ex- 
tretnely successful affair. Mrs. Dunlop 
with a willing band of helpers, took 
charge of the catering and fulfilled the 
difficult task of providing for a cro /d 
that exceeded all expectations^ Mrs. 
J. Ivens took charge of the coffee.. 
The building funds of the Commun­
ity Hall Association will benefit to the 
extent of more than .“plSO as a result 
of the dance, after meeting all ex­
penses.
. Orders for the week ending Jan. 
29th:
The Troop will parade in the Com­
munity Hall on Friday, at 7.45 p.m., in 
full uniform.
Diity Patrol: Foxes.
Basketball: Two games will be play­
ed, the tie between Seals and Foxes 
will be re-played, and the Beavers and 
Kangaroos will play again.
♦ ♦
The annual public Scout meeting, 
held on Friday last, was well attended 
and went off in good order, and the 
Troop received some first class public­
ity for their work. , A detailed report 
will be found elsewhere in this issue.
The new patrol competition is get­
ting away to a good start, and the 
standing now is:
PATROL POINTS
Kangaroos ' 396
Seals . ■ 351 ,
Beavers 331
Foxes 286
Eagles     .y .:  . 214
BOY SCOUT sh u ttle  gam e
rOHIMlM S^ POPULAR AT 
tOLUMN I kelOWNAI
1st Kelowna Troop
Troop First! Self Last! 
(By Scoutmaster)
I Number Of Matches Played With| 
Other Clubs— Skating Rink 
On Tennis Courts
EAST KELOWNA, Jan. 26.—East Ke- | 
lowna Badminton Club members have
COUNCILLORS ARE RETURNED
SPECIAL
B A U G A I M
FARES
to
EASTERN CANADA
FEB. 19 TO MAR. 5
R E T U R N  L IM IT  45 D AYS
Very low fares permitting 
travel in coaches, tourist or 
standard sleeping cars. 
Usual berth charges.
Stop-oyers allowed at sta­
tions Winnipeg and East.
For information call or write 
A. J. HUGHES, Agent 
. Phone ,>.'!0
E. II. II.4.RKNESS 
Traffic Representative 
Vernon, B. C.
.
V-3-38
The annual vestry meeting of St. 
Andrew’s Parish was held on Wednes­
day, Jan. 19th, at. the Bellevue Hotel, 
with a smaller attendance than usual. 
Rev. C. Davis and Rev. C. Gibbs were 
both present, the former presiding.
Mr. Haverfield presented the finan­
cial statement for the past year, show­
ing a slight increase in balance. Apart 
frorn the usual expenditures, the chief 
item’ shown was for installing electric 
light in the church, towards which the 
Ladies' Guild had contributed $50 of 
the $69.55 required.
, Rev. C. Davis stated that it was his 
fourteenth Vestry meeting in Okana­
gan-Mission. He much regretted the 
small attendance at St. Andi'ew’s 
Church services and hoped it .would in­
crease, and more especially in the num­
ber of communicants. He referred to 
the loss that the b^Yish had sustained 
last year by the death of Mrs. G. B. 
Ford. He thanked the G«ild for their 
work of the year, and also, those who 
had contributed to the Assistant 
Priest’s salary. He was extremely 
sorry that Mrs. L. D. Browne-Cla.yton 
was unable through illhe.ss to be pre­
sent at the meeting. this being the first 
time she had been absent.
Most of (he local choristers had left 
the district, so that no choral singing 
was possible just now. but the Rector 
said he would be pleased to come out 
for choir practice if enthusiasm once 
more developed. He asked the Guild 
and the Church to contribute $10 for 
Mr. Marriage, who canu! as organist 
and look great interest in the services 
at St. Andrew's church, and hoped that 
ho might be given transportation for 
the 11 a.m. .services every fourth Sun­
day. instead of coming at 10 o'clock 
with Re\'. C. Gibbs, wlio.look, Sunday! 
School on those occasions. j
Mr. L. D. Browne-Glayton is again 1 
Rector’s Warden' and Mr. B. T. Haver- 
fiold. People's Warden, and Mr. Apstin 
Willett and Mr: Dick Hall were also 
placed on the committee.
Mrs. Haverfield asked if the Mission 
could have theii- own Services on 
Christmas Day, Easter and Whitsun­
tide. and the Rector said he would try 
to arrange this, if possible.
Mr. Haverfield thought that Okana­
gan Mission should have a Parish Re­
gister.
Mrs. Haverfield and Mrs; Luckett 
both asked that the churchyard should 
be tidied up from time to time.
Mrs. Farris kindly provided tea dur­
ing the afternoon and was accorded a 
hearty vole of thanks.
PENTICTON, Jan. 27 .-r-Gouncillors 
Br,pce Cousins and A. L. MacDougaH 
were returned to their seats on the 
Penticton Council at the cixdc election 
poll on Saturday, Jam 22. Candidate 
W. B. Carter was : unsuccessful. The 
final count showed that Cousins re­
ceived 562 votes, MacDougall 497 and 
Carter 341.
C. A. Finch and A. J. Palmer were 
returned to office on the School Board, 
with 585 and 623 votes respectively, and 
Gordon Toombs was elected with 486. 
J. W. Horton receix^ed 298 votes, in­
sufficient to obtain him a seat on the 
board.
Orders for the week commencing 
Thursday, January 27, 1938:
Duties: Orderly patrol for the week I . --------------
OwT<:- nr>vi fnv rj ♦ r< K ’ exceptionally busy group re-
^ I’l • i   ^ of o^ t^oh J  X^ ith "therRallies: The Troop xvill rally at the clubs, as xyell as regular evenings of
Scout Hall on Tuesday, February 1st, I keeping most of the addicts to
at 7.15 p.m. There will be no basket- during the past
ball practice on Friday, the 28th, as On’ Thursday of last week, a “B” 
Wenatchee xvill be playing here both team, strengthened by two men from 
Friday and Saturday. All Scouts will squad, played at Rutland. East
please remember that they are not en- | came out on the long end of
their patrol leaders, the T m . n o n f  thJ ? e s t \ f  ?L "T osS f Than'^ly
_ uunng the last few meetings, the the xvinners. The evening was marred 
Scouts have been concentrating on by an unfortunate accident when in 
i'lrst- Aid, elementary, second class and the last game to be played Mrs. Ste- 
seme first class. The last two weeks vens, of Rutland, fell in attempting to 
have been devoted to artificial respira- return a shuttle and. suffered a com- 
tion, that is, during their test periods, pound fracture of her wrist. The re- 
and approximately fifty per cent of the turn game between these teams is to 
bpys have mastered the movements in be played in East Kelowna on Thurs- 
Inis all-important operation. We would day, when the local team will be fur- 
like to see every Scout make a point ther weakened and a more evert side 
ot learning it thoroughly as you never offered to the'visitors, 
know when you will be called on to On Saturday the local "A ” team tra-
help out in this. way. - veiled to Summerland, where they met
The Scout Intermediate “B” are get- of that club. East Ke-
ting back into their stride after taking UP^na found the almost ideal condi-I 
3 beating to the tune of 5 points from afforded by the Summerland hall '
rhe Intermediate “A ”s two weeks ago | their liking and romped
Miss Elsie Hesselgrave underxvent an 
operation for mastoid recently. Mr. 
Kabella is w ith  his family in the Mis­
sion, recovering from, an injury to his 
leg while logging near Vavenby. Wc 
are glad to hear that Mrs. Browme- 
Clayton was able to return home from 
hospital last Thursday. Mrs Pollock 
suffered a severe heart attack last 
week.
.rs. L K uK-iii a a
Saturday,-' A week Saturday saw them 'through their opponents, winning by a 
take the Summerland “B”s by 12 score of 13-3. • A  detailed score fol- 
points and last Saturday they took the U°'^®-
local Intermediate “A ”s by 16 points, Paniel and Mrs. Daniel lost to Rus-
avenging their prexdous defeat. The and Mrs. Russell, 15-6, 15-12, and 
game xvas a bit rough in spots and U^aat W. Evans and Betty Duncan, 15- 
Brydon and R.vam had to' leave the 'Fitzgerald and B. Curtice beat
game in the dying moments with four p^assell and Mrs. Russell, 15-12, 9-15, 
per.sonals each. The team worked well and won from W. Evans and
on their plays and their ball handling, Betty Duncan, 15-2.! 15-3. Olson and 
and their shcfeling .ability has improved K'- F^i'ter, beat B. Duncan and J. Ben- 
100 per cent ox^ er the last display with nest, 15-13, 15-9, and xvon from A 
this team. » This Friday, two J u n io r  Simpson and M. Smith, 15-17, 15-10, 
teams xvill take part, in the prelimin- Pook and M. Allport xyon ‘‘rom
ar.y for the Wenatchee game, the B- Buncan and J. Bennest, 17-14. 18-16 
School and the Scouts. These Scouts nnd beat A. Simpson and J. Bennest' 
hax>e not played a game yet but, with 15-11, 15-8.
training and hard xvoik for a couple j ^ Olson and Daniel lost to Duncan and
of years, we knoxv they xvill make a 
smart little team
DOOMED BY RARE BONE DISEASE
/■
Wc arc sorry to report several people 
>n the sick list recently. Ian Dunlop 
is .suffering from pneumonia and xvas 
taken to Keloxvna Hospital last Sunday.
Evans. 15-11, 18-15. and beat Russell 
and Simpson, 15-9, 15-2. Fitzgerald
and Pook beat Russell and Simpson, 
5^-12, 15-5, and won from Duncan and 
Evans, 15-6, 15-10.
Mrs. Daniel and B. Curtice beat M 
Smith and M. Russell. 15-10, 15-10, and 
xvon from E. Duncan and J. Bennest, 
15-10, 14-18, 18-14. G. Porter and M. 
Allport lost to M. Smith and M. Rus­
sell, 15-3, 13-15. 15-5, and won from B. 
Duncan and J. Bennest, 15-10, 15-13.
On Monday ex e^ning, the local “C” 
team were, hosts to Rutland “B-.” This 
match proved to bring together two 
teams almost pei’fectly matched who 
battled it out on almost, even terms 
^through the entire course of the even­
ting and finally decided to call it off 
xvith a score of 12-12.
J
When txv.o tennis coxu’ts xvere con- j 
structed' in thi^  district last spring, it 
was the expressed intention to ii.se the 
level space thus created, as the loca- i 
tion of a skating rink during the win­
ter. In spite of almost perfect wea­
ther conditions for the building of an j 
ice surface, no move was made in this | 
direction until the beginning of this 
week, when a crew of the older of thq. 
school children, xvith the help of some | 
of the young men of the community, 
made good start at clearing off the 
snbw. After txvo afternoon sessions 
the ground has been made ready, and | 
flooding is being done at this xvriting, 
with the result that, given good wea­
ther, a suitable surface should be avail­
able by the xveek-end.
IMPORTANT
l<
^A  certain Welshman was the proud j 
j pbssessor of a very fine bass voice. I 
! Meeting a friend one day, he confided j 
' th^ it he had had a remarkable dream.
 ^ “Dreamt I was in a mighty choir,’ 
j he explained. “Oh, but it xvas splen-j 
I did,. There was siich a choir as you’ve |
! never seen. Five thousand sopranos. 
Doctors have predicted but three years to live for Thomi<3 T TovH i  thousand altos, five thousand ten-
olortripinn Wo .. ; ors, all singing at once double forte.Ohio, electrician. He was found to belsuffering from a r a ^ d i S  of the 
bones for which no cure is known. -The disease slowly eats away the marrow
a eo soft and crumble away. ‘Tm iSt
^Sht the thing to the last ditch,” said Lloyd, seen in the groun 
with his wife and children. He is holding Donald, 4 (left) and Philin ^ 
Standing at the back is Richard, 11. : ’ “  Philip, 5.
Oh, magnificent.’
His friend gasped with amazement. 
“But suddenly,” continued the sing­
er, “the conductor stopped the lot, and I 
turning to me, he said: *Not quite so 
loud in the bass, John Jones’.”
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Citrus
Fruits
H A V E  N E V E R  
BEE N  C H E A PE R  
T H A N  A T  PR E SE N T
— Take advantage of those 
“Suiikist” valuo-s — quality 
guaranteed.
- 7  FRESH STOCK —
— JUST ARRIVED —
O rang es
(medium size) 
"SUN K IST” 
per doz............
GRAPEFRUIT
Med. Size; Seed- Q  for ^  
less “Sunkist” . J  JL
LEM ONS .mT 2 9 c
2 Ids. 23c
WHEAT PUFFS 
RICE PUFFS -  2 *OR 15c
HEALTH 
BRAN -  -
SOAP FUKES
-  2
LARGE 
LB. 
PKG.
“PRINCESS” 
(xvliilc they last)
Pkg.s. 29c
T O M A T O  C A T SU P— Quaker' (2’s) ; tin
PA N T R Y  JARS— wide mouth ....................... 6 for $1.00
Q U ICK O ATS— “Robin Hood” (with China), 2 pkgs. 57c
C l ^ S d C  C LE A N SE R --2 jtin s^ ..l.;iI .11 . Z Z Z
29 cORANGE^^ M ^  oz_. jar, ..
S A L A D D R ESSING —^ “Salad Time”, 32 oz. jar ........  49c
O N T A R IO  CH EESE— (medium'Ij • per lb................. 23c
— I.B.C. Brand; 1 lb. pkg,_................. ...........  I7c
M A C A R O N I— “Quaker,’’ per pkg......... 14c
i r n i P F F F  “AIRW AY” FrcshRoasted O0~
V l/ v lT L iL i  — and Fresh Ground LB. CiUC.
TEA per lb. ..........L,.................. .“H IG H W A Y ” B R A N D 4 3 c
M E A T  D E P A R T M E N T
BULK
LARD
Swift’s “Silverleaf” Pure
per lb........................... .....
BACOM D R Y  S A LT E D  per lb. . . ........ 2 0 c
BLADE RIB ROAST -  -  LB7 14c
SMOKED PICNICS -  -  -- LB. 18c
SMOKED KIPPERS -  -  2 LBS. 29c
ROUND s t e m  -  -  2 LBS. 35c
We Reserve The Right To Limit Safeway Stores Ltd.
•-ROYAL
HOUSEHOID
7^^
I
WHOLPlIfE ASSUfiflNCf-' 
•y AH Nil ITIES, EiJb0WM£NTS‘'‘
CHILD. EDUCATION 
FAMiLY^ PROTECT/ON
Local Agents:
HEAD OFflCE-MONTRfAL_______________  _
S. R. DAVIS - - - R. C. ATKINSON
Maclaren Block, Keloxvna, B.C.
^u teA  
Q U A K E R  O A T S
30 GENEROUS HEALTH 
BREAKFASTS IN EACH PACKAGE
Each serving provides the energy value of 2 eggs^
USTEN IN —"Mareot oi Castlewood” and “Cabin at
_ . 9*'038roads". Lovo, Romance, Music and Comddy
Sa.m. MONDAY to FRIPATt NhC Rod Networic, ^
FOR H IG H  CLASS  JOB P R IN T IN G  GO TO T H E  CO URIER
in
IP
S»Aai£ TBM THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
TMUHSDAY, JANUARY 27. liCm
GROWERS’ CONTRACT 
DIFFERENTIATES 
BETWEEN GROUPS
(CoiitiiuK'd from U
frinf'fiiunt of rulf;; by indeiMiiulontii 
are tiikoii mil of tlii’ .shi|)|K.‘rs’ pockel.s 
sum!  put into tlie pockets of Uie grow­
ers. I’enalties for infringement by co­
operatives are talien out of tlie pockets 
of the fpowers and pul back into tlie 
pockets of tlie (’rowers. In elTcct, co- 
o|)eratives can disrepard the rules 
witlioiit sulTerin/; any loss.
“Le.sl my underslandiiu; of the eltect 
of tlie coiilract should be niistakcn and 
wisliitp; to cet an opinion free from 
possibility of local bias, the Contract 
was referred to a well known Vancou­
ver counsel, resiieclcd for hi.s know- 
ledfie of business law. I <^ uote his
PHONE GORDON’S 178 & 179
SIIOUI.DKIt rO IlK  KOASTS;
, Cut Pic-iiic Style; per lb......
LOIN UOASrS of rilKSlI PORK;
(ler lb.
16c 18c
22c
LOIN PORK CHOPS;
per lb...............................
OVKN ROASTS of VEAL;
per lb...............................
Celery Hearts Lettuce Cauliflower 
Carrots Onions Parsnips
Sprouts
Potatoes
BO N ELESS  O V E N  ROASTS of V E A L
L O IN  CHOPS OF M IL K  FED  V E A L  
—  F ISH  —
KIPPERS: per lb. 12c FRESH FILLETS of COD; per lb. l!)c 
Cooked Mi-ats Hams Bacons VPciners Bologna
Cooked Tripe Creamery Butter Cheese Pickles
Salad Dressings
MUSHROOMS — OYSTERS in 8 oz. and 10 oz. jars.
D K. GORDON LIMITED
PROVLSIONERS PHONES; 178 and 179
Maple Syrup
/00%\ Pure
W IT H  T H E  F L A V O U R  A N D  R O M A N C E  
OF T H E  Q UEBEC  M A P L E  W O O D S
GOOD FOR EVERY MEAL OF THE DAY
Back East in the 90’s, every one used Maple Syrup on their 
porridge— for flavouring—^with hot cakes and fresh biscuits 
and as a spe'eial dessert. If you don’t use Maple Syrup 
you are sure missing something.
PURE MAPLE 
SUGAR
in half pound bricks
2 0 c
72-bunce 
tins ... $1.20
37-ounce 
tins ....
i 32-ounce 
bottles
16-ounce
bottles
60c
35c
PHONE 214
wired o|)iniuM exactly a.s received; 
l.egal Advice tUveii 
“Peiii.seii and eoniiidtued proinei- 
ed maricelin/; euiitjaet .stoj) my u|)- 
ininii where independent .‘iliippeiN 
and independent (powers sign enn- 
Irael they beeome subjeel to legu- 
lation.s by Tree KruitK Limited is­
sued laihsiMiiK'iit to signitii' j’oiitract 
•sto(> siieh reculatiou.’i miglil alTeet 
the eoudnet of fhi>ir bnsine.s.s iii- 
eluditu; ijriee at wlueh produee 
must b<' sold s1oi> on llie oilier hand 
wher<> eo-o|)erative shi|)per.s and 
eo-ojierative growers sign eonlracl 
tliey may neifleel or refuse to eom- 
|)ly with any re/'ulalions to be is­
sued and eoiild si’ll their inoduee 
a priei’ U'ss tlian juiee set for
MILITARY GROUP 
IS BLAMED FOR 
CfflNA INVASION
Proffessor Soward Talks On W ar 
Torn World Affairs 
Of Today
SCORNS O R G ANIZED  H A T E
REEVE G. C. HUME 
HAD 30 MAJORITY
iudeixmdent.s and neitlier tlu> co- 
o|)eraUvi> grower nor eo-0|)eralive 
.shi|)per would be affected by any 
action eonlemj)lated b.v contract 
sto|) Tree Fruits Limited do iu)t 
ai)pear to have agreed or coveiianl- 
ed with grower or slujjj)er to do 
anylliin;'.’
"Tliis cdiilrael, in jn’inciple, has re­
ceived the a|)proval of the B.C.F.G.A., 
Possibly i( was nut very carefully eon- 
.sidered or its efl’ect underslood. Poss­
ibly llio growers really wisli the in 
dependent .shippers to be eliminated 
from the dual; bc'causo tliere Is no 
doubt the standard contract, if signed, 
could be used willi that ob.ject in view 
and would be a quick and etficienl 
agent for that purjjose.
No Need For Such Aoliou 
“If the growers really' desire to get 
rid of the indeijendenls; it tlie growers 
really desire 'central selling, or a one 
desk |ilan, these two objects can be ae 
complishgd without asking the inde 
pendents to sign their own death war­
rant, and to pay tlieir own funeral ex­
penses. No independent shipper pos 
se.ssing cither self respect or business 
sense will sign this Standard Contract.
“If the object of the growers is cen­
tral selling with the elimination of the 
independents, surely it is unnecessary 
to set up machinery with double ex­
pense and go around half a dozen cor­
ners to reach an objective which can 
be approached by a direct route 
“The Associated Growers have, for 
many years, operated dnder a three 
party contract which provides a one 
desk plan for the signers. This organ­
ization has years of experience of large 
scale marketing and should without 
difficulty be able to enlarge its depart­
ments to handle the entire ten million 
dollar crop of British Columbia. It is 
the only organization in the Valley 
which has experience in handling Val­
ley pools.. Moreover, there is no func 
tion now being performed by growers’ 
organizations that cannot be as effici­
ently performed by the Directorate of 
the Associated Growers, ahd with a 
tremendous saving in expense. If the 
desire of the growers is a standard 
three-party contract and the one-desk 
plan, why not join this existing or 
ganization?”
Mr. Staples stated that he thinks the 
introduction of collective bargaining 
into the fruit business should not be 
linked with a shipper’s contract. If 
the growers wish to turn over to a 
central body the entire right to bar­
gain in connection with their fruit, 
then it is distinctly their business.
“We are prepared to assist in the 
establishment of central selling, pro­
vided the growers want it. and pro­
vided this central selling is a business 
or a desk separate from any existing 
selling organization, but provided it 
retains for the industry the business 
executive and selling ability of the 
business houses now engaged in the 
distribution of Okanagan products.
MATINEES
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at 2.30 
25c and 10c
EVENINGS
Two Shows, 7-9 
Aduffs, 40e 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
THURS. — FRI. — SAT.
JANUARY 27 - 28 - 29
MONDAY
JAN. 31st
TUESDAY
FEB. 1st
Setzniefe
Intaniatiojtat
presents
ftOHAlD
COLMAia
m ill
MADELEINE CARROLL
MiunrAST0!t*DATioiinrEa 
MTMOm) MASSKT • C. AtTBRET lUITB
AND
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.
20-MINUTE rOPEYE CAFTOON 
PARAMOUNT NEWS 
MATINEE: FRIDAY - SATURDAY
ooma4y 
iio.t by tha author 
oi 'Boy Moots .Girl* 
...all donk In Ad­
vanced TECHNI­
COLOR so dazz­
ling that it takas 
your breath away!
3 m U
I N TECHNI COLOR
The
WALTER WANGER MODELS
Tho M ost Photographod  G irls  
in the W orld
Rciaasod thru UNITED ARTISTS
WEDNES. -
FEBRUARY 2
THURS.
He swapped his throne for a
love-seat and he ain’t 
reign no more.
gonna'
A W«TMr IfM. fidvra • Siraaa Hay by Norman Xreina A Oreueh* 
Mors* Mude end-tyriet by Warner C Haymenn A Tad ICaahM
E x t r a  I
KEN MURRAY and OSWALD
■re­
casts Doubt On Ultimate Success 
Of Japan’s Activities 
In China
ClasHifyiipf the liivaiilon of Cliin.i b.v 
Japan as tlie work of a “ little; group 
of wilful men”—llie militarists—Pro 
lessor F. H. Soward, of tlie Universit.v 
of B.C., Iield the Intense interest of a 
erovvded Junior High auditorium on 
Tuesda.v Mi(;hl in the second of a s<;r 
ies of lectures undi;r the Adult Educa 
lion scheme, 'rhis lecture was ' spon 
sored by the Kelowna Young Women’ 
Club.
Not only did ProfessoF Soward give 
a clear-cut picture of the present striq 
gle in China, but he reviewed the in 
tervenlion of Germany and Italy ii 
llie Spanish war, and gave some dc 
cided views on the attitude of both 
tliose aggressor countries in the world 
situation of today.
No Orguiiizcil Hate
The speaker stressed the point lliat 
“wo must not have an organized hale 
against Japan.” In explanation of 
this statement, he referred to the hate 
wliich was aroused in the World War 
against Germany, and of the conse 
quences of that ^atc Which arose out 
of the Versailles Treaty.
He considered that this invasion of 
China has been brought about by I He 
militarist group in Japan, because of 
the growing tendency on the pari; of 
llie Japanese to doubt the wisdom of 
the military control in Governmen' 
affairs. The people were beginning to 
wonder if the army was the only safe 
guard, he added.
In 1936, Japan was faced with the 
same situation as faces Italy in Abys 
sinia today. The cost of the invasion 
of Manchuria had been tremendou.s 
and thei-e had been no settlement of 
the country on the part of the Japan 
ese to relieve the overcrowded condi 
tions of the mother country.
While pleading for a tolerant atti 
tude towards the Japanese people as 
a whole, he did not mince words in 
denouncing the Japanese invasion, and_ < -
the bombing ^of clbwded cities, t^ e
in
ADDED
METRO NEWS
MATINEE MONDAY’^ ONLY
U DR. CUPID
PLUS
u I WANNA BE 
A SAILOR”
A COLOURED CARTOON
MATINEE WEDNESDAY ONLY
M I P S !
YO U R  W liiSTERN T R E A T  SAT. M A T IN E E , JAN. 29th
BUCK
JONES
U
111 BOSS OF LONELY VALLEY ”
OM OUR STAGE SATURDAY, JANUARY 2,9th
E m i l l ®  G a l l ® " " "  his 0 0 ™ ,  ™  u,SPANISH & ITALIAN
ther with the' brutal massacres. The 
entire world has revolted against the 
massacres, he declared.
Adverse 'Trade Balance
In 1935, the adverse trade balance in 
Japan was fifteen million yen,'- and in 
1937 it had jumped to seven hundred 
million yen. He stressed the strain on 
financial interests, the rising cost of 
living and the falling of living stand­
ards. In Manchuria, only the soy bean 
is a natural resource which can be 
counted upon. And yet, with the tre­
mendous initial cost of the war in 
Manchuria, Japan is forced to keep 
very large army in Manchuria in or­
der to preserve a semblance of order;
With all this rise in costs, and fin­
ancial burden, Japan had not gained 
in international co-operation or pres-‘ 
tige. Professor Soward explained, and 
in February, 1936, the elections show­
ed a decided trend towards elimination 
of army interests in Government. Then 
came the “palace conspiracy,” when 
a group of young radical officers seized 
control and massacred cabinet minis.- 
ters. Even when that episode was 
quietened, and another election forced 
upon the people, the trend against the 
militarists was even more pronounced.
And so, the militarist group decided 
that action was essential^  so in July of 
last year, came the invasftm of China
“Shanghai may prove to be a second 
Verdun,” he continued, as it remained 
uncaptured, and the Chinese put up a 
splendid battle, the invasion of the 
rest of China being as bitterly con 
tested.
Cannot Continue Policy
“Japan may win victories in the pre­
sent invasion,” Professor Soward de­
clared. “but what will be the outcome? 
Must she maintain by force a, garrison 
over the whole of China? Such a pol 
icy could not be continued for long.” 
China has decided to follow a policy 
of slow retreat, burning all their pos 
sessions in order that Japan may not 
be able to seize anything of usefulness. 
Japan has lost one-third of her gold 
reserve, and the war is costing two 
billion yen more than she thought.
Other governments are keeping an 
embarrassed silence to China’s plea for 
assistance, he pointed out. He Believed 
that to be a dishonest policy, for at 
the same time, these countries- are 
continuing to supply the invaders with 
supplies for war munitions. This state­
ment was greeted with applause.
Be likened Japan’s attitude to Ger­
many and Italy. 'There is Yio question 
of Germany’s rising might and im­
portance, he conceded, and Hitler is 
the insoluble quantity behind Ger­
many. But Germany, Italy and Japan 
are feeling the pinch, and Germany, 
for instance, is feeling the pinch for 
re-arming at the cost of her economic 
policy. He considei’ed that there is a 
great lack of statesmanship throughout 
the world, yet there is still a chapee 
for the great deniocratic powers to 
draw together to ofTor a definite check 
on the advance of the totalitarian state.
Will Not Insure
At the outset. Professor Soward re­
viewed the situation in its broader as­
pects, dealing with the published curt 
report of insurance companies in tlie 
Old Country, that “except in certain 
parts of the North American continent, 
we will not insure a, building against 
war risk.”
The Pact of Locarno has collatssed 
and disappeared, he said, and the world 
knows the futility of the Kellogg Pact, 
which induced nations not to declare
l)ui’ to a tcU’iiliuiu’ niisuiKleraland- 
iiil’. llie llciires sii|)i)lied The Courier 
recardiiig tlie Saturday election for 
reeve at Gleiunore were erroneous, as 
publi.’Ju’d in Tlie Courier Advertiser 
on Tuesday.
G. C. Hume was ireiurned as Keevc; 
of Gleii'iiiore by a iiiargiu of tliirly 
votes ovi'r lii.s opponent, Andrew Hit- 
ehi(‘. who is well known for his aeliv- 
ities in the fruit industry. Reeve lluiiie 
securetl .I? voli’s to Ritchie’s 27.
I’ rofessor Soward staled. “ It is a form 
of insurance, but yet it lias proved un­
reliable in tlie past.”
There are at pre-seiit, instead of the 
League of Nations fundlioiiing smootli- 
ly, and the various pacts remaining 
solid, a series of two-party pacts be­
tween Italy, Germany and Japan, as 
well as the unti-Cornimmisl agree- 
ineiils. “1 doubt if any of these powers 
will gain by war.” he declared. “Italy 
did not in Ethiopia and I doubt if 
Japan will in Cliina, but this coiisiaiil 
threat intercepts the stronger western 
threat.”
Vancouver “Rc-Assurccl”
.Canada’s policy he termed as a back 
seat one. She would take no part in 
an aggressive policy, and in the mean­
time, “to reassure Vancouver, she plac­
ed six-inch guns in Stanley Park," he 
continued, with a note of derision.
“Spain olTers an object lesson in the 
now technique of intervention in in­
ternational affairs. It is a most in­
human and terrible struggle of brother 
against brother.” He had no use for 
the person who endeavours to explain 
the Spanish action as a fight against 
Communism, as there were only 16 
Communists out of 400 in the last 
election.
Franco considered he could take 
Madrid easily, but the wonderful mor­
ale of the Spanish loyalists surprised 
him. He traced the course of the war 
until the present time, and added; “We 
may well see important developments 
in Spain when Franco calls for help 
to fill the gaps in his ranks, caused by 
the Spanish loyalists.”
Another thought in connection with 
this war, was that Germany and Italy 
found that their planes and tanks 
were not as effective as they consid­
ered, and could not beat down a well„ 
placed group of Spaniards with their 
present morale.,
SCOTTISH FOLK 
COMMEMORATE
NATIONAL BARD
FIRST SMOKER IS 
VOTED BIG SUCCESS
(Contimu’d from Page 1>
history and .’Jnme fi'aturi’.s of the old 
land, with occasional huninrou.’i a.sldes.
Mr, J, G, Adam, in proposiig; "Tiic' 
lamd of Our Ailoplion,” paid a warm 
and eloquent tribute to Canada, whicli 
evol(.<‘d treriiienl Inirst.s of applause.
The llnal loasl, that nf “The Las,sics.” 
was entrusted to the Cameron clan. 
Ml', Alan Cameron proiiosiiq; it and 
Mrs, G, I),. Cameron replying. Appro­
priate t;ay liadinage and banter pas.sed 
between tliem, llie lady pointing out 
proudly that, as was llie custom of lu’r 
S(!X. she had the last word.
A (|uarletle comjioseii of Mrs. F. 
Tull, Miss M. Scott. Messrs. D. Mac- 
farlane and J. Kincaid, sang two very 
lih'.’ising numbers, “'riicre was a lad 
was bnl'M in Kyle;,” and “Sw*;el Aflon.”
Mr. Iiynn gave; two recitations from 
tlic lesser-kiiown writings in Rroad 
Scots of Robert lands Slev(;nsoii which 
proved vt;ry acceptable to his uudi- 
enct;.
Sandwiched in between the items of 
the inogrammo, Mr. Geo. S. McK<;iizie 
led the gathering in community sing­
ing, the selections rcMd(;rod including 
“Ye banks and braes o’ bomiie Doom,” 
“Tliou boniiie; wood o’ Craigieloa," 
•‘Amiie Laurie.” "Over the sea to 
Skye," “O rowan tree” and “Bonnie 
Cluirlie’s ndo iiwa’.”
Immediately the end of tlie pro­
gramme was reached, the younger folk 
hastened to tlie upper hall and they 
wore soon tripping it merrily to the 
tuneful .strains of the Murray Orches­
tra, both in Scottish and Canadian 
dances, and the fun was kept up until 
wgll into the morning hours.
As in former years, the exc(;llont 
haggis was made and cooked by the 
deft hands of Mrs. N. Dunn. Mrs, A. 
H. Badley presided over the committee 
of ladies in charge of table arrange­
ments, etc., while Mrs. M. A. Roith 
was in command of the kitchen staff 
and the details of serving. All ar­
rangements worked smoothly and 
there were no hitches, and the grat­
itude of the Scottish community is 
due to those energetic and self-sac­
rificing ladies and men who shouldered 
the work, not forgetting the indefatig­
able secretary, Mr. Bruce Deans, who 
has come to be regarded as indispens­
able to the success of the annual event.
(Contimuil from P.-p'e 1)
si‘\'fi';il individnal seU’ction.s whicli re­
ceived round ap|)I;mse, Tliey wi’i'e 
decked out in liillbill.v .slyle.
One nf (lie, feature I'lilertiiiners was 
Jim Pringle, with his accordion, wliich 
tiid cvi’i'ytiling but talk. His “swing 
music” (lackcil a piincji wliicli c.xliilara- 
led the audience, and lie was enlhusi- 
aslically I’licored.
Bill Bredin amused the gatlu'rlng 
with another of his “ international dis­
cussions." and Bill seemed to have the 
situation about as well in hand as us­
ual.
Iiniiroinptu I'liiylcl
Jim llouglas c()minaiid(;ered five 
nu'iiibers of tin; audience to /live an 
iinpromplu rendition of Romeo and 
Juliet. Those wlio coiilribuled llioir 
laleut for this "inasleriiiece” were Ivor 
Newman, Burry Mitchell, Charlie De- 
Mara, Harry l.awsoii and Geofge Mc­
Kenzie. .Ir.
•‘Tiny’’ Walrod's solo numb(;rs brought 
an eiilhusiaslic applause and the aud­
ience Veiled for more.
’I’lirougli tiu; kindness of Mr, Chester 
Owen, a new s/iring lint was raffled. 
On the spin of the wheel, Dick Par­
kinson won the chapeau. He re-donat­
ed it. however, and on the second oc­
casion Frank Guorard was the holder 
of the lucky ticket.
Members of the Eiilertainineiil Cnm- 
mittoo who were responsible for the 
success of this smoker included Me.ssrs. 
Terry Bennett. Jim Calclor, Bill Allen. 
Jack Gordon. Les Campbell, Jim Doug­
las. Jim McDonald, and Jack Tyrer.
KELOWNA STUDENT AT
' SCHOOL OF AERONAUTH^S
Geoffrey Rennie, of Kelowna, who is 
takin.g an airline operations course, is 
one of four students from British Col- 
urrfbia now in attendance at the Boeing 
School of Aeronautics, a division of 
United Air Lines located at Oakland, 
Cal. The other British Columbians are 
Dermot F. Maidin, of Victoria, airline 
mechanic course; Walter P. Barclay 
and Lauchie MacLean, both of Van­
couver, airline operations course.
According to T. Lee, Ji’.?- General 
Manager of the School, in the new class 
which the four young men from Brit­
ish Columbia have joined are repre­
sented twenty-two states, Canada, Aus­
tralia and New Zealand.
war. but to fight anyway. Standards 
and morality have collapsed through­
out the’“world, and only Great /Britain, 
France and the United States have ad­
opted the policy of [leace at almost-a' i^y 
price-
“It must be stark necessity when 
Groat Britain plans a seven and a half 
billion re-armamonl programme,”
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REMNANT
V a l u e s
G a l o r e
During the process of inventory tve 
are constantly throwing out ends of 
piece goods from every department. 
Tweeds, Woollens, Silks, House 
Furnishings, Chintzs, Nets, Cret­
onnes, Monks Cloth, Scrims and 
Marquisettes.
P R IN T S  G ING H AM S T O W E L L IN G S  
F L A N N E L E T T E S  D EN IM S T A B L E  O ILC LO T H  
LA C ES  E M B R O ID E R Y
and dozens of lines too numerous to mention. These are all REAL 
BARGAINS and bear no relationship to their original cost. yNTIL 
THE END OF THE MONTH ONLY.
ALSO SHOE SALE CONTINUES
till the end of the month and are they BARGAINS? Well, look them
" over!
GROUP 1
Men’s Oxfords and Boots in brown and b ^ ^  
skin. Broken sizes but wonderful 
values. SPECIAL ............. $2.95
GROUP 2
Men’s Oxfords and Boots in calf, kid, and elk 
leathers. A  wide variety of styles to 
choose from; reg; to $7.50. SPECIAL $3.95
V GROUP 3
Really Sensational Values in high grade Oxfords 
and Boots—smart styles in black and brown to 
choose from. “Worthmore,” “Murray” and “Rich­
mond” makes; reg. to $9.00; sizes 6 
to 12. SPECIAL .................... ...... $4.95
GROUP 4
Men’s Work Boots in hard wearing leathers. Panco
and leather sole. $3.95
SPECIAL
GROUP 5 .
Two Tables of Boys’ Boots and Oxfords in brown 
and black. Hard wearing school shoes in “Tr<^- 
Rite” ,. “Sisman” and “Leckie” makes. Don’t miss 
these. 4Y CT and
EXTRA SPECIAL . . $1.95 $2.95
GROUP 1
A Table of Heel Hugger and Celpro Shoes made 
by. Murray’s. This is the favoured make of shoes 
for women as to fit and looks. Pumps, straps and 
ties in black and brown. Not all sizes, not all
widths, but a good selection to choose $4.95
from; reg. $8.00. SALE PRICE
GROUP 2
Dress Shoes, Street Shoes, also heavier work shoes, 
in oxfords and ties; black and brown.
SALE PRICE ;...... ...... ............. $3.95
GROUP 3
Table of Badly Broken Lines, but good, serviceable 
shoes and cheap for the money. ‘ This will include 
growing girls'. shoe.s and mostly straps in pate^ 
and kid; black and brown.
SALE PRICE ...... ...:.......... $1.95
95c
GROUP 6 
Men’s Bedroom Slippers in leather and
felt. SPECIAL
GROUP 4
Bedroom Slippens at greatly reduced prices. In­
cluded in this are kid, felt and moccasins. Women’s, 
Misses’, girls’ and children’s; all at one
price. VERY SPECIAL .....  .....  ........
GROUP 5
CHILDREN’S SHOES—Now is the time to outfit 
your, children for shoes for spring and summei. 
These will be mostly sandals and straps with a 
few oxfords, in black, brpv/ii and fawn. Misses' 
sizes, 11-2; Girls’ sizes, 8-lOV., All to
,^ 'o at one price, at per pair ........
GROUP 6
INFANTS’ PUSSY FOOT BOOTS—in buttoned 
and laced styles..black and brown. Only 
small sizes, 2, 3 ^nd 4. SALE PRICE
$1.00
50 c
<« D isc o u n t on  th e  nbalance o f  o u r
jL % J y o  r e g u la r  stock.. R u b b e rs  excep ted .
GEO. A. MEIKLE, LTD
wer QUALITY MERCHANDISE
¥-I* *
